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ABSTRACT A pair of salient tradeoffs have driven the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
developments. More explicitly, the early era of MIMO developments was predominantly motivated by
the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff between the Bell Laboratories layered space-time and space-time block
coding. Later, the linear dispersion code concept was introduced to strike a flexible tradeoff. The more
recent MIMO system designs were motivated by the performance-complexity tradeoff, where the spatial
modulation and space-time shift keying concepts eliminate the problem of inter-antenna interference and
perform well with the aid of low-complexity linear receivers without imposing a substantial performance
loss on generic maximum-likelihood/max a posteriori -aided MIMO detection. Against the background
of the MIMO design tradeoffs in both uncoded and coded MIMO systems, in this treatise, we offer a
comprehensive survey of MIMO detectors ranging from hard decision to soft decision. The soft-decision
MIMO detectors play a pivotal role in approaching to the full-performance potential promised by the MIMO
capacity theorem. In the near-capacity system design, the soft-decision MIMO detection dominates the total
complexity, because all theMIMO signal combinations have to be examined, when both the channel’s output
signal and the a priori log-likelihood ratios gleaned from the channel decoder are taken into account. Against
this background, we provide reduced-complexity design guidelines, which are conceived for a wide-range
of soft-decision MIMO detectors.

INDEX TERMS MIMO design tradeoffs, soft-decision detectors, near-capacity systems, reduced-
complexity design.

I. INTRODUCTION
The technical breakthrough of Turbo Codes (TCs) [1], [2]
has initiated two decades of exciting developments, leading
to a suite of near-capacity tranceiver techniques [3]–[12].
Moreover, the recent developments in the millimeter-wave
band [13]–[15] facilitate the employment of a large number
of antennas, especially at the Base Station (BS) [15]–[18].
Driven by the growing demand for more advanced wireless
communication technologies, in line with Moor’s Law, wire-
less communications systems have gradually become more
and more complex. Fig. 1 offers a glimpse of a few key
factors that directly affect the design of wireless commu-

nications systems. The nomenclature of terminologies used
in this paper are summarized in Table 1. The factors in
the first category of system modelling seen in Fig. 1 play
a fundamental role in efficient system planing and deploy-
ment. Once the system model is established, the transceiver
design featured in Fig. 1 revolves around achieving the best
possible throughput versus BER performance of the sec-
ond category at the lowest delay and complexity of the
third category. Invariably, there is a tradeoff between the
performance attained and the complexity imposed, since a
complexity reduction is often associated with a performance
degradation.
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FIGURE 1. Factors affecting the design of wireless communications
systems.

As an example, the classic V-BLASTMIMO system is por-
trayed in Fig. 2, where both the transmitter and the receiver
are equipped with multiple antennnas. The NT Transmit
Antenna (TA) elements independently transmit a total num-
ber of NT modulated symbols, which are drawn from the
MPSK constellation diagram. The NT data streams experi-
ence fading channels and arrive at the Receive Antenna (RA)
elements simultaneously. As a result, the classic Maximum-
Likelihood (ML)V-BLASTMIMO receiver [12] of Fig. 2 has
to jointly consider all the NT MPSK constellation diagrams,
which imposes a potentially excessive computational com-
plexity that grows exponentially with NT . In order to mitigate
this complexity problem, it is desirable to visit the individual
MPSK constellation diagrams separately. However, in prac-
tice, Inter-Antenna Interference (IAI) is encountered, because
the multiple data streams act as interference imposed on each
other. An attractive option is to invoke a Sphere Decoder (SD)
[19]–[21] as seen in Fig. 2, which only detects a single symbol
at a time, while the previous decisions made by visiting other
constellation diagrams are fed back in order to cancel out
the known interference. The SD may continue to examine
new constellation points of the next constellation diagram,
until the search scope exceeds the SNR-dependent sphere
radius. Therefore, the performance and complexity of SD is
explicitly determined by the sphere radius, where theML per-
formance may be retained at the cost of a high complexity,
whilst visiting less candidates may result in a degraded per-
formance. Another option is to mitigate the IAI by a Linear
Filter (LF) [22]–[25], and then the individual constellation
digrams may be visited completely separately, which results
in a substantially reduced complexity that grows only linearly
with NT . Nonetheless, the residual IAI after LF may still
severely degrade the MIMO system’s performance.

In this paper, we pay special attention to the important
tradeoff between the performance and complexity. We design
reduced-complexity algorithms that are tailored for near-
capacity communications systems. The basic philosophy of
reduced-complexity design is illustrated by the example of
SD seen in Fig. 2, where the complex detector may be decom-
posed into steps so that less decision candidates have to be

TABLE 1. Nomenclature.

considered. Moreover, the interaction between the detection
steps should be carefully taken into account, so that the
optimum full-search-based performance may be retained.

The performance versus complexity tradeoff also plays
salient role in MIMO system design. Recently, it has moti-
vated the development of Spatial Modulation (SM) [26], [27],
which has been considered as an attractive candidate for
large-scale MIMO systems [15], [28]. In more detail, the first
era of MIMO development was driven by the classic tradeoff
between the attainable multiplexing and diversity gain [29].
The V-BLAST MIMO systems [30]–[32] have a capacity
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FIGURE 2. An example of striking a tradeoff between the performance attained and the complexity imposed
by Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (BLAST) systems.

that may be increasing linearly with the number of antennas,
but they are not designed for achieving a transmit diver-
sity gain for combating the effects of fading. By contrast,
the family of Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) [33]–[35]
offers a benefical transmit diversity gain, but the STBCs
cannot achieve the full MIMO capacity. In order to cir-
cumvent this problem, the Linear Dispersion Code (LDC)
concept [36]–[38] may be introduced to resolve this tradeoff,
where a total number ofNQmodulatedMPSK/QAM symbols
are dispersed across both the NT -element spatial domain and
the NP-element time domain of the transmission matrix. The
LDC of [38] may attain both the full MIMO capacity and
the full transmit diversity gain, provided that the parameters
satisfy NQ ≥ NTNP. Nonetheless, since the STBC’s orthogo-
nality requirements are dropped by the LDC design, the LDC
receiver has to employ the family of V-BLAST detectors in
order to tackle the IAI. As a result, the performance ver-
sus complexity tradeoff illustrated by Fig. 2 surfaces again.
Against this background, the SM scheme [26], [27] activates
a single one out of NT TAs in order to transmit a single
modulated MPSK/QAM symbol, which results in a reduced
transmitter hardware complexity, since only a single RF chain
is employed. Moreover, the receiver’s signal processing com-
plexity may also be reduced, where the TA activation index
and the modulated symbol index are detected separately.
Moreover, the concept of Space-Time Shift Keying (STSK)
[39] once again achieves a beneficial diversity gain, where
a single one out of NQ dispersion matrices is activated for
dispersing a single modulated MPSK/QAM symbol. The
STSK receiver may employ the low-complexity SM detectors
in order to recover both the activated dispersion matrix index
and the modulated symbol index.

Against this background, in this paper, we consider the pair
of keyMIMO design tradeoffs, which are portrayed by Fig. 3.
The unified mathematical measures of capacity and error
probability, which are used for quantifying the multiplexing
and diversity tradeoff, are also invoked for characterizing the
performance of SM and STSK.

FIGURE 3. Key Multiple-Input Multiple Output (MIMO) schemes and the
design tradeoffs that motivated their development.

A. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON NEAR-CAPACITY
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN
The communications theoretic capacity limit was established
by Shannon [40] in the late 1940s, which quantified a chan-
nel’s capacity as the maximum mutual information between
the input signal and the output signal. Shannon proposed
in [40, Th. 11] that the channel capacity, which is the maxi-
mum data rate that can be transmitted over the channel at an
infinitesimally low error rate, can be achieved with the aid of
channel coding at the unconstrained cost of delay and com-
plexity. In the 1950s, the single-error correcting Hamming
code was proposed in [41], while the convolutional coding
concept was proposed by Elias [42]. Following this, the mul-
tiple error correcting Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH)
code was proposed in [43]–[45]. Furthermore, theMaximum-
Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) of convolutional
codes was proposed by Viterbi [46] in 1967. This classic
Viterbi algorithm was further interpreted by Forney [47]
in 1973, and it was also applied to block codes by Wolf [48]
in 1978. As a major milestone, the optimum Log-Max
A Posteriori (MAP) decoding algorithm was proposed by
Bahl et al. [49] in 1974, which is often referred to as the
Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm. More explic-
itly, Viterbi’s MLSE algorithm aims for maximizing the
sequence estimation probability. By contrast, the BCJR Log-
MAP aims for maximizing the probability for correctly
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decoding each bit. The BCJR Log-MAP algorithm was
shown to be capable of achieving a lower Bit Error
Rate (BER) in [49] than the Viterbi algorithm [46]–[48].
However, owing to the fact that the BCJR Log-MAP algo-
rithm imposed a substantially higher computational com-
plexity than the Viterbi ML algorithm, it had not attracted
much attention until the revolutionary development of
near-capacity system design emerging in the 1990s. Most
notably, the BCJR Log-MAP algorithm was simplified by
the approximation of ln

[∑
∀i exp(d

i)
]
≈ max∀i d i by

Koch and Baier [50] in 1990, which is often referred to as the
Max-Lag-MAP algorithm, so that the computationally com-
plex exponential operations may be avoided. Furthermore,
Robertson et al. [51] proposed the near-optimum Approx-
Log-MAP algorithm in 1995, which aimed for compensating
the difference between the two terms of ln

[∑
∀i exp(d

i)
]
and

max∀i d i by invoking a lookup table.
On the voyage of persuing the near-capacity perfor-

mance predicted by Shannon, the construction of power-
ful channel code became the greatest challenge. It was
observed in [52] that the coding gain, which is the
Eb/N0-reduction provided by channel coding, grows linearly
with the convolutional code’s memory, but the associated
decoding complexity grows exponentially. In order to mit-
igate this problem, the concept of concatenated codes [53]
was introduced, where simple component codes were con-
catenated in order to construct a powerful channel code.
The concatenated code concept was first proposed by
Elias [54] in 1954, where an idealistic ‘‘error-free’’ perfor-
mance predicted by Shannon’s theory was shown to be pos-
sible. The concatenated code constituted by a convolutional
code and a Reed-Solomon (RS) code stood out among the
known candidates [53], [55], [56], which was capable of
providing a performance that was only 2.0 ∼ 3.0 dB away
from Shannon’s capacity. In 1979, Battail et al. [57] proposed
to place a interleaver between the component codes of a
concatenated code, which was also referred to as a product
code, so that the error bursts may be effectively interleaved.
Battail et al. [57] also suggested in that the good performance
of concatenated codes may be guaranteed if the compo-
nent decoders can exchange their decisions. Inspired by the
development of the Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA)
and its application to concatenated codes developed by
Hagenauer and Hoeher [58] in 1989, Lodge et al. [59]
proposed in 1992 that the soft-decision iterative decoding
conceived for concatenated block codes inched closer to
Shannon’s capacity. This scheme was further improved by
Lodge et al. [60] in their ICC’93 paper, where the perfor-
mance of half-rate channel coded BPSK transmitted over
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels achieved
an impressive closest ever 1.3 dB distance from Shannon
capacity. It was also predicted by Lodge et al. [60] that the
concatenated convolutional codes assisted by soft-decision
iterative decoding may provide an even better performance.
At the same ICC conference in 1993, the groundbreaking
Turbo Coding (TC) technique was independently proposed

by Berrou et al. [1], where a low BER of 10−5 was recorded
at Eb/N0 = 0.7 dB for half-rate channel coded BPSK
transmitted over AWGN channel, which was achieved by the
parallel concatenation of a pair of Recursive Convolutional
Code (RSC) components exchanging their soft-bit informa-
tion with the aid of iterative decoding, as previously predicted
by Lodge et al. [59], [60].

FIGURE 4. The schematic of a Parallel Concatenated Code (PCC) assisted
by iterative decoding, which is adopted by Turbo Codes (TCs) [1], [2].
BPSK transmission over AWGN channels is assumed, unless otherwise
stated.

Let us now elaborate a little further on TC and its revo-
lutionary effect on channel coding science. The schematic
of the Parallel Concatenated Code (PCC) adopted by
TC [1], [2] is portrayed in Fig. 4. It can be seen in Fig. 4
that the information bits are encoded twice by a pair of
component RSC encoders, where an interleaver is inserted
between them in order to ensure that the bit-dependencies
imposed by the two RSC codes are eliminated between
them. At the receiver, the pair of component RSC decoders
exchange their so-called extrinsic information1 in order to
achieve a near-capacity performance. The soft-bit processed
by the soft-input soft-output decoders of Fig. 4 is in the
form of Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) [50], [58], where La,
Lp and Le represent the a priori LLR, a posteriori LLR
and extrinsic LLR, respectively. BPSK transmission over an
AWGN channel was assumed by the TC scheme of [1], [2].
However, it is straightforward to extend this scheme to more
complex modulations, where an arbitrary modulator and a
demodulator is placed before and after the wireless channel
block of Fig. 4, respectively.

Following the groundbreaking invention of TC and con-
sidering that the block codes have relatively simple trel-
lis structures [61], Pyndiah et al. [62] proposed to replace
the convolutional codes of Fig. 4 by block codes, which
also achieved a near-capacity performance [62], [63].

1The terminology of extrinsic information stems from the fact that as
a benefit of the interleaver, they are capable of providing an independent
’extended’ source of information for each bit.
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FIGURE 5. The schematic of generalized Serial Concatenated Code (SCC)
assisted by iterative decoding.

Hagenauer et al. [64] generalized PCC, where any com-
bination of block and convolutional codes was deemed to
be possible. Owing to the fact that the TC component
decoders in Fig. 4 only updated the LLRs for the infor-
mation bits, but not for the parity bits, an error floor was
experienced for a limited number of decoding iterations,
Benedetto and Montorsi [3] and Benedetto et al. [4] pro-
posed the concept of Serial Concatenated Code (SCC). The
schematic diagram of a SCC is depicted in Fig. 5. Unlike for
the PCC of Fig. 4, the SCC component decoders of Fig. 5
exchange their extrinsic information based on the exact same
binary bits without any puncturing.

The Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) coding concept
that was originally proposed by Galager [65] in 1962 was
popularized by MacKay and Neal [5] in 1996, where a near-
capacity performance was achieved by constructing sparse
random parity check matrices and by iteratively improving
the decoding performance [5]–[7]. Hence the LDPC concept
preceded TC by 31 years.

In order to optimize the communications schemes,
the modulation scheme, which defines the format of sig-
nal transmission and determines the effective throughput
should also be taken into account. During their infancy,
channel coding and modulation were treated as separate
entities [66], [67]. The first attempt of jointly desi-
gning channel coding and modulation is due to
Mecklenburg et al. [68] in 1973, when the conventional Gray-
labelling designed for modulation was revised in order to
also impose bit-dependency on the channel coded source
bits. As the benefit, the demodulator and the channel decoder
act in liaison in order to jointly decide upon the modulated
symbol. Inspired by this idea, Multi-Level Coding (MLC)
was proposed by Imai and Hirakawa [69] in 1977, where the
coded bits weremapped to the different - integrity protection -
classes of multi-level modulus. The bits mapped to the lower-
integrity modem sub-channels were protected by stronger
channel codes, which were then detected first by the MLC
scheme’s multistage decoder followed by the other bits of the
MLC scheme. In 1982, Ungerboeck [70] proposed the land-
mark concept of Trellis CodedModulation (TCM), where the
channel code’s parity bits were accommodated by the modem
by increasing the number of bits per symbol, because this
required no bandwidth expansion for FEC. More explicitly,
instead of using Gray-labelling for the modulated symbols,
the TCM constellation diagram is divided into subsets by

a techniqe referred to as set partitioning, where each bit
determines a pair of subsets, and the Euclidean distance
between the neighbouring constellation points within a subset
is increased at every partitioning step. Similar to the MLC
of [69], the TCM of [70] assigned stronger component chan-
nel codes associated with longer memories to protect the bits
associated with lower Euclidean distances. However, instead
of invoking a multistage decoder as the MLC scheme [69],
the TCM decoder was originally designed for relying on a
single trellis for jointly deciding on all the information bits.

Inspired by the invention of MLC and TCM, a lot of
research efforts had been dedicated to developing multi-
dimensional constellations for TCM [71]–[73] in the 1980s,
where instead of set-partitioning the constellation diagram
of a single symbol, a block of data were mapped to higher
dimensional constellations, so that a beneficial coding gain
was achieved by the joint channel coding and modula-
tion design. However, as described in [74], the number
of metrics to be calculated for the TCM decoder’s trellis
state transitions inevitably increases as the modulation-order
increases. In order to mitigate the escalating complexity,
the trellis construction of the TCM decoder was decomposed
into lower-dimensional problems with the aid of multistage
decoding [75]–[77] following the philosophy of the MLC
receiver of [69].

A specific TCM scheme conceived for fading channels
was conceived by Simon and Divsalar [78], [79] in 1988,
which once again separated the channel code and modula-
tion by placing a symbol-based interleaver between the two
entities. Moreover, it was observed in [78] and [79] that
the TCM scheme’s maximized Euclidean distance became
less important in fading channels than in case of AWGN
channels [80]. Against this background, the classic Bit-
InterleavedCodedModulation (BICM) arrangement was pro-
posed by Zehavi [81] in 1992, which was further developed
by Caire et al. [82]. It was proven in [81] and [82] that the
achievable time-diversity order of the BICM was determined
by the minimumHamming distance of the channel code. As a
benefit of bit-based interleaving, every coded bits may be
modulated to any modulation constellation point, and hence
BICM is not designed for achieving the maximized free
Euclidean distance of TCM. As a result, the TCM scheme
still performs better than BICM in AWGN channels, but
BICM outperforms TCM in fading channels, especially when
the SNR is relatively high and hence the fading charac-
teristics dominate the attainable performance. In order to
further improve the performance of BICM, the landmark
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation concept relying on Itera-
tive Decoding (BICM-ID) was proposed by Li and Ritcey [8]
in 1997. More explicitly, BICM-ID constitutes an instance of
the generalized SCC portrayed in Fig. 5, where the channel
code and themodulation scheme constitute the outer code and
the inner code, respectively. The BICM-ID scheme was ini-
tially proposed for exchanging hard-decisions in [8] and [9]
and then it was further developed for exchanging soft-bit
decisions in [10] with the aid of a turbo receiver. It was
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explicitly demonstrated in [11] that since the BICM-ID
receiver’s demodulator was capable of mapping any bit back
to the constellation subset pairs with the aid of the a priori
knowledge of all other bits, the free Euclidean distance was
once again increased after the demodulator received feed-
back from the channel decoder, which assisted BICM-ID in
outperforming TCM both in AWGN channels and in fading
channels.

FIGURE 6. The key driving factors behind achieving a near-capacity
performance.

It was gradually realized by the community that the ‘‘turbo
principle’’ [83] may in fact be extended to a variety of areas in
order to achieve the full potential of different communications
systems. The revolutionary development of near-capacity
system design has attracted substantial research interest from
the late 1990s onwards, which covers the areas of channel
coding [3], [4], source coding [84], equalization [85]–[87],
multi-user detection [88]–[91], MIMO systems [22], [92],
[93], etc. The three driving factors behind near-capacity sys-
tem design are summarized in Fig. 6. Clearly, in order to
perform iterative decoding/turbo detection, the constituent
detectors/decoders have to be revised both to be able to accept
and to produce soft-bit LLRs. In this treatise, the termi-
nologies of iterative decoding and turbo detection are used
interchangeably in order to address the involvement of poten-
tially any detector/decoder in iterative decoding. The last key
factor in Fig. 6 that has not received much attention is the
convergence analysis.

The BER versus Eb/N0 performance curve of a near-
capacity system may be generally divided into three regions
according to the noise level. In the low SNR region, the com-
ponent channel codes are unable to correct large bursts of
errors. At a specific SNR, which is not much higher than
the capacity limit, a ‘‘turbo cliff’’ or a ‘‘waterfall’’ may
be observed as the BER curve drops rapidly, which is the
result of decoding convergence. When the SNR is increased
beyond this specific region, the BER is expected to become
infinitesimally low. An example of such BER performance
curve is shown in Fig. 7b. Owing to the fact that the asymp-
totic union bounds derived based on the distance properties
of channel codes are only tight at high SNRs [4], this tool
becomes less useful for predicting the performance of turbo
detected concatenated codes, which generally operate at a
relatively low SNR that is close to the capacity limit. Recall
that the error performance of coded modulation at a low
SNR associated with a high noise level is more related to
the modem’s Euclidean distance than to the channel code’s

Hamming distance. As a result, the modulation scheme’s
capacity limit itself may be regarded as a loose performance
prediction of the decoding convergence. In general, a com-
munications system may be considered to be capable of
‘‘near-capacity’’ operation, when a turbo-like performance
is achieved, which may be interpreted as attaining decoding
convergence at an SNR that is within 1.0 dB distance from
the capacity limit, provided that optimum or near-optimum
decoding/detecting algorithms are employed.

Naturally, the prediction of the BER curve’s ‘‘turbo cliff’’
SNR is important for near-capacity system design, but
it is also important to optimize the number of iterations
between the turbo detected component detectors/decoders
so that no futile complexity wastage is imposed. In 1993,
Moher [94] proposed to analyse the iterative conver-
gence behavior with the aid of the cross-entropy metric,
which was further developed to an iterative detection
‘‘stopping criterion’’ in [95]. The concept of cross-entropy
allows us to keep track of the Probability Density Func-
tion (PDF) of the extrinsic LLRs produced by the com-
ponent decoders, where decoding convergence is expected
to occur, when the extrinsic LLR PDFs of the component
decoders converge to the same decisions. Following this idea,
Richardson and Urbanke [6] and Richardson et al. [7] pro-
posed the density evolution concept for predicting the LDPC
decoding convergence, where the belief propagation was also
characterized by tracing the PDFs. Inspired by the devel-
opment of density evolution, ten Brink [96] proposed the
powerful tools of EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT)
charts in 1999, which visualized the convergence of turbo
detection. More explicitly, the PDF of the extrinsic LLRs of
a component decoder may be obtained by feeding Gaussian-
distributed a priori LLRs [97], [98] to the decoder, so that
the mutual information between the extrinsic LLRs and
the source bits may be evaluated. As a benefit of iterative
soft information exchanging between a pair of component
decoders, the extrinsic information produced by a component
decoder becomes the a priori information of another compo-
nent decoder and vice versa. When the EXIT curves of two
component decoders only intersect each other at the (1.0,1.0)
point of the EXIT chart as seen in the example protrayed by
Fig. 7a, decoding convergence is expected to occur. It can be
seen in Fig. 7 that both the SNR and the number of iterations
required for decoding convergence are accurately predicted
by the EXIT charts. This technique was further extended for
SCC in [99] and for PCC in [100] and [101]. Furthermore,
it was proposed in [102]–[104] that the mutual information
may be calculated without having access to the source bits.
As a result, the EXIT charts may be constructed ‘‘on-line’’,
because as soon as new extrinsic LLRs become available at
the receiver, they can be used for updating the current estimate
of the mutual information [105].

In summary, the major contributions on near-capacity sys-
tem design are summarized in Table 2, while Fig. 8 offers a
further historic perspective. It is interesting to see in Fig. 8
that the complexity reduction of channel decoding has
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FIGURE 7. An example of EXIT charts analysis and BER performance of the RSC and URC coded Square 16QAM scheme. The Discrete-input
Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity limit of this scheme is given by Eb/N0 = 0.1 dB. a) EXIT charts and decoding
trajectories. b) BER performance.

FIGURE 8. Historical chart for major milestones of near-capacity systems design.

motivated major breakthroughs for the entire suite of wire-
less communication systems twice in history. For the first
time, when both the Viterbi and the BCJR algorithms have
facilitated joint channel coding and modulation design in the
context of MLC and TCM during the era spanning from
the late 1970s to the 1980s. For the second time in his-
tory, the developments of SOVA and Max-Log-MAP have

further inspired near-capacity system design since 1990s.
In fact, at the time of writing, soft-decision modulated signal
detection typically contributes a substantial fraction of the
total complexity, especially when powerful MIMO schemes
are employed. Therefore, the reduced-complexity detection
algorithms introduced in this treatise may become more
beneficial, especially when the soft-decision MIMO signal
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TABLE 2. Summary of major contributions on near-capacity system design.

detectors are invoked several times in order to approach the
performance potential promised by the capacity theorem.

Moreover, it is also worth noting that in line with the
reduced-complexity design philosophy, Fig. 8 also shows two
examples of major breakthroughs being made by decompos-
ing a very high-complexity detector into lower-complexity
parts while taking account the interaction between the con-
stituent parts. The first example is that a high-complexity
Convolutional Code (CC) was decomposed into a pair of low-
complexity CCs and an interleaver, yielding a concatenated
code, which led to the success of TC. The second example
is that channel coding and modulation were jointly designed

in MLC and TCM in order to achieve a better overall sys-
tem performance. The BICM-ID scheme once again sepa-
rated these two entities, where turbo detection exchanging
extrinsic information between the channel decoder and signal
demodulator was invoked in order to attain the best possible
performance.

B. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON MULTIPLE-INPUT
MULTIPLE OUTPUT SCHEMES
Multiple-Input Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques have
been one of the most vibrant areas in communications,
where exciting progress has been made over the past two
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FIGURE 9. Schematics of D-BLAST and V-BLAST. (a) D-BLAST. (b) V-BLAST.

decades. The proposal of employing multiple antennas for
a single user was motivated by its substantial capacity gain.
In more details, the multiplexing-oriented MIMO concept
was proposed by Paulraj and Kailath [107] in 1994, where
a high data-rate transmission was carried out by splitting it
into low data-rate signals transmitted by spatially separated
Space-Division Multiple Access (SDMA) users. In order
to pursue the multiplexing gain using co-located antennas,
Foschini [30] proposed the ground-breaking layered space-
time architecture in 1996, which was later termed as the
BLAST. In particular, the original encoding method pro-
posed by Foschini [30] was diagonal-encoding, whichmay be
termed as D-BLAST. As portrayed in Fig. 9(a), the D-BLAST
transmitter de-multiplexes a single data stream toNT separate
data streams, where channel coding and modulation may be
performed either before or after the de-multiplexing, and then
theNT data streams of theNT TAs are rotated in a round robin
fashion, so that the code words are transmitted in diagonal
layers. El-Gamal and Hammons [31] further extended this
D-BLAST structure in 2001, where each layer constitutes
more than one consecutive diagonal lines. The benefit of
D-BLAST’s diagonal-encoding is that the signal components
of a diagonal layer experience independent fading, which
may lead to a potential temporal diversity gain.

In order to simplify the real-time implementation, in 1998,
Wolniansky et al. [32] proposed V-BLAST that invokes
vertical-encoding. As portrayed by Fig. 9(b), the rotator
of the D-BLAST was avoided by the V-BLAST trans-
mitter. Owing to the fact that all the signals transmitted

from NT TAs are simultaneously received by NR RAs,
the same detectionmethods are shared by both D-BLAST and
V-BLAST, which was exemplied in Fig. 2. It was demon-
strated in [30] and [32] that both D-BLAST and V-BLAST
may achieve an improved spectral efficiency that increases
linearly with the number of antennas at realistic
SNRs and error rates. It was further confirmed by
Foschini and Gans [108] in 1998 and then by Telatar [109]
in 1999 that compared to the family of Single-Input Multiple-
Output (SIMO) systems where multiple antennas may only
be used at the receiver, the BLAST MIMO systems have an
ergodic capacity that may grow linearly, rather than loga-
rithmically, with the number of antennas, provided that the
BLAST MIMO system employs a large number of antennas
and that both the input signals and the output signals are
independent and identically Gaussian-distributed.

In order to exploit the full potential of BLAST MIMO
systems and to approach the impressive capacity results,
the BLAST receivers have to employ ML detection in
uncoded systems, or the MAP detection in coded systems,
which have to evaluate allMNT combinations of a total of NT
transmittedMPSK/QAM symbols [12]. This implies that the
BLAST detection complexity increases exponentially with
the number NT of TAs, which may be particularly unaf-
fordable, when the BLAST detector is invoked several times
in turbo coded systems. In order to mitigate this problem,
the BLAST schemes [30], [32] were originally proposed to
employ the Multi-User Detector (MUD) of the classic Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems [110], [111].
More explicitly, in order to separate the NT data streams
impinging at the BLAST receiver, Linear Filter (LF) based
receivers, such as Zero Forcing (ZF) and MMSE receivers
may be invoked, where all the other data streams, i.e. the
interferers, may be nulled when detecting a particular data
stream. However, the LFs suffer from inevitable performance
limitations, since ZF enhances the noise, while the MMSE
receiver only minimizes, rather than eliminates, the interfer-
ers. In order to further improve the attainable performance,
the decision-feedback techniques of [112]–[114], which have
been widely used for equalization may be employed for can-
celling an interfer from the BLAST scheme’s received signal
immediately after a data stream has been detected, so that
the ensuing detection stages suffer less from the interference
problem. Nonetheless, the LFs aided BLAST receivers gener-
ally suffer from a performance penalty compared to the opti-
mum nonlinear BLAST detection, but the LF aided BLAST
detection complexity becomes comparable to that of Single-
Input Single-Output (SISO) or SIMO systems, because the
constellation diagrams of the NT data streams are visited
completely separately.

In order to achieve a further improved performance in
coded systems, the LFs may be revised to be able to both
accept and produce soft-bit decisions. The first soft-decision
MMSE filter was proposed by Douillard et al. [85] for
turbo equalization in 1995. However, in the presence of soft-
bits, the a priori probabilities are no longer equal for all
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constellation points, which poses a major design challenge
for the MMSE solution of coded systems. In order to solve
this problem, the exact MMSE solution incorporating the
non-constant a priori probabilities was derived for CDMA
MUD by Wang and Poor [90] in 1999, and then this solution
was invoked for turbo equalization by Tuchler et al. [87]
in 2002 and finally for turbo BLAST by Sellathurai and
Haykin [22] also in 2002.

In order to strike a performance-complexity tradeoff
between the BLAST scheme’s optimum detector and the
LF-aided detectors, Damen et al. [115] proposed to apply
sphere decoding for BLAST detection in 2000, where the
ML performance may be retained at a substantially reduced
complexity. As illustrated by Fig. 2, the SD visits the con-
stellation diagrams one-by-one in order to find the best can-
didates that lie within the decoding radius, and then these
constellation diagrams may be visited again by the SD in
order to check for other possible candidates. The termi-
nation of SD is determined by the SNR-dependent sphere
radius. The SD algorithms designed for BLAST detection
were extensively documented by Damen et al. [19] in 2003.
Inspired by the turbo codes, the first soft-decision SD aided
BLAST was proposed by Hochwald and ten Brink [116],
where a list of BLAST signal candidates was established
by the hard-decision SD and then the candidates in this list
were processed by the MAP decoding algorithm. However,
the a priori information gleaned from the channel decoder
was not utilized for establishing the candidate-list in [116],
which prevented it from achieving BLAST’s full potential.
In order to mitigate this problem, in 2004, Vikalo et al. [117]
proposed the soft-decision SD for BLAST, which incor-
porated the a priori information in sphere decoding.
Furthermore, in 2008, Studer et al. [118] proposed the soft-
output SD’s Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) implemen-
tation, where a single SD tree search was invoked just once
for all the soft-bit decisions output for a BLAST detection
block. Studer and Bolcskei further developed their work
of [118] in [119] in 2010, where the a priori LLRs were once
again incorporated into the SD’s VLSI implementation.

The BLAST systems enjoy a beneficial multiplexing gain,
where the system throughput may be NT times higher
than that of their SISO/SIMO counterparts using the same
MPSK/QAM constellation. Alternatively, the mutliple TAs
may be exploited for achieving a diversity gain, where mul-
tiple replicas of the modulated symbols may be transmitted
by multiple TAs over multiple symbol periods, so that the
receiver becomes capable of recovering the data-carrying
symbols from several independently faded observations.
This revolutionary invention was originally proposed by
Alamouti [34] for the case of using NT = 2 TAs in 1998,
where the full transmit diversity was achieved by a SISO
receiver at a low detection complexity. More explicitly,
the transceiver of Alamouti’s transmit diversity technique is
portrayed in Fig. 10, where the space-time mapper forms a
two-by-two unitary matrix from the NQ = 2 independently
modulated MPSK/QAM symbols, which are transmitted by

FIGURE 10. Schematic of Alamouti’s G2 STBC transceiver.

NT = 2 TAs over NP = 2 symbol periods. Owing to
the orthogonality provided by the unitary matrix design,
the receiver of Fig. 10 is capable of decoupling the NQ = 2
data streams without encountering BLAST’s IAI problem.
The class of transmit diversity techniques generated from
orthogonal design has been termed as the set of Space-Time
Block Code (STBC) arrangements. In particular, as the first
member in the STBC family, Alamouti’s scheme is often
referred to as G2 STBC.

The gravest challenge of STBC design is to construct
the unitary matrix from orthogonal design for any arbitrary
number of TAs. Alamouti’s G2 STBC has a unity normal-
ized throughput of R = NQ

NP
= 1, which implies that its

throughput is the same as that of its SISO/SIMO counter-
part, when using the sameMPSK/QAM constellation. Owing
to its transmit diversity gain, Alamouti’s G2 STBC has a
better BER performance than its BLAST MIMO and SIMO
counterparts associated with the same system throughput.
However, it was proven by Tarokh et al. [35] in 1999 that
Alamouti’s G2 STBC is the only full unity-rate code in the
family of STBCs. Nonetheless, Tarokh et al. [35] discovered
that full unity-rate real-valued STBCs do exist for NT =
2, 4 or 8, which may be generated by the Hurwitz-Radon
theory [120], [121]. As a result, the class of Half-Rate (HR)
STBCs may be obtained by vertically concatenating the real-
valued STBC codeword and its conjugates, which forms
the family of HR STBCs that are represented by the ter-
minology of HR-GNT -STBC for using NT TAs. For the
case of NT not being a power of 2, the HR-GNT -STBC
transmission matrix may be obtained by taking the first NT
columns of the HR-G2dlog2 NT e-STBC’s codeword. Although
the HR-GNT -STBCs created for NT > 8 were not explic-
itly constructed, Tarokh et al. [35] proved that such a
design may impose a substantial transmission delay, which
increases exponentially with NT . For example, we have [35]
NP = 16 × 16(NT /8−1) for NT > 8 and being a power
of 2.

In order to improve the throughput of STBCs with
NT > 2, Ganesan and Stoica [122]–[124] invented the
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Amicable Orthogonal (AO) STBCs in 2001 according to the
theory of amicable orthogonal design [120]. An AO STBC
scheme having NT TAs may be represented by the terminol-
ogy of AO-GNT -STBC. For the case of NT being a power
of 2 as NT = 2ι, where ι denotes a positive integer, the
AO-G2ι-STBC schemes have a reduced delay of NP = NT ,
and they also have NQ = ι + 1 transmitted symbols.
More explicitly, the AO-G2ι-STBC’s transmission matrix
is constructed based both on the lower-level AO-G2ι−1-
STBC’s transmission matrix having ι symbols as well as
on a an extra the (ι + 1)-th modulated symbol. Hence,
the construction of AO-G2ι-STBCs may commence from
ι = 1, where the AO-STBC associated with ι = 1
corresponds to Alamouti’s G2 STBC. As a result, rate-
3/4 STBCs associated with a reduced delay of NP = 4
may be constructed for the AO-STBCs having NT = 3
or NT = 4, while half-rate STBCs associated with a
reduced delay of NP = 8 may be constructed for the
AO-STBCs having 5 ≤ NT ≤ 8. However, owing to the
fact that the AO-STBC’s number of transmitted symbols NQ
only increases logarithmically with the number of TAs NT
as NQ = dlog2 NT e + 1, the attainable throughput of
AO-STBC is expected to be lower than the half-rate of R = 1

2
for NT > 8.

Against this background, it has emerged that there is
a tradeoff between the attainable multiplexing and diver-
sity gain in MIMO system design. The development of
STBCs was motivated by their improved BER performance,
especially in the high SNR region, which is the bene-
fit of their diversity gain. However, it was recognized by
Sandhu and Paulraj [125] in 2000 that STBCs cannot achieve
the full MIMO capacity except for a special case, which is
Alamouti’s G2-STBC system associated with a single RA,
i.e. with NR = 1. On the other hand, the BLAST systems
have the full MIMO capacity, but they are not designed
for achieving a transmit diversity gain for combating the
effects of fading. This classic MIMO design tradeoff was
quantified by Zheng and Tse [29] in 2003, where the rela-
tionship between the diversity gain d and the multiplexing
gain r is given by d = (NT − r)(NR − r), which portrays the
diversity and multiplexing gains as rivals in MIMO system
design.

If the STBC throughput is to be improved, the first step is to
relax the orthogonality requirement. In the light of this princi-
ple, the concept of Quasi-Orthogonal (QO) STBC design was
proposed by Jafarkhani [126] in 2001, where the QO STBC’s
transmission matrix is formed by subgroups of orthogonal
STBCs. For the QO STBCs, the signals are orthogonal to
each other within the subgroups, but they are not orthogonal
to the signals from the other subgroups. As a result, the IAI
problem resurfaces in the QO STBC design, and hence the
signals that cannot be decoupled have to be jointly detected.
It was suggested by Papadias and Foschini [127] in 2003 that
linear MIMO receivers such as the MMSE detector or the ZF
detector may be invoked for QO-STBC systems. However,
this may not be an ideal solution, because the sub-optimal

FIGURE 11. Schematic of the capacity-achieving LDC transceiver of [38].

linearMIMO receivers may erode the performance advantage
of the QO-STBC’s diversity gain.

In 2002, Hassibi and Hochwald [36] proposed the new
class of Linear Dispersion Code (LDC), which com-
pletely droped the STBC’s orthogonality requirements in
order to further improve the STBC capacity while retain-
ing the full transmit diversity gain. In more details,
the LDC’s transmission matrix may be represented by S =∑NQ

q=1

[
Aq<(sq)+ jBq=(sq)

]
, where the real and imaginary

parts of a total number of NQ modulated MPSK/QAM sym-
bols {sq}

NQ
q=1 are dispersed into both spatial and temporal

dimensions by the dispersion matrices {Aq}
NQ
q=1 and {Bq}

NQ
q=1.

The dispersion matrices are obtained from random search,
where the capacity is maximized while the error probability
is aimed to be minimized. Although the LDCs proposed by
Hassibi and Hochwald [36] effectively improve the attainable
STBC capacity, and the LDCmay even outperform the STBC
in certain scenarios, the full MIMO capacity still cannot be
achieved by the LDC design of [36]. In order to further
improve the LDC design, Heath and Paulraj [38] proposed
in 2002 that jointly dispersing the real and imaginary parts of

the NQ modulatedMPSK/QAM symbols {sq}
NQ
q=1 may allow

the LDC to achieve the full MIMO capacity, which results
in a simplified form of the transmission matrix given by S =∑NQ

q=1

[
Aqsq

]
. For the sake of clarity, the original LDC design

proposed by Hassibi and Hochwald [36] is referred to as the
capacity-improving LDC in this treatise, while the further
optimized LDC design conceived byHeath and Paulraj [38] is
termed as the capacity-achieving LDC, whose transceiver is
portrayed in Fig. 11. The vectorization process seen in Fig. 11
may transform the LDC’s received signal to a form that
is equivalent to the received signal of a V-BLAST system
equipped with NQ TAs and NRNP RAs, so that the classic
V-BLAST detectors may be invoked for LDC detection.
Owing to the fact that the dispersion matrices {Aq}

NQ
q=1 are

populated with random elements, they can be designed under
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the constraint of having a transmission delay of NP = NT ,
which is a more relaxed condition compared to the delay of
STBCs [34], [35], [122]–[124]. Furthermore, it was demon-
strated by Heath and Paulraj [38] that satisfying the condition
of NQ ≥ NTNP is required for the LDC to achieve the full
MIMO capacity, which implies that the LDC throughput is
flexibly adjusted and it may even be higher than that of its
BLAST counterpart using the same MPSK/QAM constella-
tions. Upon finding the MIMO matrix capable of achieving
the full MIMO capacity, the random search for the capacity-
achieving LDC of [38] may aim for minimizing the error
probability. It was demonstrated by Heath and Paulraj [38]
that powerful LDCs exist that are also capable of outperform-
ing their STBC counterparts. The error probability of LDCs
was further improved in [128]–[132], which also tackle the
problem of having a diminishing distance between legitimate
codewords, when aiming for the high-throughput LDC code-
word generation. In general, the random search carried out for
populating LDC matrix according to the original guidelines
of [38] is capable of producing powerful LDCs that achieve
both a full multiplexing gain and a full transmit diversity gain.

The development of LDC successfully resolves the diver-
sity versus multiplexing tradeoff, where both full MIMO
capacity and full diversity gain may be attained follow-
ing the optimized codeword construction guidelines of [38],
provided that the parameters satisfy NQ ≥ NTNP. How-
ever, the LDC design becomes a retrograde step for the
tradeoff between the performance attained and the complex-
ity imposed. As the STBC’s orthogonality requirement is
abandoned, the LDC receivers have to invoke conventional
V-BLAST detectors in order to deal with the IAI problem.
As discussed before, the performance versus complexity
tradeoff has an even more significant impact on the family of
coded systems. More explicitly, on one hand, optimal MAP
aided MIMO receivers exhibit a potentially excessive detec-
tion complexity, which may become especially unaffordable
when the MIMO detector is invoked several times in the
context of turbo detection. On the other hand, suboptimal
non-MAP receivers are at risk of producing over-confident
output LLRs that deviate from the true probabilities, which
cannot be readily corrected by the channel decoder.

Against this background, a newly-developed MIMO tech-
nique referred to as Spatial Modulation (SM) was proposed
by Song et al. [26] in 2004, which is a modulated extension of
a scheme proposed in 2001 by Chau and Yu [133]. Then SM
was analysed byMesleh et al. [27] in 2008. The SM transmit-
ter is portrayed in Fig. 12, where log2 M bits are assigned to
modulate a singleMPSK/QAM symbol by theMPSK/QAM
modulator, while log2 NT bits are assigned to activate a single
one out of NT TA by the TA index activation encoder in
order to transmit the single modulated MPSK/QAM sym-
bol. It can be seen in Fig. 12 that only a single RF-chain
associated with a TA is activated at a time, which effectively
reduce the MIMO’s transmission complexity. Moreover, one
of the most important motivations behind the SM design
is the hope that the TA activation index and the classic

FIGURE 12. Schematic of the SM transmitter.

modulated symbol index may be separately detected, so that
the optimal ML MIMO detection performance may be
achieved for SM at a substantially reduced complexity. There-
fore, Mesleh et al. [27] proposed a Maximum Ratio Com-
bining (MRC) based SM detector, which firstly ‘‘decouples’’
the received signal to NT matched filter output elements.
Following this, the TA activation index may be detected by
comparing the absolute values of the matched filter out-
put elements, and then the classic MPSK/QAM demodula-
tor may be invoked for demodulating the specific matched
filter output element according to the detected TA activa-
tion index. As a result, the SM detector does not have
to jointly detecting the NT TA index candidates and the
M modulated symbol candidates by evaluating a total of
NTM combinations of SM signals. Instead, the NT TA index
candidates and theM modulated symbol candidates are eval-
uated separately, which reduces the SM detection complexity
order from O(NTM ) to O(NT +M ). However, it was demon-
strated by Jeganathan et al. [134] in 2008 that completely
independently detecting the two indices results in an error
floor, unless the fading channels are known and compen-
sated at the transmitter by a precoder. This is because the
erroneous TA activation index detection may mislead the
MPSK/QAM demodulator into detecting the wrong symbol.
As a remedy, Jeganathan et al. [134] streamlined the ML
MIMO detector’s calculations for SM, which takes advantage
of the fact that the SM transmit vector contains (NT − 1)
zero elements and a single non-zero element. As a bene-
fit, the computational complexity imposed may be reduced
by this simplification, but the detection complexity order
remains O(NTM ), where the NT TA index candidates and the
M modulated symbol candidates are still jointly evaluated.
As a remedy, Space-Shift Keying (SSK) was proposed by
Jeganathan et al. [135] and [136] in 2008, where simply the
TA activation index conveys the source information. How-
ever, the SSK schemes inevitably suffers from a capacity loss
compared to the SM schemes.

Inspired by this open problem, SM detector design has
been developed in two major directions in the open liter-
ature. The first option is to develop the optimal SM ML
detectors [137]–[140] endeavouring to reduce the complexity
order of the simplified SMdetector of [134] without imposing
any performance loss. The second approach elaborated on
in [141]–[147] aims for improving the attainable performance
of the sub-optimal MRC based SM detector of [27], but
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achieving the optimalML SM performance is not guaranteed.
In more details, for the optimum ML SM detection, in 2008,
Yang and Jiao [137] proposed to invoke classicMPSK/QAM
demodulators for all matched filter output elements first, and
then the TA activation index detectionwas performedwith the
aid of the demodulated MPSK/QAM symbols. This method
was also considered by Rajashekar et al. [140] in 2014,
which was termed as the hard-limiter-based SM detector.
Owing to the fact that in the absence of a priori infor-
mation gleaned from a channel decoder, the hard-decision
MPSK/QAM demodulators may directly map the matched
filter’s output signal to the nearestMPSK/QAM constellation
point. As a result, the hard-limiter-based SM detection has a
low detection complexity order of O(2NT ), which does not
increase with the number of modulation levels M . However,
this method cannot be directly applied to the soft-decision
SM detectors in coded systems, because the channel decoder
is unaware of which constellation diagram is employed. As a
result, the soft-decision SM detectors have to evaluate and
compare all the TA index and classic modulated symbol index
combinations, when both the a priori information gleaned
from the channel decoder and the matched filter output are
taken into account, which increases the detection complexity
order back to O(NT ×M ).
In order to mitigate this problem, in 2013 Xu et al. [139]

proposed a SM detector, which aims for reducing the
SM detection search scope while maintaining the optimum
detection capability. In more detail, by exploring the symme-
try provided by the Gray-labelledMPSK/QAM constellation
diagrams, the normalized matched filter output elements may
be first partially demodulated, so that the correlation between
the TA index and the classic modulated symbol index may be
taken into account, when the TA index is detected. Following
this, only a single MPSK/QAM demodulation action has to
be carried out according to the already detected TA activation
index. Based on these processing steps, this may be referred
to as the reduced-scope SM detector. This method was then
also applied to the soft-decision SM detector of [139], which
exploited the symmetry of the Gray-labelled constellation
diagrams to perform the above mentioned reduced-scope
MPSK/QAM demodulation. As a result, the reduced-scope
SM detector [139] may achieve a substantial complexity
reduction compared to the simplified SM detector of [134]
without imposing any performance loss.

Considerable research efforts have also been dedicated
to the family of sub-optimal low-complexity SM detectors
in recent years. It was discovered and demonstrated by
Guo et al. [141] in 2010 and by Naidoo et al. [142]
in 2011 that the error performance of the TA activation index
detection of the MRC based SM detector of [27] may be
improved by normalizing the matched filter output signals by
the fading norm, which leads to the concept of normalized-
MRC-based SM detection. The so-called signal-vector-based
SM detector proposed by Wang et al. [143] in 2012 oper-
ates based on the fact that the Square MQAM symbol
does not change the direction of the received signal vector,

which hence attains the same performance results as the
normalized-MRC-based SM detectors. Furthermore, in order
to avoid the situation of missing the optimum TA index
candidate, Guo [141], Naidoo et al. [142], and Zheng [144]
proposed to allow the TA activation index detector to produce
a list of candidates, and then the MPSK/QAM demodulator
may be invoked for all the TA indices in this list. This
method may be termed as the list-normalized-MRC-based
SM detector. Moreover, Sugiura et al. [145] conceived a
unity-constellation-power-based SM detector in 2011, where
a reduced number of non-negative constellation points asso-
ciated with a unity constellation power are taken into
account for the sake of achieving a more reliable TA index
estimation. In 2012, Yang et al. [146] further improved
the performance of the unity-constellation-power-based
SM detector by invoking a list of TA indices as used
in [141], [142], and [144], which may be termed as the
list-unity-constellation-power-based SM detector. The deci-
sion metrics used by the unity-constellation-power-based SM
detector were further improved by Tang et al. [147] in 2013,
which is termed as the distance-ordered-based SM detec-
tor. It is also worth mentioning that a sphere decoder was
invoked for single-stream SM by Younis et al. [148]–[150],
which exhibits a reduced complexity compared to the sphere
decoder invoked by V-BLAST.

FIGURE 13. Schematic of the STSK transmitter.

In order to be able to benefit from a transmit diversity gain,
the concept of Space-Time Shift Keying (STSK) was pro-
posed by Sugiura et al. [39] in 2010, which is a combination
of SM and LDC. The schematic of the STSK transmitter is
portrayed in Fig. 13, which evolved from the LDC transmitter
of Fig. 11. In more detail, the STSK transmitter of Fig. 13
assigns log2 M bits to modulate a single MPSK/QAM sym-
bol by the MPSK/QAM modulator, while log2 NQ bits are
assigned to the dispersion matrix index activation encoder
in order to select a single one out of a total number of
NQ dispersion matrices. Then the modulated symbol sm is
dispersed into both spatial and temporal dimensions by the
activated dispersion matrix Aq, so that the STSK transmis-
sion matrix seen in Fig. 13 is given by S = smAq. It was
demonstrated by Sugiura et al. [39] that after vectorizing the
STSK scheme’s received signal matrix, the SM detectors may
be invoked for detecting the STSK’s dispersion matrix index
and modulated symbol index. As a result, the SM may rely
on a low-complexity single-streamML detector derived from
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TABLE 3. Summary of major contributions on MIMO schemes.

the optimum V-BLAST MIMO detector at a lower detec-
tion complexity. Similarly, STSK is also capable of effec-
tively reducing the LDC’s detection complexity. Although
a beneficial transmit diversity gain is obtained, the STSK’s
disadvantage over the SM is that all the STSK transmitter’s
RF chains have to be activated at the same time, as seen
in Fig. 13, which loses the SM’s advantage of using a single

RF chain at any symbol-instant, as seen in Fig. 12. In 2011,
Sugiura et al. [151] proceeded to conceive the concept of
Generalized Space-Time Shift Keying (GSTSK), where vir-
tually all the MIMO schemes including V-BLAST, STBC,
LDC, SM and STSK are included in the framework of dis-
persion matrix-aided space-time modulation. Furthermore,
in 2011, Basar et al. [152] arranged for achieving a transmit
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FIGURE 14. Historical chart for major milestones of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) schemes.

diversity gain for the original SM by activating more than
one TAs in order to convey STBC codewords. This method
has been further developed in [153]–[155] and all these
schemes can be categorized under the framework of GSTSK
according to the STBC’s dispersion matrix expression.
By contrast, Renzo and Haas [156] Renzo et al. [157], and
Renzo and Haas [158] conceived an STBC transmit diversity
aided SM scheme by employing idealistic orthogonal shap-
ping filters, while Yang [159] proposed to employ orthog-
onal frequency-hopping codes. These schemes are however
beyond the scope of GSTSK and they impose extra stringent
hardware requirements.

Considering the fact that there are always (NT−1) zero ele-
ments and a single non-zero element in a SM’s transmission
vector, any pair of SM codewords will share a total number
of (NT − 2) zero-element positions. As a result, the average
pairwise Euclidean distance between SM codewords is lower
than that of its V-BLAST counterpart, which implies that
SM may have a higher pairwise symbol error probability
than its V-BLAST counterpart. For this reason, it is not
likely for SM to outperform V-BLAST at the same system
throughput and under the same hardware and software con-
ditions. Indeed, this would only be possible for SM systems,
under the employment of extra hardware for creating transmit
diversity techniques [15], [158], [160], orthogonal shapping
filters [15], [156], [158], or when aiming for a reduced
SM throughput [161] or when using more complex ML
SM detectors while opting for suboptimal V-BLAST detec-
tors [27], [140], [141], [149], [152]. In summary, the ubiqui-
tous performance versus complexity tradeoff manifests itself
in the context of V-BLAST and SM, which is also the case
for the LDC and the STSK arrangements. However, although
SM may not be capable of outperforming V-BLAST, the per-
formance differences between them are almost negligible
compared to the performance loss imposed by employing an
MMSE detector for V-BLAST. The same claim is valid, when
STSK is compared to LDC.

The capacity of SM was evaluated by Yang and Jiao [137],
who confirmed that the SM capacity is higher than that
of the SISO/SIMO systems, but the full MIMO capacity

cannot be achieved by the family of SM systems. Similarly,
STSK also suffers from the same capacity loss against LDC.
In order to mitigate this problem, the GSTSK proposed by
Sugiura et al. [151] advocates transmitting more than one
symbols. However, considering SM as an example, if more
than one TAs are activated to transmit different sym-
bols, the problem of IAI resurfaces, unless STBC code-
words are transmitted. In order to tackle this IAI problem,
Wang et al. [160] and Sugiura et al. [162] proposed
sub-optimal interference-suppression receivers for General-
ized SM and for the GSTSK, respectively. However, these
arrangements are not consistent with the SM/STSK moti-
vation of relying on low-complexity optimum ML receiver
design. Against this background, Fu et al. [163] and
Younis et al. [164] proposed the a Generalized SM (GSM)
design, where multiple activated TAs may transmit the same
symbol. In this way, although the IAI problem is avoided,
the capacity improvement provided by the GSM remains lim-
ited, because the ergodic capacity is only maximized, when
the signals transmitted by multiple TAs are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) [108], [109]. Therefore, the con-
cept of a systematically normalized GSM/GSTSK arrange-
ment that achieves an improved capacity without imposing
IAI requires further research efforts.

In a netshell, the major contributions on MIMO schemes
are summarized in Table 3 at a glance. Moreover, the key
MIMO schemes are presented in the historical chart of
Fig. 14, where the associated motivations are also indicated.
It may be seen in Fig. 14 that the first stage ofMIMOdevelop-
ments wasmotivated by the classic multiplexing and diversity
tradeoff, while the SM scheme initiated a new stage ofMIMO
system design that aims for a reduced hardware and signal
processing complexity, which is particularly promising in the
context of large-scale MIMO systems [15]–[18] employing
tens to hundreds of transmit/receive antennas.

C. NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS AND
STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
The contributions offered by this paper are summarized as
follows:
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(1) First of all, we offer a survey on the above-mentioned
pair of salient tradeoffs. Specifically, the multiplexing-
diversity tradeoff motivated the classic V-BLAST,
STBC and LDC designs. By contrast, the performance-
complexity tradeoff motivated the conception of
SM and STSK. The associated capacities and error
probabilities are analysed and compared for different
MIMO schemes.

(2) Secondly, we offer a comprehensive survey of MIMO
detectors, including both the family of hard-decision to
soft-decision schemes. EXIT charts are employed for
analysing the performance of MIMO schemes in coded
systems. The LLR accuracy test is also introduced in
order to guarantee that the soft-decision MIMO detec-
tors are capable of producing reliable LLRs for turbo
detection assisted coded systems.

(3) Thirdly, we highlight the performance-complexity
tradeoff, where reduced-complexity design guidelines
are surveyed in the context of a wide range of MIMO
detectors relying on both hard-decision and soft-
decision techniques.

The structure of this paper is portrayed by Fig. 15.
More explicitly, the classic MIMO schemes that are moti-
vated by the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff are surveyed
in Sec. II. The recently-developed MIMO schemes that
are motivated by the performance-complexity tradeoff are
surveyed in Sec. III. Finally, our conclusions are offered
in Sec. IV.

The following notations are used throughout the paper.
The notations ln(·) and exp(·) refer to natural logarithm and
natural exponential functions, respectively. The notations p(·)
and E(·) denote the probability and the expectation, respec-
tively. The notations <(·) and =(·) take the real part and the
imaginary part of a complex number, respectively. The oper-
ations M(·) and M−1(·) refer to the MPSK/QAM modula-
tion and demodulation, respectively. The operation dec2bin(·)
converts a decimal integer to binary bits, while bin2dec(·)
converts binary bits to a decimal integer. The operations (·)∗,
(·)T and (·)H denote the conjugate of a complex number,
the transpose of a matrix and the Hermitian transpose of a
complex matrix, respectively. The notations Au,− and A−,v
refer to the u-th row and v-th column in matrix A, respec-
tively. The operation ⊗ represents the Kronecker product.
The notation rvec(A) forms a row-vector by taking the rows of
matrix A one-by-one. Moreover, the operations diag{a} and
Toeplitz(a) create a diagonal matrix and a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix from vector a, respectively.
The acronyms V-BLAST(NT ,NR)-MPSK/QAM as well

as SM(NT ,NR)-MPSK/QAM refer to the V-BLAST scheme
and to the SM scheme equipped with NT TAs and NR
RAs. Furthermore, the LDC and STSK schemes are denoted
by the acronyms of LDC(NT ,NR,NP,NQ)-MPSK/QAM and
STSK(NT ,NR,NP,NQ)-MPSK/QAM, respectively, where NP
and NQ represent the number of symbol periods per trans-
mission block and the total number of dispersion matrices
employed, respectively.

FIGURE 15. Structure of this paper.

II. THE CLASSIC MIMO SCHEMES THAT ARE MOTIVATED
BY THE MULTIPLEXING-DIVERSITY TRADEOFF
As portrayed by Fig. 1, a typical MIMO system may employ
NT TAs and NR RAs. Moreover, a transmission block of
MIMO signals may be constituted by a total number of
NQ modulated MPSK/QAM symbols, and this transmission
block may be transmitted overNP symbol periods. Therefore,
in the presence of the ubiquitous multipath fading as well as
the Gaussian-distributed noise, the signal received by the NR
RAs over NP Time Slot (TS) at the receiver may be modelled
as:

Y = SH+ V, (1)
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TABLE 4. A brief summary of the transmitted matrices and parameters of classic MIMO representatives.

where the (NP × NT )-element matrix S and the (NP × NR)-
element matrix Y represent the input and output signals of
the MIMO channels. Furthermore, the (NT ×NR)-element H
in (1) models the MIMO’s Rayleigh fading channels, which
is assumed to be time-invariant over NP symbol periods.
The (NP × NR)-element AWGN matrix V in (1) models
the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean
Gaussian random variables with a common complex variance
of N0, whose PDF is given by:

p(V) = p(Y|Si) =
1

(πN0)NRNP
exp(−

‖Y− SiH‖2

N0
), (2)

where there are a total of I combinations {Si}I−1i=0 for the
MIMO transmission matrix S in (1). TheMIMO transmission
matrices and parameters are briefly summarized in Table 4.
The details of these classic MIMO schemes will be intro-
duced later.

The Continuous-input Continuous-output Memoryless
Channel (CCMC) capacity of theMIMO channels is given by
maximizing the mutual information between the input signal
and the output signal per channel use as [40]:

CCCMC (SNR) = max
p(S)

1
NP

H (Y)−
1
NP

H (Y|S). (3)

Based on p(V) of (2), we have H (Y|S) = H (V) =
H [rvec(V)] = log2 det

[
πeN0INPNR

]
. Furthermore, in order

to maximize the entropy H (Y) in (3), both the input sig-
nal and the output signal have be Gaussian distributed.
As a result, the autocorrelation of the i.i.d. Gaussian-
distributed input signals is given by E

[
rvec(S)H rvec(S)

]
=

1
NT

INPNT , which complies with the transmit power con-
straint of E

{
tr
[
rvec(S)H rvec(S)

]}
= NP. Furthermore,

the resultant entropy of the vectorized received signal
rvec(Y) = rvec(S)

(
INP ⊗H

)
+ rvec(V) is given by H (Y) =

H [rvec(Y)] = log2 det{πe[
1
NT

(
INP ⊗HH

) (
INP ⊗H

)
+

N0INPNR ]}. Therefore, the ergodic CCMC capacity of (3) that
is averaged over all channel realizations is given by:

CCCMC (SNR)

=
1
NP

E
{
log2 det(INPNR +

η

NT

[
INP ⊗ (HHH)

]}
= E

[
log2 det(INR +

η

NT
HHH)

]
, (4)

where SNR = 10 log10 η is the normalized signal-to-noise
ratio η = 1

N0
represented on the logarithmic decibel scale.

When the number of TAs grows towards infinity, the mutual
information of (4) may be further extended as [108], [109]
limNT→∞ CCCMC (SNR) = log2 det(INR + ηINR ) =
Nmin log2(1 + η), where we have limNT→∞ E

(
1
NT

HHH
)
=

INR , while N
min
= min(NT ,NR) represents the minimum

of the number of the TAs and RAs. This implies that as
the number of antennas grows, the MIMO capacity may
grow linearly with min(NT ,NR). Let us recall that the CCMC
capacity of SIMO systems is given in [40], [109], and [165]
CCCMC(SNR) = E

[
log2(1+ η · ‖h‖

2)
]
, which grows log-

arithmically with NR, where h refer to the NR-element
SIMO fading vector. Therefore, compared to SIMO sys-
tems, the MIMO systems are capable of providing a higher
data rate without requiring more signal bandwidth. We will
demonstrate in Sec. that the STBCs based on orthogonal
design [34], [35], [166] and those relying on the Amicable
orthogonal design [122]–[124] cannot achieve the full MIMO
capacity of (4). This is because the diversity-oriented STBC
schemes transmit symbols that are repetitive in both space
and time, which implies that the i.i.d. input signal condition
of E

[
rvec(S)H rvec(S)

]
=

1
NT

INPNT is not satisfied.
When the supposedly continuous Gaussian-distributed

input signal is discretized for transmitting practical
MPSK/QAM symbols, the CCMC capacity of (3) has to
be replaced by the more realistic measure of Discrete-input
Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity
of [12], [66], [167]:

CDCMC (SNR) = max
{p(Si)}I−1i=0

1
NP

I−1∑
i=0

∫
p(Y|Si)p(Si)

· log2
p(Y|Si)∑I−1

ī=0
p(Y|Sī)p(Sī)

dY. (5)

The DCMC capacity of (5) is maximized, when the MIMO
transmission matrix candidates are equiprobable, i.e. we have
{p(Si) = 1

I }
I−1
i=0 . Based on the PDF p(Y|Si) given by (2),

the DCMC capacity of (5) may be further simplified as:

CDCMC (SNR) =
1

I · NP

I−1∑
i=0

E

{
log2

[
I · p(Y|Si)∑I−1
ī=0

p(Y|Sī)

]}

= R−
1

I · NP

I−1∑
i=0

E

log2
I−1∑
ī=0

exp(9i,ī)

,
(6)
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where we have9i,ī =
−‖(Si−Sī)H+V‖2+‖V‖2

N0
, while theMIMO

throughput is given by R = log2 I
NP

, which is expected to be
achieved by the DCMC capacity ofCDCMC (SNR) in the high-
SNR region.

In particular, the STBC throughput is given by R = NQBPS
NP

.
It was demonstrated in [35] that Alamouti’s G2-STBC asso-
ciated with NT = NP = NQ = 2 is the only full unity-
rate orthogonal STBC employing a complex-valued signal
constellation, where the STBC’s normalized throughput is
defined as R = NQ/NP. When NT > 2 is used for orthog-
onal STBC schemes, we always have R < 1 for complex-
valued signalling. Hence the orthogonal STBCs do not have
the advantage of a higher data rate than SIMO schemes.
By contrast, the V-BLAST’s maximum achievable rate of (6)
is given by R = NTBPS, which is NT times higher than that
of the SIMO. Again, the V-BLAST’s feature of maximized
MIMO throughput is often interpreted as multiplexing gain.
Nonetheless, a higher attainable capacity cannot guarantee

a lower error probability. Let us now consider the average
BER of a MIMO scheme, which is given in [157], [168],
and [169]:

Pe,bit = E


I−1∑
i=0

I−1∑
ī=0,ī6=i

dH (i, ī)
I log2 I

p(Ŝ = Sī|Si)

, (7)

where dH (i, ī) refers to the Hamming distance between
the bit-mappings of Si and Sī, which may be directly
obtained by conveying the indices i and ī back to log2 I
bits. Furthermore, the average Pairwise Error Probabil-
ity (PEP) E

{
p(Si→ Sī)

}
, which is the average probability

E
{
p(Ŝ = Sī|Si)

}
of choosing Sī when Si was transmitted,

may be expressed as [66], [165], [170]–[173]:

E
{
p(Si→ Sī)

}
= E

{
p
(
‖Y− SīH‖2 < ‖V‖2

)}

≤ E

Q

√√√√∥∥∥(Si − Sī)H

∥∥∥2
2N0




≤ (0.25η)−rank(1)·NR

rank(1)∏
k=1

λk (1)

−NR ,
(8)

where Q(·) represents the integral form of the Q-function,
while {λk (1)} and rank(1) refer to the k-th eigenvalue of
matrix 1 and the rank of 1, respectively.

As discussed in [171]–[173], (8) suggests that there are
two major factors that may minimize the error probability
in the high-SNR region, which are often referred to as the
rank criterion and the determinant criterion in the literature of
analysing the MIMO systems’ performance. In more detail,
firstly, it may be observed in (8) that the rate of decline
for the term (0.25η)−rank(1)·NR with respect to the SNR is
explicitly determined by rank(1) · NR. Therefore, this rank

criterion indicates that the full MIMO diversity is given by
min(NT ,NP) · NR, where the full rank of 1 is the minimum
betweenNT andNP. Furthermore, when1 achieves full rank,

the second term
[∏rank(1)

k=1 λk (1)
]NR

in (8) is a function of the

determinant of1. As a result, this so-called determinant cri-
terion indicates that a higher gain is achieved by maximizing
the minimum determinant det(1) over all legitimate combi-
nations of Si and Sī, which is achievedwhen1 is unitary. This
conditionmay be guaranteed by both the classic STBCs based
on orthogonal design [34], [35], [166] and the STBCs relying
on the Amicable orthogonal design criterion [122]–[124].
By contrast, the classic V-BLAST associated with NP = 1
does not minimize the error probability in rank and deter-
minant criteria, which is due to the fact that V-BLAST has
neither transmit diversity - since we have min(NT ,NP) = 1 -
nor has it unitary transmission matrices. The STBC’s feature
of minimizing the PEP in the high-SNR region according
to the rank and determinant criteria is often referred to as
diversity gain.

The tradeoff between the diversity gain D and the multi-
plexing gain R = NQ

NP
is quantified as D = (NT − R)(NR − R)

in [29], which portrays the diversity andmultiplexing as rivals
in MIMO systems design. As a breakthrough, the develop-
ment of LDC [36]–[38] suceeded in perfectly accommodat-
ing this tradeoff. In more detail, the LDC transmission model
of [38], which is summarized in Table 4, is capable of achiev-
ing the full MIMO capacity, provided that the parameters
satisfy NQ ≥ NTNP, which results in a maximized multi-
plexing gain of R ≥ NT . Furthermore, the LDC of [38] may
also retain the full diversity gain of D = min(NT ,NP) · NR,
when the dispersion matrices {Aq}

NQ
q=1 are generated accord-

ing to the rank and determinant criteria. As a result, the best
LDCs generated from a sufficiently exhaustive random search
are capable of outperforming both V-BLAST and STBC in
MIMO systems.

In this section, we focus our attention on the classic MIMO
schemes that are motivated by the multiplexing-diversity
tradeoff, where V-BLAST, STBC and LDC are introduced in
Sec. II-A, Sec. II-B and Sec. II-C, respectively.

A. VERTICAL-ENCODED BELL LABORATORIES
LAYERED SPACE-TIME (V-BLAST)
The classic V-BLAST MIMO, which multiplexes NT data
streams with the aid ofNT TAs, maximizes theMIMO capac-
ity and throughput. The challenge in V-BLAST system design
is to deal with the IAI at an affordable signal processing
complexity, which clearly strikes a tradeoff between perfor-
mance and complexity, as portrayed by Fig. 2. Against this
background, the ML/MAP detectors, the SD and the LF are
introduced for both uncoded and coded V-BLAST systems.

1) HARD-DECISION ML AIDED V-BLAST
The schematic of V-BLAST transmitter is portrayed by
Fig. 9(b), where a total of NQ = NT modulated symbols
are transmitted by the NT TAs during NP = 1 symbol
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periods. Therefore, the NT -element V-BLAST transmission
row-vector

S =
[
s1, · · · , sNT

]
=

[
1
√
NT
sm1 , · · · , 1

√
NT
smNT

]
, (9)

where theMPSK/QAM symbols are separately modulated as
{smv =M(mv)}

NT
v=1. Upon obtaining the NR-element received

signal row-vector Y of (1), the following a posteriori prob-
ability may be maximized over the entire set of I = MNT

candidates {Si}I−1i=0 for the transmit vector S in (1) as:

p(Si|Y) =
p(Y|Si)p(Si)∑
∀Si p(Y|Si)p(Si)

. (10)

In uncoded V-BLAST systems, the a priori probability
{p(Si)}∀Si may be assumed to be a constant of 1

MNT
for the

equiprobable source. Furthermore, the conditional probabil-
ity {p(Y|Si)}∀Si in (10) is given by (2). Therefore, the hard-
decision ML aided uncoded V-BLAST detection may be
expressed as:

Ŝ = arg min
∀Si
‖Y− SiH‖2. (11)

2) SOFT-DECISION MAP AIDED V-BLAST
In coded V-BLAST systems, the soft-decision MAP detector
may produce the a posterioriLLRs as [12], [50], [174]–[176]:

Lp(bk ) = ln

∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=1

p(Si|Y)∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=0

p(Si|Y)

= ln

∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=1

p(Y|Si)p(Si)∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=0

p(Y|Si)p(Si)
, (12)

where the subsets {Si}bk=1 and {Si}bk=0 represent the
V-BLAST combinations set for S in (1), when the specific
bit bk is fixed to be 1 and 0, respectively. Let us assume
that all source information bits are mutually independent.
Then the a priori probabilities {p(Si)}I−1i=0 may be expressed as

p(Si) =
∏NTBPS

k̄=1
exp

[̃
bk̄La(bk̄ )

]
1+exp[La(bk̄ )]

, where {La(bk )}
NTBPS
k=1 denote

the a priori LLRs gleaned from a channel decoder, while
[̃b1 · · · b̃NTBPS] = dec2bin(i) refers to the bit mapping
of V-BLAST to the signal Si. Therefore, the Log-MAP algo-
rithm of (12), may be rewritten as:

Lp(bk ) = ln

∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=1

exp(d i)∑
∀Si∈{Si}bk=0

exp(d i)
, (13)

where the probability metric d i in (13) is given by:

d i = −
‖Y− SiH‖2

N0
+

NTBPS∑
k̄=1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ). (14)

We note that the common constant of 1∏NT BPS
k̄=1 {

1+exp[La(bk̄ )]}
in

all {p(Si)}I−1i=0 is eliminated by the division operation in (12).
The resultant extrinsic LLRs produced by the Log-MAP algo-
rithm may be further expressed as Le(bk ) = Lp(bk )− La(bk ).

In practice, the Log-MAP algorithm of (13) may be simplied
by the low-complexity Max-Log-MAP [50] as:

Lp(bk ) = max
∀Si∈{Si}bk=1

d i − max
∀Si∈{Si}bk=0

d i, (15)

which imposes a performance loss owing to the fact that only
the pair of maximum a posteriori probabilities associated
with bk = 1 and bk = 0 are taken into account. In order
to mitigate this problem, the so-called Approx-Log-MAP
algorithm [51], [177] may be invoked as:

Lp(bk ) = jac∀Si∈{Si}bk=1 d
i
− jac∀Si∈{Si}bk=0 d

i, (16)

where the corrected Jacobian algorithm jac compensates
for the inaccuracy imposed by the maximization operation
of (15) as jac(d1, d2) = max (d1, d2) + δ(|d1 − d2|).
The additional term of δ(|d1 − d2|) takes into account
the difference between d1 and d2 according to a lookup
table [51], [177].

TheML/MAP aided V-BLAST detection introduced in this
section requires us to evaluate and compare all I = 2NTBPS

combinations of MIMO signals, which imposes an unafford-
able detection complexity. Therefore, as portrayed by Fig. 2,
the SD and the family of linear receivers may be introduced
in order to visit all the NT parallelMPSK/QAM constellation
diagrams separately, so that the signal processing complexity
may be reduced for V-BLAST detection.

3) HARD-DECISION SD AIDED V-BLAST EMPLOYING PSK
In order to invoke the SD, the V-BLAST receiver may apply
the classic QR decomposition to HH [116]–[119] as follows:

HH
=
[
Q,Q′

] [U
0

]
, (17)

where
[
Q,Q′

]
is a (NR × NR)-element unitary matrix,

and the (NR × NT )-element submatrix Q has orthogonal
columns satisfying QHQ = INT . Furthermore, U in (17) is
a (NT × NT )-element upper triangular matrix, while 0 refers
to a [(NR−NT )×NT ]-element all-zero matrix. It is a natural
requirement that we have NR ≥ NT , so that the QR decom-
position of (17) may proceed. The generalized rank-deficient
scenario of NR < NT is discussed in [178]–[180], where
the SD is recommended for detecting NR symbols, while the
ML detector is invoked for the remaining symbols. For the
sake of simplicity, we only consider the situation of NR ≥ NT
for the SD aided V-BLAST in this section, which is generally
compatible with the industrial MIMO standards [181], [182].
According to (17), the (NT × NR)-element fading channel
matrix H may now be represented as:

H = (QU)H = LQH , (18)

where L = UH is a (NT × NT )-element lower triangular
matrix. As a result, the received signal model of (1) may be
modified as:

YQ = SL+ VQ, (19)
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where VQ has exactly the same statistics as the AWGN
matrix V. Therefore, the ML decision metric of (11), which
may also be referred to as Euclidean Distance (ED), may be
rewritten as:

∥∥Ỹ− SL
∥∥2 = NT∑

v=1

∣∣∣∣∣Ỹv −
NT∑
t=v

lt,vst

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (20)

The NT -element row-vector Ỹ = YQ in (20) is defined

in (19), and {Ỹv}
NT
v=1 are elements taken from Ỹ. Furthermore,

{{lt,v}
NT
t=v}

NT
v=1 and {st }

NT
t=v in (20) are elements from the lower

triangular matrix L defined in (18) and elements from the
V-BLAST transmit vector S in (1), respectively.

The SD aims for finding the specific detection candidates
that lie within the decoding sphere radius R, which is formu-
lated as: ∥∥Ỹ− SL

∥∥2 < R2. (21)

This detection problem may be solved step-by-step. Accord-
ing to the ED of (20), the Partial Euclidean Distance (PED)
evaluated by the SD may be defined as:

dv =
NT∑
v̄=v

∣∣∣∣∣Ỹv̄ −
NT∑
t=v̄

lt,v̄st

∣∣∣∣∣
2

= dv+1 +1v, (22)

where the PED increment 1v is given by:

1v =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ỹv − NT∑

t=v+1

lt,vst

− lv,vsv
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (23)

The only variable in the PED increment of (23) is sv, as ele-
ments {st }

NT
t=v+1 are known from previous SD decisions.

The SD constellation search strategies may include
both the Fincke-Pohst enumeration strategy of [20], [183],
and [184], and the Schnorr-Euchner search strategy
of [21] and [185], which define how the SD visits different
constellation points at a specific SD index. For a SD based
on the PED increment of (23), the Pohst searching enumer-
ation strategy of [20], [183], and [184] requires the SD to
enumerate all candidates for sv within the SNR-dependent
decoding sphere, as defined by the condition of dv < R2,
which is examplified by Fig. 16(a). The Schnorr-Euchner
search strategy of [21] and [185] efficiently refines the Pohst
strategy, where the priorities of all the legitimate candidates
for sv are ranked according to the increasing order of their cor-
responding PED increment values 1v. Therefore, when the
SD reaches a specific index v for the first time, the candidate
associated with the highest priority is visited. Then, when the
SD reaches v again for them-th time, the candidate associated
with the m-th highest priority should be visited. In this way,
the SD always knows, which specific candidate should be
examined without repeating the enumeration. Considering
the hard-decision SD based on the PED increment of (23) as
an example, theMPSK candidate associated with the highest
priority may be directly obtained by rounding the phase
of the decision variable z̃SDv = (Ỹv −

∑NT
t=v+1 lt,vst )(lv,v)

∗

FIGURE 16. Examples of the SD constellation-search strategies of the
Fincke-Pohst enumeration strategy of [20], [183], [184] and the
Schnorr-Euchner search strategy of [21], [185], where the 8PSK
constellation is employed. (a) Fincke-Pohst. (b) Schnorr-Euchner.

to the nearest MPSK index as m̌v = bpve, where pv =
M
2π
6 z̃SDv . Then the remainingMPSK constellation points may

be visited in a zigzag fashion by the SD. In more details,
if the phasor index m̌v is rounded down from pv, i.e. we have
m̌v ≤ pv, then the SD may visit the remaining constellation
points according to the steps of m̌v = m̌v + 1, m̌v = m̌v − 2,
m̌v = m̌v+3, etc. By contrast, for the case of m̌v > pv, the SD
based steps of visiting constellation points are m̌v = m̌v − 1,
m̌v = m̌v+2, m̌v = m̌v−3, etc. The Schnorr-Euchner search
strategy is examplified by Fig. 16(b).

The SD tree-search strategies may include both the
breadth-first (K-Best) [186]–[188] and depth-first solu-
tions [19], [21], [189], which define how the SD traverses
across different SD indices v ∈ {1, · · · ,NT }. The breadth-
first (K-Best) tree search strategy, reduces the SD index
from v = NT down to v = 1, where only K candidates
associated with the higher priorities are retained at each level.
The major advantage of the breadth-first (K-Best) tree search
strategy is that the total number of nodes visited by the SD
is constant, but K-best algorithm is unable to guarantee to
spot the ML solution. The depth-first tree search strategy,
which is also popularly adopted by the Multiple-Symbol
Differential Sphere Detection (MSDSD) aided noncoherent
schemes of [190]–[194], commences its search by decreasing
the SD index from v = NT down to v = 1 as well, but only
the best candidate is visited on each level. When the SD index
of v = 1 is reached, the SD radius is shrunk to be consistent
with the newly found contender candidate S. Then the SD
index is increased again in order to check if there is any other
nodes that may lie inside the updated decoding sphere. If a
new valid candidate is found within the sphere at any value
of the SD index v, the SD indexmay decrement down towards
v = 1 again. Otherwise, the search may terminate, once the
SD index of v = NT is reached. Therefore, the depth-first
tree search has a nonconstant complexity, but spotting the
optimum ML solution may be only guaranteed, if the initial
SD radius is set to be sufficiently large.

The breadth-first and depth-first tree-search strategies are
exemplified in Fig. 17. First of all, Fig. 17 shows that both
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FIGURE 17. Examples of the SD tree-search strategies of the
breadth-first (K-Best) [186]–[188] and depth-first solutions [19], [21],
[189], where the V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK is employed at Eb/N0 = 0 dB. The
PEDs dv of (22) are labelled for each node. a) Breadth-First Tree-Search
Strategy (K = 2. b) Depth-First Tree-Search Strategy.)

strategies effectively avoid visiting all the valid nodes, which
results in a reduced complexity compared to the ML aided
V-BLAST. For the breadth-first associated with K = 2
in Fig. 17, only two nodes that have lower PEDs dv of (22)
are visited for each SD index of v = 2 and v = 1 in Steps 1©
and 2©, respectively. However, the breadth-first decision asso-
ciated with the ED of 2.58 is not the ML solution in Fig. 17,
where the lowest ED is given by 1.06. For the depth-first
strategy in Fig. 17, when the SD visits v = 2 and v = 1 for
the first time in Steps 1© and 2©, only the nodes associated
with the lowest PEDs of d2 = 0.023 and d1 = 2.58 are
visited for SD indices v = 2 and v = 1, respectively. The
SD radius R is updated according to the ED of d1 = 2.58 as
R2 = 2.58 in Step 2©, and then the SD index is increased
to v = 2 in order to check the next node associated with
the second lowest PED of d2 = 0.39 in Step 3©, which is
lower than R2 = 2.58. Hence the SD index is decreased to
v = 1, where the best node has a PED d1 = 4.87 that is
higher than R2 = 2.58 in Step 4©. The SD index is increased
and then decreased again in Steps 5© and 6©, respectively,
where the SD radius is updated according to d1 = 1.06 in
Step 6©. The SD index is increased again in Step 7©, where
the visited node has a PED of d2 = 1.27 that is higher than
R2 = 1.06. Hence the SD terminates the search. It can be seen
in Fig. 17 that the depth-first strategy may visit more nodes
than the breadth-first strategy, but the ML solution associated
with the lowest ED of 1.06 may be obtained by the depth-
first decision, provided that the initial SD radius is set to be
sufficiently large.

In practice, a possible choice of the initial SD radius Rmay
be found from the statistical properties of the ED of (21) as
R2 = JNRN0 − Y

[
INR −HH (HHH )−1H

]
YH [116], where

an integer J ≥ 1 may be selected in order to strike a trade-
off between the performance and complexity. Furthermore,
it was demonstrated in [195] that both the selection of an
SNR-dependent R and the potential SD search failure may
be avoided by defining the intial SD radius R as the distance

between the received signal and the MMSE solution formu-
lated as R2 = ‖Y − YMMSE

‖
2, where the MMSE solution is

given by YMMSE
= Y(HHH + N0NT INR )

−1HH . The details
of this MMSE solution will be elaborated on in Sec. II-A6.

4) SOFT-DECISION SD AIDED V-BLAST EMPLOYING PSK
In order to invoke soft-decision SD for the Max-Log-MAP
optimum V-BLAST detection, it may be observed in (15)
that the Max-Log-MAP algorithm aims to find the maxi-
mum probability metric, which is similar to the action of
the hard-decisionMLV-BLAST detection of (11). Therefore,
the problem of finding the maximum probability metric d i

of (14) may be transformed to the problem of searching for
the minimum ED formulated as:

d =

∑NT
v=1

∣∣∣Ỹv −∑NT
t=v lt,vst

∣∣∣2
N0

−

NT∑
v=1


BPS∑
k̄v=1

[̃
bk̄vLa(bk̄v )− C

SD
a,k̄v

], (24)

which is obtained by toggling the polarity of the probability
metric d i of (14). The first term in (24) is revised from the
hard-decision SD’s ED of (20). The second term in (24) is
revised from the a priori probability term of (14), where an
extra constant C

SD
a,k̄v =

1
2

[
|La(bk̄v )| + La(bk̄v )

]
is introduced

in order to guarantee that the ED of (24) remains non-negative
all the time [119], [196].

As a result, the maximization operation of the Max-Log-
MAP of (15) is transformed into finding the optimal candi-
date that lies within the decoding sphere radius R, where the
SD may evaluate the PED according to the ED of (24) as:

dv =

∑NT
v̄=v

∣∣∣Ỹv̄ −∑NT
t=v̄ lt,v̄st

∣∣∣2
N0

−

NT∑
v̄=v


BPS∑
k̄v̄=1

[̃
bk̄v̄La(bk̄v̄ )− C

SD
a,k̄v̄

] = dv+1 +1v,

(25)

and the PED increment 1v is given by:

1v =

∣∣∣(Ỹv −∑NT
t=v+1 lt,vst

)
− lv,vsv

∣∣∣2
N0

−

BPS∑
k̄v=1

[̃
bk̄vLa(bk̄v )− C

SD
a,k̄v

]
. (26)

It can be seen in (26) that the soft-decision SD’s PED
increment 1v includes two terms, where the first term is
revised from the hard-decision SD’s PED increment of (23),
while the second term is the a priori information obtained
from the channel decoder. As a result, the soft-decision SD
cannot directly utilize the decision variable z̃SDv = (Ỹv −∑NT

t=v+1 lt,vst )(lv,v)
∗ in order to find the closestMPSK phase,

which is used by the hard-decision SD, as exemplified
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in Fig. 16. This is because the second term of a priori infor-
mation in (26) is not included in z̃SDv , and in fact, the channel
decoder is unaware of which MPSK constellation diagram
is considered. As a result, the soft-decision SD invoking the
Fincke-Pohst strategy of [117] enumerates all MPSK candi-
dates that lie inside the search bound, while the soft-decision
SD invoking the Schnorr-Euchner strategy in [119] has to
evaluate and compare allMPSK candidates according to (26)
in order to establish their specific priorities for the SD’s
search order. Against this background, a reduced-complexity
soft-decision SD is introduced in [197], where the a priori
LLRs in the second term of (26) are assigned to the appropri-
ate parts of z̃SDv obtained from the first term in (26), so that the
best MPSK candidate associated with the lowest 1v may be
obtained by visiting a reduced subset of constellation points,
and then the remaining MPSK constellation points may be
visited in a zigzag fashion that is similar to the hard-decision
SD exemplified by Fig. 16.

In summary, with the aid of soft-decision SD, theminimum
ED dMAP as well as the optimum V-BLAST candidate Ŝ
may be obtained. The optimum candidate Ŝ may further be
translated into hard-bit decisions {b̂MAPk }

NTBPS
k=1 . In order to

produce the soft-bit decisions according to the Max-Log-
MAP algorithm of (15), the SD is invoked again for produc-
ing the second ED d̄MAP, where the search space is halved
by fixing the k-th bit bk to the flipped MAP decision as
bk = b̄MAPk . In summary, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm
of (15) may be completed as:

Lp(bk ) =

{
−dMAP + d̄MAP, if bMAPk = 1
−d̄MAP + dMAP, if bMAPk = 0.

(27)

In this way, the SD has to be invoked (NTBPS+1)/(NTBPS)
times for producing a single soft-bit output, which is often
referred to as the Repeated Tree Search (RTS) [191], [197],
[198]. Alternatively, it’s recently proposed in [118] and [119]
that the Single Tree Search (STS) [198] may opt to invoke
the SD only once for obtaining all the EDs of dMAP and d̄MAP,
which may induce a potential performance loss. More explic-
itly, if the hypothesis bit-mapping arrangement for dMAP is
updated and changed, all the counter-hypothesis bit-mapping
arrangements for d̄MAP have to be changed accordingly. As a
result, the previously dismissed candidates that obey the new
bit-mapping cannot be taken into account again. As a remedy,
the sub-optimal detector has to invoke the LLR correction
method [119] for correcting the LLR results. In fact, the STS’s
motivation of visiting a node at most once can still be accom-
plished by the RTS, where the previously visited nodes may
be labelled so that the repeated calculations may be avoided
by reading the previously evaluated PED metrics.

5) HARD-DECISION AND SOFT-DECISION SD AIDED
V-BLAST EMPLOYING SQUARE QAM
The PED increments of (23) and (26) may be utilized by
the hard-decision and soft-decision SD aided V-BLAST,
respectively, when an arbitary PSK/QAM constellation is

employed. Nonetheless, it was suggested in [19], [115],
and [199] that the real part and the imaginary part of the
Square QAM constellation should be separately visited by
the SD. To this end, the received signal model of (1) has to be
decoupled as:

Y = SH+ V, (28)

where the 2NR-element received signal row-vector Y =

[<(Y),=(Y)], the 2NT -element transmit signal row-vector
S = [<(S),=(S)], the (2NT × 2NR)-element fading matrix

H =

[
<(H) =(H)
−=(H) <(H)

]
and the 2NR-element AWGN

row-vector V = [<(V),=(V)] are all real-valued. The
V-BLAST receiver may now apply QR decomposition toH

T

as expressed in (17), so that the received signal matrix may
be decomposed as:

H = LQT , (29)

where L is a (2NT ×2NT )-element real-valued lower triangu-
lar matrix, while the (2NR×2NT )-element real-valued matrix
Q has orthogonal columns as QTQ = I2NT . Similar to (17),
NR ≥ NT is also assumed for V-BLAST employing Square
QAM. As a result, the received signal model of (28) may be
rewritten as:

YQ = SL+ VQ, (30)

where Q obtained from (29) does not change the statistics of
the AWGN matrix V. Therefore, the ED of the ML detection
of E(11) may now be expressed as:

∥∥∥Ỹ− SL
∥∥∥2 = 2NT∑

v=1

(
Ỹ v −

2NT∑
t=v

lt,vst

)2

, (31)

where Ỹ = YQ is defined in (30). By exploiting the structure
of the lower triangular matrix L, the PED utilized by the
SD may be defined according to the ED of (31) as:

dv =
2NT∑
v̄=v

(
Ỹ v̄ −

2NT∑
t=v̄

lt,v̄st

)2

= dv+1 +1v, (32)

where the PED increment 1v is given by:

1v =

(
Ỹ v −

2NT∑
t=v

lt,vst

)2

. (33)

Similar to (26), the PED increment 1v for the soft-decision
SD aided V-BLAST employing SquareMQAM is given by:

1v =

(
Ỹ v −

∑2NT
t=v lt,vst

)2
N0

−

BPS/2∑
k̄v=1

[̃
bk̄vLa(bk̄v )− C

SD
a,k̄v

]
.

(34)

In summary, with the aid of SD, the complexity of the
ML/MAP aided V-BLAST detection may be substantially
reduced. More explicitly, when the breadth-first (K-Best)
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strategy is invoked, the SD aided V-BLAST detection com-
plexity may be lower-bounded by O(NT ) and by O(2NT ) for
the case ofMPSK and for the case of SquareMQAM, respec-
tively. Moreover, when the depth-first strategy is invoked,
the SD aided V-BLAST detection complexity lower bounds
are given by O(2NT − 1) and O(4NT − 1) for MPSK and
Square MQAM, respectively, where only a single constel-
lation point is visited, when the SD index is reduced from
v = NT down to v = 1 and then increased from v = 2 up
to v = NT . However, the SD complexity lower bounds can
only be approached in the high-SNR region or when provided
with full a priori information in coded systems, where the
ED differences between the candidates are large so that the
optimum solution may be found without any ambiguity. It is
also demonstrated in [200] that the average SD complexity is
a polynomial function, which is often approximately cubic,
while [201] demonstrates that the SD complexity is still expo-
nential at low SNR region. Therefore, in the coming section,
we further introduce LF aided V-BLAST receivers, which
exhibit a detection complexity that may as low as single-
antenna-based detection, but the sub-optimal performance is
inevitable.

6) HARD-DECISION LF AIDED V-BLAST
For low-complexity V-BLAST detection, LFs may be con-
ceived for detecting the paralleled data-streams separately,
while suppressing the interference as best as possible. More
explicitly, under the idealized assumption of having perfect
knowledge of the CSI, the basic Matched Filter (MF) output
becomes [22]:

ZMF = YGMF
= SHHH

+ VHH , (35)

where the (NR × NT )-element MF weight matrix in (35) is
given by GMF

= HH . Furthermore, the v-th element in the
NT -element decision variable row-vectorZMF of (35) is given
by zMFv = sv‖Hv,−‖

2
+
∑
∀v̄6=v sv̄Hv̄,−(Hv,−)H +V(Hv,−)H ,

where the second term of
∑
∀v̄6=v sv̄Hv̄,−(Hv,−)H introduces

severe interference. Without dealing with this interference
term, directly demodulating the single symbol sv by carrying
out the operation zMFv /‖Hv,−‖

2 results in an irreducible error
floor.

In order to mitigate this problem, the Zero-Forcing (ZF)
detector aims for cancelling the interference term of the
(NR × NT )-element ZF weight matrix GZF

= HH (HHH )−1,
so that the ZF filter output is given by [23]–[25]:

ZZF = YGZF
= S+ Ṽ, (36)

where the NT -element noise row-vector Ṽ = VGZF has an
increased noise power of ‖GZF

‖
2
· N0. The ZF’s problem

of noise enhancement may result in a severe performance
contamination, especially in the low-SNR region.

The Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) filter may
further reduce the noise power by minimizing the Mean
Squared Error (MSE), which is defined as the Euclidean
distance between the MMSE filter output and the transmit-
ted V-BLAST vector as σ 2

MSE = E
(
‖ZMMSE − S‖2

)
[22],

[23], [25]. More explicitly, the MMSE filter output may be
expressed as:

ZMMSE = YGMMSE
= SHGMMSE

+ VGMMSE , (37)

where the (NR × NT )-element MMSE weight matrix GMMSE

is conceived for minimizing the MSE σ 2
MSE , which may be

extended as:

σ 2
MSE = tr

[
(GMMSE )HE

(
YHY

)
GMMSE

]
− 2<

{
tr
[
(GMMSE )HE

(
YHS

)]}
+ 1, (38)

where the auto-correlation matrix is given by E
{
YHY

}
=

1
NT

HHH+N0INR , while the cross-correlation matrix is given
by E

{
YHS

}
=

1
NT

HH . Therefore, the MMSE solution of
∂σ 2MSE
∂GMMSE = 0 leads us to the MMSE weight matrix of:

GMMSE
=

(
HHH+ N0 · NT · INR

)−1
HH , (39)

which do not have to be updated, when the fading channel’s
envelope remains near-constant. As a result, the v-th element
in the MMSE filter output vector ZMMSE of (37) may be
rewritten as:

zMMSEv = svHv,−GMMSE
−,v +

∑
∀v̄6=v

sv̄Hv̄,−GMMSE
−,v + VGMMSE

−,v ,

(40)

Finally, the linearMPSK/QAM demodulator may be invoked
for recovering the data-carrying modulation indices as m̂v =
M−1 (̃zv) for v = {1, · · · ,NT }, where we have z̃v =

√
NT ·

zMMSEv · (Hv,−GMMSE
−,v )∗/|Hv,−GMMSE

−,v |
2 according to (40).

It was proposed in [32] and [202]–[206]that the
interference cancellation techniques based on either ZF
receivers or MMSE receivers may further improve the LF
aided V-BLAST detection performance. Moreover, the inter-
ference nulling and cancelling proposed for Multi-User
Detection (MUD) in CDMA systems [207]–[210] may be
adopted by V-BLAST, since the V-BLAST scheme’s mul-
tiple TAs may be considered to be equivalent to CDMA’s
multiple users. For example, the Successive Interference
Cancelling (SIC) may opt for detecting the data streams
one by one from the strongest to the weakest. When the LF
makes a decision concerning a single data stream, it may be
remodulated and then subtracted from the received signal so
that the remaining data streams may be detected successively,
while having to cope with a reduced amount of interference.

7) SOFT-DECISION LF AIDED V-BLAST
If we directly revise the hard-decision MMSE aided
V-BLAST for employment in coded systems, the Log-MAP
of (13), the Max-Log-MAP of (15) and the Approx-Log-
MAP of (16) may be invoked, where the signal sets may
be replaced by the classic MPSK/QAM of ∀sm ∈ {sm}bk=1
and ∀sm ∈ {sm}bk=0, while the symbol-by-symbol based
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a posteriori probability metrics may be revised for MMSE
detection as:

dm = −

∣∣zMMSEv − smHv,−GMMSE
−,v /

√
NT
∣∣2

N0‖GMMSE
−,v ‖

2

+

BPS∑
k̄v=1

b̃k̄vLa(bk̄v ). (41)

The decision variable {zMMSEv }
NT
v=1 is given by (40), while

the MMSE filters taps {GMMSE
−,v }

NT
v=1 are formulated in (39).

As a result, for producing BPS = log2 M number of
a posteriori LLRs either by the Log-MAP of (13), or by the
Max-Log-MAP of (15) or alternatively by the Approx-Log-
MAP of (16), a total of M a posteriori probability metrics
of (41) have to be evaluated and compared according to the
MPSK/QAM constellation points.

However, this simple mechanism does not deliver the exact
MMSE solution [22], [92], [93] for coded V-BLAST systems,
because the a priori knowledge of the V-BLAST symbols is
not taken into account by the MSE objective function of (38).
In order to improve theMMSE solution, first of all, the output
signal produced by the MMSE filter may be extended as:

zMMSEv = YG
MMSE
v = svHv,−G

MMSE
v

+Sv̄Hv̄G
MMSE
v + VG

MMSE
v , (42)

where the NR-element MMSE filter taps column-vector
G
MMSE
v aims for minimizing the interference term of uv =

Sv̄Hv̄G
MMSE
v without increasing the noise power. In the pres-

ence of a priori LLRs, the residual interference term after
MMSE filtering may be further mitigated by the following
operations [22], [92], [93], [211]:

žMMSEv = zMMSEv − ûv = zMMSEv − Ŝv̄Hv̄G
MMSE
v , (43)

where Ŝv̄ = E(Sv̄) referred to as the estimate of the inter-
ference vector. The t-th (1 ≤ t ≤ NT − 1) element ŝt =
E(st ) in Ŝv̄ may be obtained from the a priori probabilities
as [22], [87], [90]:

ŝt =
1
√
NT

M−1∑
m=0

smp(st = sm)

=
1
√
NT

M−1∑
m=0

sm
exp

[∑BPS
k̄=1 b̃k̄La(bk̄ )

]
∏BPS

k̄=1

{
1+ exp

[
La(bk̄ )

]} . (44)

It was demonstrated in [22] and [90] that ∂E(|ž
MMSE
v −sv|2)

∂G
MMSE
v

=

0 results in theMMSEweight matrix shown in (45), as shown
at the bottom of this page, where the [(NT − 1)× (NT − 1)]-
element matrix Rv̄

|s| refers to the estimate of the inter-
ference powers as Rv̄

|s| = diag[E(|s1|2), · · · ,E(|sv−1|2),

E(|sv+1|2), · · · ,E(|sNT |
2)]. The estimate of a specific sym-

bol’s power E(|st |2) is given by replacing the constella-
tion point sm in (44)by its power |sm|2. As a special case,
we have E(|st |2) = 1

NT
for MPSK constellations. It is

worth noting that when there is no a priori information as
represented by IA = 0, we have Rv̄

|s| =
1
NT

INT−1 and

Ŝv̄ = 01×(NT−1), and the MMSE filter taps of (45) become
G
MMSE
v =

(
HHH+ NTN0INR

)−1HH
v,−, which is exactly the

same as the hard-decision MMSE solution of (39). By con-
trast, when perfect a priori information of IA = 1 is available,
we have Rv̄

|s| = diag
(
(Ŝv̄)H Ŝv̄

)
, which results in the MMSE

filter taps of G
MMSE
v =

(
HH
v,−Hv,− + NTN0INR

)−1HH
v,−.

We note that the case of IA = 1 leads to the perfect estimation

of the interference term ûv = Sv̄Hv̄G
MMSE
v of (43), which

implies that the optimumMIMO detection capability may be
achieved by the MMSE detector at IA = 1. As a result, the a
posteriori probability metric of (41) may be revised for the
exact MMSE solution as:

dm = −

∣∣∣žMMSEv −
1
√
NT
smHv,−G

MMSE
v

∣∣∣2
NMMSE
0

+

BPS∑
k̄=1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ),

(46)

where the interference-decontaminated MMSE filter output
of (43) may be rewritten as žMMSEv = svHv,−G

MMSE
v +

(Sv̄ − Ŝv̄)Hv̄G
MMSE
v + VG

MMSE
v , while the residual inter-

ference term (Sv̄ − Ŝv̄)Hv̄G
MMSE
v and the AWGN term

VG
MMSE
v have a joint variance of NMMSE

0 = E[|(Sv̄ −
Ŝv̄)Hv̄G

MMSE
v + VG

MMSE
v |

2] = 1
NT

(G
MMSE
v )H (Hv,−)H −

1
NT

∣∣∣(GMMSE
v )H (Hv,−)H

∣∣∣2.
The calculation of the MMSE filter taps {G

MMSE
v }

NT
v=1

of (45) specifically calculated for detecting all the V-BLAST
symbols {sv}

NT
v=1 requires us to perform an matrix-element

inversion for a total number of NT times, which may be
excessive for practical implementations. Simplified matrix
inversion techniques were proposed in [87] and [212], but
the matrix inversion still had to be carried out NT times.
Moreover, it was proposed in [211] that both Rv̄

|s| and Ŝ
v̄ may

be estimated by averaging over all samples of a detection
frame, so that the matrix inversion did not have to be updated
for detecting each transmitted V-BLAST symbol. However,
this method imposes a substantial performance loss. Against
this background, a better choice is proposed in [93], where the
matrix inversion only has to be performed once for detecting
all the NT transmitted V-BLAST symbols. More explicitly,

G
MMSE
v =

{
HH
v,−Hv,− + NT (Hv̄)H

[
Rv̄
|s| − diag

(
(Ŝv̄)H Ŝv̄

)]
Hv̄
+ NTN0INR

}−1
HH
v,−. (45)
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the a posteriori probability metric of (46) may simplified as:

dm = −

∣∣̃zMMSEv − sm
∣∣2

ÑMMSE
0

+

BPS∑
k̄=1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ), (47)

where the decision variable is given by z̃MMSEv =(
YG̃MMSE

v − Ŝv̄Hv̄G̃MMSE
v

)
/̃hMMSEv , while the equivalent

fading factor h̃MMSEv =
1
√
NT

Hv,−G̃MMSE
v is supposed to

be a real number. Furthermore, the equivalent MMSE fil-
ter taps vector G̃MMSE

v is given by (48), as shown at the
bottom of this page, where both Ŝ = E(S) and R|s| =
diag

[
E(|s1|2), · · · ,E(|sNT |

2)
]
only have to be evaluated once

for detecting a V-BLAST received signal row-vectorY of (1).
Moreover, the equivalent noise power ÑMMSE

0 in (47) is given
by ÑMMSE

0 =
1

√
NT ·̃hMMSEv

+ NT
[
|ŝv|2 − E(|sv|2)

]
.

8) REDUCED-COMPLEXITY SOFT-DECISION
PSK/QAM DETECTION
The linear soft-decision LF aided V-BLAST effectively sep-
arates the superimposed parallel data streams, so that the
classic soft-decision PSK/QAM detectors may be invoked,
where the detection complexity is on the order of O(M )
instead of the MAP aided V-BLAST’s order of O(MNT ).
More specifically, for the soft-decisionMMSE, the Log-MAP
of (13), the Max-Log-MAP of (15) and the Approx-Log-
MAP of (16) may be employed, where the signal sets may
be replaced by the classic MPSK/QAM of ∀sm ∈ {sm}bk=1
and ∀sm ∈ {sm}bk=0, while the a posteriori probability metric
{dm} of (47) has to be evaluated M times according to the
MPSK/QAM constellation points. It is worth noting that the
detection complexity order of soft-decision Sqaure MQAM
is given by O(

√
M ), where the real and imaginary parts of

the Square QAM constellation points are visited separately.
Moreover, the bit-metric generation methods introduced

in [213]–[215] may further reduce the complexity order to
O(log2 M ), where the approximated LLR values are effi-
ciently evaluated on a bit-by-bit basis. However, these early
contributions on bit-metric generation did not consider the
a priori LLRs. This is because the detection of the Gray-
labelled low-order PSK/QAM schemes (e.g BPSK/QPSK
and Square 16QAM) generally produces near-horizontal
curves in the EXIT chart [99], which means that exchanging
information between the soft PSK/QAM detector and the
channel decoder may have a negligible benefit.

However, high-order MQAM schemes are routinely uti-
lized in recent commercialized systems. For example, Square
64QAM and Square 256QAM have been included in the
ITU-R IMT Advanced 4G standards [217] and in IEEE
802.11ac [218], respectively. As the number of modulation
levels M increases, the soft MQAM detectors become capa-
ble of producing an improved iteration gain. Against this

background, a reduced-complexity design for soft-decision
MPSK/QAM detection was proposed in [216], which may
be briefly summarized as:

Algorithm 1: Design guidelines for
reduced-complexity soft-decisionMPSK/QAM

detection

1) First of all, each a priori LLRs are related to a
reduced-size fraction of the channel’s output sig-
nal constellations.

2) As a result, by further exploring the symmetry pro-
vided by Gray-labelled constellations, a reduced
subset of positive PAM magnitudes and a reduced
subset of constellation points found in the first
quadrant are visited by the soft-decision Square
QAM detector and by the soft-decision gen-
eral PSK/QAM detector, respectively, in order to
obtain the maximum a posteriori probability met-
ric that is required by the Max-Log-MAP of (15).

3) Finally, both the Max-Log-MAP of (15) and the
Approx-Log-MAP of (16) may be completed by
comparing the terms evaluated by the previous
steps.

Let us consider the 8PSK scheme of Fig. 18(b) as an exam-
ple. First of all, the soft-decision MMSE aided V-BLAST’s
a posteriori probability metric may be extended as:

dm =
<(z̄v)<(s̄m)+ =(z̄v)=(s̄m)

N 0
−
|z̄v|2

Ñ0
−
|s̄m|2

Ñ0

+

BPS∑
k̄=1

b̃m
k̄
La(bk̄ ), (49)

where z̃MMSEv and sm in (47) are replaced by z̄v =

z̃MMSEv exp(jπ/MP) and s̄m = sm exp(jπ/MP), respectively,
according to the rotated 8PSK constellation of Fig. 18(b),
while the superscript of ÑMMSE

0 is deleted and we have

N 0 = Ñ0/2. Moreover, the constant of
(
−
|̃zn|2

Ñ0

)
seen

in (49) may be ignored. As a result, the four probability
metrics {dm}m∈{0,2,4,6} for the four constellation points {sm =
± cos(π8 ) ± sin(π8 )} are extended in (56), where the real and
imaginary parts of z̄v are respectively related to the corre-
sponding a priori LLRs La(b2) and La(b1) by:

tG0Re =
cos(π8 )<(z̄n)

N 0
−
La(b2)

2
,

tG0Im =
sin(π8 )=(z̄n)

N 0
−
La(b1)

2
, (50)

G̃MMSE
v =

{
NTHH

[
R|s| − diag

(
ŜH Ŝ

)]
H+ NTN0INR

}−1
HH
v,−. (48)
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while the constant C8PSK is given by [C8PSK = −
1
Ñ0
+

La(b1)+La(b2)
2 ]. It can be seen that the four metrics formulated

in (56), as shown at the bottom of this page all contain
three parts, i.e. they are ±tG0Re , ±t

G0
Im and C8PSK. As a result,

the maximum metric over the four candidates in (56) is given
by a simple estimation:

dG0 = max
m={0,2,4,6}

dm = |tG0Re | + |t
G0
Im | + C8PSK. (51)

Similarly, the maximum of the four probability metrics
{dm}m∈{1,3,5,7} related to the four constellation points {sm =
± sin(π8 )± cos(π8 )} may also be directly expressed as:

dG1 = max
m={1,3,5,7}

dm = |tG1Re | + |t
G1
Im | + La(b3)+ C8PSK,

(52)

where the real and imaginary test-variables are given by:

tG1Re =
sin(π8 )<(z̄n)

N 0
−
La(b2)

2
,

tG1Im =
cos(π8 )=(z̄n)

N 0
−
La(b1)

2
. (53)

Therefore, the maximum a posteriori probability metric gen-
erated by the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is given by:

dmax
= max

g={0,1}

(
dGg

)
= max

{
|tG0Re | + |t

G0
Im | + C8PSK

|tG1Re | + |t
G1
Im | + La(b3)+ C8PSK

}
. (54)

Therefore, instead of evaluating and comparing (49) for a
total of M = 8 times, (54) only has to evaluate and compare
a reduced number of (M/4 = 2) candidates in order to obtain
dmax. In other words, dmax of (54) is obtained without visiting
all the eight 8PSK constellation points. In fact, only the
two constellation points in the first quadrant are of interest,
as demonstrated by Fig. 18(b). In summary, the Max-Log-
MAP invoked by the reduced-complexity soft-decision 8PSK
detection may be completed as:

Lp(b1) = db1=1max − d
b1=0
max ,

Lp(b2) = db2=1max − d
b2=0
max ,

Lp(b3) = |tRe2| + |tIm2| + La(b3)− |tRe1| − |tIm1|, (55)

where db1=1max and db1=0max may be obtained by replacing
{|tGgIm |}

1
g=0 in (54) by {−tGgIm }

1
g=0 and {tGgIm }

2
i=1, respectively,

FIGURE 18. Examples of the reduced-complexity soft-decision
MPSK/QAM detector’s constellation diagrams in [216], where all the
detected MPSK (M ≥ 4) constellation diagrams and the detected Star
MQAM constellation diagrams are rotated anti-clockwise by a phase of
π/M and π/MP , respectively, so that there are exactly M/4 constellation
points in each quadrant. (a) Square 16QAM. (b) Rotated 8PSK.

while db2=1max and db2=0max are obtained by replacing {|tGgRe |}
2
i=1

in (54) by {−tGgRe }
1
g=0 and {t

Gg
Re }

1
g=0, respectively. The constant

C8PSK in (54) may be omitted.

d0 =
cos(π8 )<(z̄v)

N 0
+

sin(π8 )=(z̄v)

N 0
−

1

Ñ0
= tG0Re + t

G0
Im + C8PSK,

d2 = −
cos(π8 )<(z̄v)

N 0
+

sin(π8 )=(z̄v)

N 0
−

1

Ñ0
+ La(b2) = −tG0Re + t

G0
Im + C8PSK,

d4 =
cos(π8 )<(z̄v)

N 0
−

sin(π8 )=(z̄v)

N 0
−

1

Ñ0
+ La(b1) = tG0Re − t

G0
Im + C8PSK,

d6 = −
cos(π8 )<(z̄v)

N 0
−

sin(π8 )=(z̄v)

N 0
−

1

Ñ0
+ La(b1)+ La(b2) = −tG0Re − t

G0
Im + C8PSK, (56)
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The complexities of the conventional soft-decision
MPSK/QAM detection algorithms and those of the reduced-
complexity detection algorithms of [216] are quantified in
terms of the total number of real-valued multiplications
required for producing a single soft-bit output in Fig 19,
where the Complexity-Reduction Ratio (CRR) is defined as
the complexity difference divided by the complexity of the
conventional detector. It can be seen in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b)
that the CRRs achieved by the reduced-complexity detection
algorithms of [216] approach their upper bound of 50% and
75% for Square QAM and for general PSK/QAM respec-
tively as M increases, because 50% of the PAM magnitudes
and 75% of the PSK/QAM constellation points have been
avoided by the reduced-complexity design. The complexity
reduction seen in both Fig. 19(a) and Fig. 19(b) is substantial,
especially, when the soft MPSK/QAM detector is invoked
several times in the aforementioned turbo detection applica-
tions.

9) EXIT CHARTS AND LLR ACCURACY
As introduced in Sec. I-A, one of the major design challenges
is to predict and compare their Eb/N0 convergence thresh-
olds in order to choose the most appropriate channel cod-
ing and modulation parameters. Motivated by this challenge,
researchers have focussed their attentions on characterizing
the convergence behavior of turbo detection [6], [7], [98],
[100], [101], [219]. More explicitly, let us consider the classic
SCC of Fig. 5 as an example. The inner decoder in Fig. 5
produces a posteriori LLRs Lp based on both the channel’s
output signal and the a priori LLRs La obtained from the
outer decoder. The resultant extrinsic LLRs Le = Lp − La
gleaned from the inner decoder are then de-interleaved and
fed to the outer decoder as a priori LLRs La, so that the
outer decodermay further produce Lp based on the La gleaned
from the inner decoder. As the turbo detection continues,
the extrinsic LLRs Le = Lp − La of the outer decoder
are further interleaved and then fed to the inner decoder as
La. Therefore, it can be readily seen that the prediction of
the SNR and the number of iterations required for decoding
convergence is important for turbo detection, so that no futile
complexity wastage is imposed.

Against this background, as exemplified by Fig. 7,
the EXIT charts [100], [101], [219] may effectively visualize
the flow of extrinsic information between the turbo detector
components. More explicitly, the transfer characteristics of a
decoder/demapper may be formulated as [101], [105]:

IE = T (IA), (57)

where the a priori information IA = I (b;La) and the extrin-
sic information IE = I (b;Le) are the input and output of
the transfer function T , respectively. In order to virtualize
the transfer function T as seen in Fig. 7, the first step
is to generate a group of a priori LLRs La according to
IA. Then IE = I (b;Le) may be evaluated based on the
extrinsic LLRs Le, which are obtained by feeding La to the
decoder/demapper. Recent tutorials on EXIT charts may be

found in [220] and [221]. In this treatise, we further offer
a brief summary of the EXIT chart technique and provide
insights into its practical aspects, such as its area property
and LLR accuracy examination.

First of all, the procedures of evaluating the transfer func-
tion T of (57) are summarized as follows:

Evaluation of the transfer function T of (57)

1) For a specific a priori mutual information IA,
a group of a priori LLRs La may be generated as
Gaussian-distributed random variables as [101]:

La = µA · x + v (58)

where v is a Gaussian random variable having
a zero mean and a variance of σ 2

A , while we

have µA =
σ 2A
2 . Moreover, x ∈ {+1,−1}

in (58) is equivalent to source data bit b ∈
{1, 0}. Furthermore, the PDF of the a priori LLRs
La generated by (58) is given by p(La|x) =

1
√
2πσA

exp

[
−

(La−
σ2A
2 x)

2

2σ 2A

]
, which satisfies both the

symmetry condition of p(La|x) = p(−La| − x)
and the consistency condition of p(La|x = +1) =
p(La|x = −1)eLa . As a result, the relationship
between IA and σA for generating La of (58) may
be formulated as [101]:

IA = J (σA)

= 1−
∫
∞

−∞

1
√
2πσA

exp

− (La −
σ 2A
2 )2

2σ 2
A


· log2(1+ e

−La )dLa, (59)

where we have the input range of σA ≥ 0 and
output range of 0 ≤ IA ≤ 1. Observe from
Fig. 20 that the output IA of function J (·) increases
monotonically with respect to its input σA, hence
with given IA, the corresponding σA may be unam-
biguously obtained by the inverse function of (59)
as:

σA = J−1(IA). (60)

It is worth noting that althougth the function
J (·) and its inverse function J−1(·) cannot be
expressed in closed form [101], it is demonstrated
in [222] that they can be approxmiated with neg-

ligible error as J (σA) ≈
(
1− 2−H1σ

2H2
A

)H3
and

J−1(IA) ≈
[
−

1
H1

log2(1− I
1/H3
A )

]1/(2H2)
, respec-

tively, where the parameters of H1 = 0.3073,
H2 = 0.8935 and H3 = 1.1064 were obtained by
minimizing the MSE between the functions J (·) of
(59) and J−1(·) of (60) and their approximations.
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2) Upon feeding the generated soft-valued inputs La
to the tested component decoder/demapper in the
concatenated code, a group of extrinsic LLR out-
puts Le may be obtained.

3) Finally, the extrinsic mutual information output of
(57) may be computed as:

IE =
1
2

∑
b=1,0

∫
∞

−∞

p(Le|b)

· log2
2p(Le|b)

p(Le|b = 1)+ p(Le|b = 0)
dLe,

(61)

where the PDFs p(Le|b = 1) and p(Le|b = 0) may
be obtained by evaluating the histograms of Le
[223] with respect to the source data bit being b =
1 and b = 0. In order to avoid the histogram evalu-
ation, the following alternative averaging method
was proposed in [99]:

IE ≈ 1−
1
Nc

Nc∑
n=1

[
log2(1+ e

−x[n]·Le[n])
]
, (62)

where the PDF p(Le|b) of the extrinsic LLRs is
assumed to be symmetric p(Le|x) = p(−Le| − x)
and consistent p(Le|x = +1) = p(Le|x = −1)eLe .
It was discussed in [7], [99], and [224] that the
assumption of PDF symmetry may be granted,
as long as the input PDFs including the PDFs of
both a priori LLRs and of the channel’s output
signal are symmetric. Moreover, in order to further
avoid getting access to the source bits, an efficient
computation of (61) and (62) was further proposed
in [102]–[104] as:

IE ≈
1
Nc

Nc∑
n=1

[
eLe[n]

1+ eLe[n]
log2

(
2eLe[n]

1+ eLe[n]

)
+

1
1+ eLe[n]

log2

(
2

1+ eLe[n]

)
],

(63)

where the EXIT charts may be constructed ‘‘on-
line’’, because as soon as new extrinsic LLRs
become available at the receiver, they can be
used for updating the current estimate of the
mutual information [105]. Nonetheless, it is worth
noting that (61) based on histograms is the
most accurate method of evaluating IE based
on Le.

For the classic two-stage SCC of Fig. 5, the transfer func-
tions of both the inner and of the outer code may be expressed
as:

IEM = TM (IAM , SNR), IED = TD(IAD ), (64)

FIGURE 19. Complexity (number of multiplications per bit) comparison
between the conventional soft-decision MPSK/QAM detection algorithms
and the reduced-complexity detection algorithms of [216]. The
Complexity Reduction Ratios (CRRs) achieved by the proposed
detection algorithms are indicated on the figures. (a) Square MQAM.
(b) MPSK or Star/Cross MQAM.

FIGURE 20. The function J(·) of (58).

where the subscripts M and D refer to the demapper and
decoder respectively, while naturally TM of the inner code is
a function of both the a priori information IAM and of the
channel SNR. Given IA assuming equi-spaced values from
the range of [0, 1], a pair of EXIT curves may be obtained
for the transfer functions of (64) with the aid of the algorithm
above. Moreover, due to the specific nature of turbo detec-
tion, the extrinsic information of the inner code becomes the
a priori information of the outer code, i.e. we have IEM =
IAD , followed by the extrinsic information of the outer code
becoming the a priori information of the inner code, i.e.
IED = IAM . This feature allows us to portray two EXIT
curves in a single chart as exemplified by Fig. 7(a). Generally,
the intersections between the inner code’s EXIT curve and
the outer code’s EXIT curve get closer to IEM = IAD = 1.0 as
Eb/N0 increases, which implies that the turbo detector’s capa-
bility of enhancing our confidence in its input information
gradually improves [12]. As a result, in the classic two-stage
SCC of Fig. 5, where the inner code is a demodulator, perfect
extrinsic information of IED = 1.0 can only be achieved by
the channel decoder, when perfect a priori information of
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IAD = IEM = 1.0 is provided by the demodulator, which
requires an infinite SNR. This implies that a non-negligible
BER exists, unless the inner code’s EXIT curve and the
outer code’s EXIT curve only intersect at the (1.0,1.0) point.
In order to achieve this goal, a URCmaywas introduced as an
intermediate code in [106], which equipped the resultant con-
catenated scheme with a free distance of two that was shown
to be the sufficient and neccessary condition for achieving an
infinitesimally low BER [106], [225]. For the resultant three-
stage turbo receiver, the specific activation order of the com-
ponent decoders is sometimes also referred to as scheduling
in the related literature [222]. Moreover, in this treatise the
terminology of ’activation order’ is preferred to avoid confu-
sion with ’scheduling’ routinely used in resource-allocation.
In order to simplify the receiver’s analysis, the amalgamated
URC and QAM decoder may be viewed as the amalgamated
inner code in this treatise.

It can be seen in Fig. 7a that an open tunnel emerges
between the inner and outer codes’ EXIT curves at Eb/N0 =

1.3 dB, where the only intersection of the two curves is at
the (1.0,1.0) point. More explicitly, the requirement for an
open EXIT tunnel may be expressed as:

TM (IMA , SNR) > T−1D (IDE ), when IMA = IDE ∈ [0, 1),

TM (IMA , SNR) = 1, when IMA = IDE = 1. (65)

Since EXIT curves are obtained by averaging over numer-
ous transmitted frames, the Monte-Carlo simulation based
decoding trajectories are subject to small but potentially
non-negligible deviations from the EXIT curves’ prediction.
As a result, it cannot be guaranteed that all Monte-Carlo
simulation based decoding trajectories can get through the
extremely narrow EXIT tunnel at Eb/N0 = 1.3 dB seen
in Fig. 7(a). Nonetheless, Fig. 7(b) shows that an infinites-
imally low BER is recorded at a slightly increased Eb/N0
of 1.7 dB, which implies that all Monte-Carlo simulation
based decoding trajectories recorded at Eb/N0 = 1.7 dB can
actually get through their open EXIT tunnels. An example of
Monte-Carlo simulation based decoding trajectory recorded
at Eb/N0 = 1.7 is portrayed in Fig. 7(a).

The concept of mutual information is popularly used
for quantifying capacity. More explicitly, the relationship
between the DCMC capacity CDCMC

= maxp(S) I (S;Y)/NP
of (5) and the extrinsic information IE = I (b;Le) of (61) leads
us to the so-called area property of EXIT chart [104], [226]
as:

AM (SNR) =
∫ 1

0
TM (IA, SNR)dIA ≈

CDCMC (SNR)
R

, (66)

where the area under the EXIT curve of the inner demapper
AM (SNR) is directly linked to the maximum achievable rate.
Similarly, the area AD under the EXIT curve of the channel
decoder is related to the coding rate as:

AD = 1−
∫ 1

0
T−1D (IE )dIE ≈ 1− Rc. (67)

Against this background, a variety of near-capacity systems
have been designed in [12], [99], [101], [227], and [228] by
matching the EXIT curve shapes of the inner and outer codes,
so that an open tunnel may be encountered at the lowest possi-
ble Eb/N0. In order to approach to this goal, on the one hand,
numerous researchers have focused their attention on how
to design optimized modulation schemes so that their EXIT
curves maymatch the shape of the outer channel code’s EXIT
curve. This topic is widely known as bit-to-symbol mapping
optimization for BICM-ID [227], [229]–[233]. On the other
hand, as the family of modulation schemes keeps evolving,
especially inMIMO applications, it becomes more feasible to
adjust the channel decoder’s transfer characteristics, as seen
in [99], [228], and [234].

For example, the 17-point IRCC proposed in [99] is a
popular implementation of the aforementioned near-capacity
design. More explicitly, the 17-point IRCC is constituted by
17 subcodes associated with code rates of {rk = 0.1 +
(k − 1) · 0.05}17k=1. These subcodes are constructed from
a systematic half-rate memory-four mother code, which is
defined by the octally represented generator polynomial of
(Gr ,G) = (31, 27)8. Subcodes with higher rates are obtained
by puncturing, while subcodes with lower rates are created
by adding more generators and by puncturing. Given the
appropriate weighting coefficients of {0 ≤ αk ≤ 1}17k=1, each
subcode may encode αk · rk · Nc information bits to αk · Nc
coded bits, where Nc refers to the frame length. The IRCC’s
coefficients have to satisfy the following two conditions:∑17

k=1
αk = 1,

∑17

k=1
αkrk = Rc. (68)

As a result, the transfer function of the outer IRCC may be
characterized by the weighted superposition of the subcodes’
mutual information transfer functions {TD,k (IA)}17k=1 as:

TD(IA) =
17∑
k=1

αkTD,k (IA), (69)

where all subcodes are assumed to produce LLRs asso-
ciated with symmetric and consistent PDFs. In summary,
the IRCC’s weighting coefficients may be obtained by min-
imizing the MSE between the mutual information transfer
functions of the inner and the outer codes according to:

{αk}
17
k=1 = arg min

{αk }
17
k=1

∫ 1

0
|TD(I )− T

−1
M (I , SNR)|2dI . (70)

We note that the search formulated in (70) may start with the
maximum achievable rate’s SNR. If the resultant weighting
coefficients cannot produce an EXIT curve for the outer code
that matches the inner code’s EXIT curve sufficiently well,
then SNR shall be increased and (70) is repeatedly evaluated,
until a valid group of weighting coefficients of {αk}17k=1 is
obtained. In this treatise, the MIMO schemes will be tested
in the context of RSC, TC as well as IRCC coded systems.

Moreover, as mentioned before, the efficient computation
of (62) and (63) is based on the important assumption of
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satisfying the symmetric condition of p(Le|x) = p(−Le| − x)
and the consistency condition of p(Le|x = +1) = p(Le|x =
−1)eLe . If the symmetricity condition cannot be satisfied,
the histogram-based (61) has to be invoked for evaluating IE .
However, if the consistency condition cannot be guaranteed,
the LLR definition of L(b) = ln p(b=1)

p(b=0) will be violated. Let

us elaborate a little further here. The consistency condition
of p(Le|b = 1) = p(Le|b = 0)eLe leads to the following
relationship:

Le = ln
p(Le|b = 1)
p(Le|b = 0)

= ln
p(b = 1|Le)
p(b = 0|Le)

, (71)

because we have p(b|Le) =
p(Le|b)p(b)∑

b={1,0} p(Le|b)p(b)
according to

Bayes’ law [235], and we have {p(b) = 0.5}b={1,0} for
equiprobable source bits, the extrinsic LLRs satisfy the rela-
tionship defined by (71), their LLR values may be deemed
as accurate [7], [99], [224] according to the LLR definition.
However, if the extrinsic LLRs produced by a demapper
deviates from (71), the excessive LLR valuesmay degrade the
turbo detection performance, since they cannot be corrected
by the channel decoder after a few iterations.

For example, Figs. 21 and 22 portrays the EXIT charts
prediction and the BER performance of coded V-BLAST
schemes, where the optimum MAP detectors of Sec. II-A2,
the SD of Sec. II-A4 that retains the optimum MAP detec-
tion capability and the MMSE detectors of Sec. II-A7
are employed. We note that the ‘‘Hard MMSE’’ seen in
Figs. 21 and 22 refers to the soft-decision MPSK/QAM
detectors invoking the probability metric of (41), which is
directly derived from the hard-decision V-BLAST MMSE of
Sec. II-A6. Moreover, the ‘‘Exact MMSE’’ solution refers to
the soft-decision MPSK/QAM detectors invoking the prob-
ability metric of (47), which is obtained by taking into
account the a priori LLRs for updating the MMSE filter taps,
as derived in Sec. II-A7.

It can be seen in Fig. 21(a) that the ‘‘HardMMSE’’ used for
detecting V-BLAST signals employing BPSK/QPSK exhibits
horizontal EXIT curves, while the optimum/SD aided
V-BLAST detection benefits from a significant iteration gain.
Furthermore, it was discussed in Sec. II-A7 that the exact
MMSE solution associated with IA = 0 is equivalent to
the hard-decision MMSE detector, while the exact MMSE
solution associated with IA = 1 is equivalent to the optimum
MAP V-BLAST detector, which is verified by Fig. 21(a).
Despite the associated performance loss, Fig. 21(b) shows
that the ‘‘HardMMSE’’ may produce unreliable LLRs, which
deviate from the true probabilities. These unreliable LLRs
cannot be readily corrected by the channel decoder, hence
‘‘Hard MMSE’’ is not recommended for turbo detection.

Fig. 22 further characterizes the performance of these soft-
decision V-BLAST detectors in the context of TC coded
systems. In order to achieve an iteration gain, IRTC = 4 inner
iterations are carried out within the TC and IRTC−MIMO = 4
outer iterations are employed between the TC and MIMO
receiver for MAP-optimum/SD V-BLAST detection and

FIGURE 21. EXIT charts and LLR accuracy test for soft-decision MAP/SD
and MMSE V-BLAST detectors, where the throughput is given by R = 4
bits/block/channel use. (a) EXIT Charts. (b) LLR accuracy test.

exact MMSE solution. Meanwhile, we have IRTC = 16
and IRTC−MIMO = 1, when ‘‘Hard MMSE’’ is employed,
so that the turbo detection is configured to maintain the same
total number of iterations. It can be seen in Fig. 22 that the
MAP-optimum/SD V-BLAST detectors may achieve an
excellent performance that is within 1.0 dB from the max-
imum achievable rate, which is the Eb/N0 bound that has
to be satisfied for achieving half of the full DCMC capac-
ity of (5). By contrast, the low-complexity ‘‘Hard MMSE’’,
which is associated with mutual information loss in the
EXIT charts of Fig. 21(a) and with the unreliable LLRs
seen in Fig. 21(b), imposes a substantial overall performance
degradation, as evidenced by Fig. 22. It is further demon-
strated by Fig. 22 that the exact MMSE detector is capable
of performing close to the optimum V-BLAST detector.
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FIGURE 22. BER performance of half-rate TC coded V-BLAST associated
with the same system throughput of Rc R = 2.

FIGURE 23. Schematic of an orthogonal STBC transceiver.

B. SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODE (STBC)
The schematic of orthogonal STBC transceivers is depicted
in Fig. 23. An STBC transmitter firstly encodes the NQBPS
source bits intoNQmodulatedMPSK/QAMsymbols {sq}

NQ
q=1.

During NP symbol periods, the (NP × NT )-element symbol-
matrix transmitted from the NT TAs may be formulated by:

S =
√
PtGNT ({sq}

NQ
q=1) (72a)

=

√
Pt

NQ∑
q=1

[
Aq<(sq)+ jBq=(sq)

]
, (72b)

where GNT (·) represents the real and imaginary parts of
the transmission matrix by dispersing the real and imag-
inary parts of the modulated MPSK/QAM symbols into
the (NP × NT )-element real-valued matrices {Aq}

NQ
q=1 and

{Bq}
NQ
q=1, respectively, while the normalization factor Pt is

introduced in order to guarantee satisfying the power con-
straint of E

[
tr(SHS)

]
= NP.

We note that the V-BLAST transmission matrix shown
in Table 4 may also be framed according to (72b). The cor-
responding dispersion matrices used for V-BLAST are given
by:

Aq = Bq = [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−1

, 1, 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
NT−q

], 1 ≤ q ≤ NT , (73)

where we have NT = NQ and NP = 1. Moreover, the power
normalization factor is given by Pt = 1

NT
. It can be seen

in (73) that the V-BLAST transmission matrix is constructed
in spatial domain only.

1) GENERAL ORTHOGONAL DESIGN GUIDELINES
The objectives of the STBC design are two-fold: to minimize
the error probability of (7) and to employ the low-complexity
linear receiver portrayed in Fig. 23 without encountering the
V-BLAST’s inter-antenna interference problem. In order to
achieve the former goal, the PEP of (8) should be mini-
mized by achieving full diversity and maximizing the coding
gain. In order to achieve the second objective, the MIMO’s
inter-antenna interference should be able to be cancelled
out before invoking a linear MPSK/QAM demodulator at
the receiver. Let us firstly consider the codeword difference
formulated in the PEP upper bound of (8) according to the
STBC transmission matrix of (72) as:

Si − Sī =
√
Pt

NQ∑
q=1

[
Aq<(siq − s

ī
q)+ jBq=(s

i
q − s

ī
q)
]

=

√
PtGNT ({s

i
q − s

ī
q}
NQ
q=1). (74)

Therefore, when Hadamard’s inequality [236] is applied to
the determinant criterion of (8), it can be seen that the opti-
mality condition is that 1 = (Si − Sī)H (Si − Sī) is unitary,

which requires that Si − Sī =
√
PtGNT ({s

i
q − sīq}

NQ
q=1) have

orthogonal columns. This reveals that in general, the STBC

transmission matrix S =
√
PtGNT ({sq}

NQ
q=1) should always

have orthogonal columns, which requires NP ≥ NT . Fur-
thermore, when the signal vectors transmitted by NT TAs
are orthogonal to each other, they are expected to be decou-
pled at the receiver without encountering the V-BLAST’s
IAI problem.

If we also take into account all the considerations includ-
ing performance, cost and delay, the STBC from orthogonal
design may be translated into the following stringent design
requirements [12], [34], [35], [122]–[124], [166], [237]:

The first requirement (R1) results in the maximum attain-
able normalized throughput of R = NQ

NP
= 1, so that the

employment of multiple TAs for STBC systems would not
end up with a lower throughput than that of the SISO and
SIMO systems. The second requirement (R2) minimizes the
transmission delay while maintaining the transmit diversity
order, which is given by min{NT ,NP} according to (8). The
third requirement (R3) simplifies the hardware design of
the RF amplifiers by minimizing the peak-to-average ratio.
Lastly, the orthogonality requirement (R4) is the key both to
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the minimized error probability and to the low-complexity
interference-free linear STBC receiver, where the multiple
streams may be individually detected.

Orthogonal STBC Design Requirements

(R1) Full Unity-Rate Requirement: NP = NQ.
(R2) Delay Optimality Requirement: NP = NT .
(R3) Hardware Simplicity Requirement: all the elements

in GNT ({sq}
NQ
q=1) of (72) should be taken from

{0,±sq,±s∗q}
NQ
∀q=1.

(R4) Orthogonality Requirement: the transmission
matrix of (72) should have orthogonal columns so
that we have:

SHS =
NP
NT

∑NQ
q=1 |sq|

2

NQ
INT , (75)

which complies with the power constraint of
E
[
tr(SHS)

]
= NP.

2) LINEAR STBC DETECTION
Let us now proceed to characterize the interference-free linear
STBC receiver by further exploring the orthogonality require-
ment (R4). First of all, the STBC transmission matrix of (72)
may be expressed in the following alternative form:

S =
√
Pt

NQ∑
q=1

(
D+q sq + D−q s

∗
q

)
, (76)

where the alternative dispersion matrices in (76) are given

by
{
D+q =

1
2 (Aq + Bq)

}NQ
q=1

and
{
D−q =

1
2 (Aq − Bq)

}NQ
q=1

.

Following this, the matrix norm term in the probability
p(Y|S) expression of (2) may be extended as ‖Y− SH‖2 =
‖Y‖2− tr(YHSH)− tr(HHSHY)+ tr(HHSHSH), where both
‖Y‖2 and tr(HHSHSH) = NP‖H‖2

NTNQ
|sq|2 are constants thanks

to the associated orthogonality requirement (R4), while S
may be expressed by (76) in order to decouple {sq}

NQ
q=1.

In summary, we have [237]:

‖Y− SH‖2 =
NQ∑
q=1

(
NP‖H‖2

NTNQ
|zq − sq|2

)
+ %, (77)

where the decision variable is given by:

zq =
NTNQ

√
Pt

NP‖H‖2
tr
[
YHD−q H+HH (D+q )

HY
]
, (78)

and the constant is given by % = ‖Y‖2 −
∑NQ

q=1
NP‖H‖2
NTNQ

|zq|2.

As a result, the conditional probability of receiving Y, when
S is transmitted in (2) may be decoupled as:

p(Y|S) = ϑ
NQ∏
q=1

p(zq|sq), (79)

where the constant is given by ϑ = (πN 0)
NQ

(πN0)NRNP
exp(− %

N0
),

so that the equivalent conditional probability of receiving zq,
when sq is transmitted may be expressed as:

p(zq|sq) =
1

πN 0
exp

(
−
|zq − sq|2

N 0

)
, (80)

where the equivalent noise power is given by N 0 =
NTNQ
NP‖H‖2

N0. The ML/MAP detector aims for maximizing the
a posteriori probability p(S|Y) of (10), where the constant
ϑ in (79) may be cancalled out by the division operation in
Bayes’ law seen in (10). Therefore, we may now conclude
that the STBC may invoke a linear MPSK/QAM demod-
ulator for recovering sq from zq without encountering the
BLAST MIMO’s IAI problem. More explicitly, the hard-
decision aided linear STBC detection may be carried out as
ŝq = M−1(zq) for q ∈ {1, · · · ,NQ}, which is similar to
the hard-decision LF-aided V-BLAST introduced in Sec. II-
A6. Similarly, the soft-decision linear STBC detection may
be carried out in the same way as the soft-decision LF aided
V-BLAST introduced in Sec. II-A7, where z̃MMSEv and ÑMMSE

0
in the probability metric of (47) may be replaced by zq and
N 0 of (80). Naturally, the reduced-complexity soft-decision
PSK/QAM demodulators of Sec. II-A8 may be invoked by
the linear soft-decision STBC detection.

3) ERROR PROBABILITY AND CAPACITY OF STBCs
It is shown by (79) that the STBC detection in fading channels
may be transformed into decoupledMPSK/QAMdetection in
AWGN channels without any performance loss. Therefore,
considering that the average BER of (7) is approximated
based on the evaluation of the PEP, which is only accurate
in the high-SNR region, the error probability of the STBC in
fading channels may be more closely evaluated by the perfor-
mance of MPSK/QAM schemes in AWGN channels [165],

[238], where the noise power is given by N 0 =
NTNQ
NP‖H‖2

N0.
More specifically, if the full unity-rate requirement (R1) is
guaranteed in the STBC design, the equivalent noise power
becomes N 0 =

NT
‖H‖2N0 =

1(∑NT
v=1 ‖Hv,−‖2

)
/NT

N0, which

explicitly reveals the benefit of having diversity gain. More
explicitly, the divisor of

(∑NT
v=1 ‖Hv,−‖

2
)
/NT is averaged

over the fading samples gleaned from the NT TAs, which
implies that the equivalent noise power would not be readily
amplified by a single deep fading channel.

It was recognized in [36], [125], and [239] that STBCs can-
not achieve the fullMIMO capacity except for a single special
case, which is Alamouti’s G2-STBC system associated with
a single RA NR = 1. Let us now elaborate a little further here
on this issue, so that the multiplexing versus diversity tradeoff
of MIMO system design may be better augmented.

According to the equivalent input/output relationship
of (80), the maximized mutual information of STBC is given
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by:

CCCMC
STBC (SNR) = max

{p(sq)}
NQ
q=1

1
NP

NQ∑
q=1

[
H (zq)− H (zq|sq)

]
=

NQ
NP

E
[
log2

(
1+

NP‖H‖2

NTNQ
η

)]
, (81)

where we have H (zq|sq) = log2
[
πe
(

NTNQ
NP‖H‖2

N0

)]
and

H (zq) = log2
[
πe
(
1+ NTNQ

NP‖H‖2
N0

)]
according to p(zq|sq) of

(80) and the assumption of Gaussian input PDFs {p(sq)}
NQ
q=1.

Considering a V-BLAST MIMO system equipped with
N ′T and N ′R antennas operating at an SNR of η′, the term
of η′

N ′T
H′HH′ in the MIMO capacity of (4) can only be

equal to the term of NP‖H‖2
NTNQ

η in the STBC capacity of (81),

when we have N ′T = NTNR, N ′R = 1 and η′ = NRNP
NQ

η.
In other words, the relationship between the STBC capac-
ity and the V-BLAST MIMO capacity may be expressed
as [36], [125], [239]:

CCCMC
STBC (NT ,NR, η) =

NQ
NP

CCCMC
MIMO (NTNR, 1,

NRNP
NQ

η)

≤ CCCMC
MIMO (NT ,NR, η), (82)

where the equality only holds, when we have NT = NP =
NQ and NR = 1, which may only be satisfied by Alamouti
G2-STBC scheme equipped with a single RA of NR = 1.

It becomes clear now that there is a tradeoff amongst the
conflicting capacity, performance and complexity in MIMO
systems design. More explicitly, the V-BLAST MIMO intro-
duced in Sec. II-A achieves the maximum attainable MIMO
throughput that isNT times higher than a SISO/SIMO system
throughput. By contrast, the STBC MIMO introduced in
Sec. II-B minimizes the MIMO’s PEP bound and benefits
from a low signal processing complexity at the receiver, but
it cannot achieve the maximum achievable MIMO capacity.

4) FULL UNITY-RATE STBC
When complex-valued high-throughput MPSK/QAM con-
stellations are employed, it was proven in [35] that the only
STBC satisfying all the requirements listed in Sec. II-B1 is
Alamouti’s G2-STBC [34], whose codeword is constructed
by:

G2(s1, s2) =
[
s1 s2
−s∗2 s∗1

]
. (83)

It can be seen in 83 that Alamouti’s G2-STBC transmits
(NQ = 2) modulated MPSK/QAM symbols by (NT = 2)
TAs over (NP = 2) ’channel uses’. Therefore, the G2-STBC
satisfies the full unity-rate requirement (R1), the delay opti-
mal requirement (R2) and the transmitter’s hardware require-
ment (R3) discussed in Sec. II-B1. Furthermore, we also have
[G2(s1, s2)]H G2(s1, s2) = (|s1|2+|s2|2)I2 according to (83).
Therefore, according to (72a), the G2-STBC’s transmission

matrix is given by S = 1
√
2
G2(s1, s2), since the power nor-

malization factor in (72) is given by Pt = 1
2 , so that the

orthogonality requirement (R4) in Sec. II-B1 may also be
fully met. As a result, the linear STBC receiver developed in
Sec. II-B1 may be applied to Alamouti’s G2-STBC as seen
in [35].

5) HALF-RATE STBCs
When the family of real-valued constellations is consid-
ered, the orthogonal design satisfying the four requirements
listed in Sec. II-B1 does exist for NT = 2, 4 or 8 [35],
which may be solved by the Hurwitz-Radon theory
of [120] and [121]. We note that the conjugation operation
{s∗q}

NQ
q=1 may be eliminated from the requirement (R3) of

Sec. II-B1 for real-valued signalling. More specifically, for
NT = 2 TAs, the real-valued orthogonal design G<2 (s1, s2) is
the same as Alamouti’s G2-STBC design of G2(s1, s2) seen
in (83) without the conjugation operations. Moreover, for the
cases of NT = 4 and NT = 8, the STBCs constructed from
real-valued orthogonal design are given by G<4 (s1, s2, s3, s4)
and G<8 (s1, s2, s3, s4, , s5, s6, s7, s8) according to (4) and (5)
in [35], respectively.

In order to accommodate complex-valued MPSK/QAM
symbols, the Half-Rate (HR)-G4-STBC may be obtained by
vertically concatenating the STBC from real-valued orthogo-
nal design and its conjugates as:

G4(s1, s2, s3, s4) =
[
G<4 (s1, s2, s3, s4)
G<4 (s1, s2, s3, s4)

∗

]
. (84)

Furthermore, the HR-G3-STBC design of G3(s1, s2, s3, s4)
may be constructed by taking the first three columns in
G4(s1, s2, s3, s4). Similarly, the HR-G8-STBC may also be
obtained by vertically concatenatingG<8 (s1, s2, s3, s4, , s5, s6,
s7, s8) and its conjugates. Accordingly, the HR-GNT -STBC
design of GNT (s1, s2, s3, s4, , s5, s6, s7, s8) associated with
5 ≤ NT ≤ 7 may be constructed by taking the first NT
columns in G8(s1, s2, s3, s4, , s5, s6, s7, s8).
It may be observed that all the HR-GNT -STBCs associated

with 3 ≤ NT ≤ 8 fail to meet the full unity-rate require-
ment (R1) of Sec. II-B1, resulting in a normalized throughput
of R = NQ

NP
=

1
2 . Similarly, the delay optimal require-

ment (R2) becomes NP = 2NQ. However, the transmitter’s
hardware requirement (R3) is still satisfied by the half-rate
STBCs. Furthermore, it may be observed that we always have
GNq (s1, · · · , sNQ )

HGNq (s1, · · · , sNQ ) =
∑NQ

q=1 2|sq|
2INT

for 3 ≤ NT ≤ 8 according to the half-rate STBC
design, hence the HR-STBC’s transmission matrix of (72a)
may be expressed as S =

√
NP

2NTNQ
GNT (s1, · · · , sNQ ), since

the power normalization factor of (72) is given by Pt =
NP

2NTNQ
. As a result, the orthogonality requirement (R4) facil-

itating single-stream detection is fully satisfied by the half-
rate STBCs. Therefore, the linear STBC receiver developed
in Sec. II-B1 may also be applied to them. We note that no
STBCs havingNT > 8 were explicitly constructed, but it was
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proven in [35] that such a design may impose a substantial
delay growing exponentiallywithNT , which is given byNP =
16× 16(NT /8−1) for NT > 8 with NT being a power of 2.

6) AMICABLE ORTHOGONAL STBCs
In order to improve the throughput of STBCs associated with
NT > 2, it was demonstrated in [35] and [166] that rate
3/4 STBC exists for NT = 3 and NT = 4. However, these
alternative STBCs do not obey the transmitter’s hardware
requirement of (R3) in Sec. II-B1, which implies that the
linear region of the MIMO’s amplifier has to be extended.
As a remedy, the Amicable Orthogonal (AO) STBCs obtained
according to the theory of amicable orthogonal design [120]
were presented for NT = 4 and NT = 8 in [122]–[124] and
then generalized for any values ofNT in [240]–[242]. In more
details, if the number of TAs is a power of 2 as NT = 2ι for a
positive integer of ι ≥ 1, the general AO-GNT -STBC design
may be formulated as:

GAO
2ι (s1, · · · , sι+1)

=

[
GAO
2ι−1

(s1, · · · , sι) sι+1I2ι−1
−s∗ι+1I2ι−1 GAO

2ι−1
(s1, · · · , sι)H

]
. (85)

It can be seen in (85) that if the AO-STBC design starts from
ι = 1 and GAO

1 (s1) = s1, then Alamouti’s G2-STBC of (83)
may be obtained from (85) as GAO

2 (s1, s2) = G2(s1, s2).
Similarly, for all the cases of AO-GNT -STBC associated with
NT = 2ι, the STBC design requirements of (R2), (R3)
and (R4) in Sec. II-B1 are satisfied.

For the scenarios of NT not being a power of 2, the
AO-GNT -STBC design may be obtained by taking the first
NT columns of GAO

2ι (s1, · · · , sι+1), where we have ι =
dlog2 NT e. These AO-STBCs do not obey the delay optimal
requirement of (R2) in Sec. II-B1. Nonetheless, the transmis-
sion delays of AO-STBCs are generally substantially lower
than their HR-STBC counterparts discussed in Sec. II-B5. For
example, the AO-G3-STBC and AO-G4-STBC have NP = 4,
while the AO-GNT -STBC for 5 ≤ NT ≤ 8 have NP = 8,
which are halves of the parameters of the HR-STBCs in
Sec. II-B5.

In summary, owing to the fact that we always have
GAO
NT (s1, · · · , sNQ )

H
GAO
NT (s1, · · · , sNQ ) =

∑NQ
q=1 |sq|

2INT
according to (85), the AO-STBC transmission matrix may be
expressed according to (72a) asS=

√
NP

NTNQ
GAO
NT (s1, · · · , sNQ ),

where the power normalization factor seen in (72) is given
by Pt =

NP
NTNQ

. Since the AO-STBC transmission matrix
satisfies the orthogonality requirement (R4) of Sec. II-B1,
the linear STBC receiver developed in Sec. II-B1 may be
directly invoked for the AO-STBCs.

Furthermore, the number of time slots NP will not increase
exponentially with NT for the AO-STBC design according
to (85), as opposed to the HR-STBCs in Sec. II-B5. However,
it can be observed that the AO-STBCs associated with 5 ≤
NT ≤ 7 also have a normalized throughput of R = 1

2 , which
is exactly the same as that of their HR-STBCs counterparts
of Sec. II-B5. Moreover, since the AO-STBC’s number of

transmitted symbols NQ only increases logarithmically with
NT according to NQ = dlog2 NT e + 1, the normalized
throughput of AO-STBC is expected to be lower than R = 1

2
for NT > 8.

C. LINEAR DISPERSION CODE (LDC)
In this section, we firstly introduce the family of Quasi-
Orthogonal (QO)-STBCs [126], [127], [242]–[246] as the
intermediate step for improving the STBC capacity, which
can only be achieved by relaxing the orthogonality require-
ments detailed in Sec. II-B1. In Sec. II-C2, the STBC
capacity is further improved by the high-rate LDC design
philosophy of [36] proposing to randomly populate the dis-
persion matrices of (72) in order to find the specific set,
which maximizes the CCMC capacity. However, we will
also demonstrate in Sec. II-C2 that the LDCs of [36], which
separately disperse the real and imaginary parts of the modu-
lated symbols fail to achieve the maximum attainable MIMO
capacity. In order to mitigate this problem, the set of so-
called capacity-achieving LDCs proposed in [37] and [38] are
summarized in Sec. II-C3, where the MIMO capacity
may be approached, while attaining a beneficial diversity
gain.

1) QUASI-ORTHOGONAL STBCs
In order to improve the attainable STBC throughput, the first
step is to relax the orthogonality requirement of Sec. II-B1
at the cost of encountering IAI and hence requiring multi-
stream detection. In the light of this principle, the con-
cept of QO-STBC design was proposed in [126] and [243].
In more details, provided that the number of TAs is a power
of 2 according to NT = 2ι and (ι > 1), the QO-STBC
transmission codeword is constructed from the AO-STBC
of (85) as [126], [242]:

GQO2ι (s1, · · · , s2ι)

=

[
GAO
2ι−1

(s1, · · · , sι) GAO
2ι−1

(sι+1, · · · , s2ι)
−GAO

2ι−1
(sι+1, · · · , s2ι)∗ GAO

2ι−1
(s1, · · · , sι)∗

]
. (86)

It can be seen that the term sι+1I2ι−1 that can only transmit
a single modulated symbol in the context of the AO-STBC
design of (85) is replaced by the term GAO

2ι−1
(sι+1, · · · , s2ι)

that may transmit ι symbols in conjunction with the QO-
STBC design of (86). As a result, for any number of TAs,
the normalized throughput of QO-STBC is increased to
R = 2ι

2ι
, where we have ι = dlog2 NT e.

It may be observed in (86) that we always have
tr
[
GQO2ι (s1, · · · , s2ι)HG

QO
2ι (s1, · · · , s2ι)

]
= NT (

∑NQ
q=1 |sq|

2).
Therefore, the power normalization factor of (72a) is given
by Pt =

NP
NTNQ

, and the QO-STBC transmission matrix may

be formulated as S =
√

NP
NTNQ

GQO2ι (s1, · · · , s2ι), so that the

power constaint of E
[
tr(SHS)

]
= NP may be satisfied.

However, the orthogonality requirement of (R4) in Sec. II-B1
cannot be satisfied, because the columns in GAO

2ι−1
(s1, · · · , sι)

and the columns in GAO
2ι−1

(sι+1, · · · , s2ι) are not orthognal to
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each other, despite the fact that the columns are orthogonal
within each transmission sub-group.

It was suggested in [127] and [243] that linear MIMO
receivers such as the MMSE detector or the ZF detector may
be invoked for QO-STBC systems. However, this may not
be an ideal solution because the sub-optimal linear MIMO
receivers fail to fully exploit QO-STBC’s diversity gain.
Moreover, a lot of research efforts [127], [242], [244]–[246]
have been dedicated to improving both the capacity and the
performance of QO-STBC designs by modifying the signal
constellations. Nonetheless, the QO-STBC serves as an inter-
mediate solution between the STBC and V-BLAST MIMO
design, while the STBC’s limitations imposed on the capac-
ity and throughput have not been completely solved. In the
following section, we continue by introducing the concept of
LDC,which aims for systematically bridging the gap between
the STBC and V-BLAST.

2) CAPACITY-IMPROVING LDCs
Motivated by the limitations of STBCs, the LDC concept was
proposed in [36] in order to improve the STBC’s capacity,
while attaining the maximum achievable diversity order. First
of all, the STBC’s transmission matrix model of (72) may be
rewritten for LDCs as:

S =
NQ∑
q=1

[
Aq<(sq)+ jBq=(sq)

]
, (87)

where the dispersion matrices {Aq}
NQ
q=1 and {Bq}

NQ
q=1 are con-

structed according to our capacity-improving and diversity-
maintaining requirements, which will be detailed later. More-
over, {sq}

NQ
q=1 represent modulated MPSK/QAM symbols,

which are dispersed in both the spatial domain and time
domain by the dispersion matrices of (87). We note that the
transmission model of (87) may include both the STBC and
V-BLAST schemes, where the dispersion matrices of (87) are
normalized version of those introduced in Sec. II-B1, so that
the power constraint of E

[
tr(SHS)

]
= NP may be satisfied.

In order to overcome the throughput disadvantage of
STBCs, the number of transmitted symbols NQ may be
increased even beyond NP, so that the V-BLAST throughput
may be approached. Furthermore, the LDCs are still sug-
gested to maintain NT = NP in order to retain the maximum
attainable transmit diversity order at the lowest transmission
delay. According to the MIMO received signal model of (1),
the LDC’s signal received during the t-th time slot (1 ≤
t ≤ NP) may be expressed as Yt,− =

∑NQ
q=1[A

t,−
q H<(sq) +

jB
t,−
q H=(sq)] + Vt,−, where the NR-element row-vectors
{Yt,−}

NP
t=1 and {Vt,−}

NP
t=1 are taken from the received sig-

nal matrix Y and the AWGN matrix V in (1), respec-
tively. Moreover, the NT -element row-vectors {A

t,−
q }

NP
t=1 and

{B
t,−
q }

NP
t=1 are taken from the dispersion matrices of (87). Let

us now decouple the real and imaginary parts of Yt,− as
<(Yt,−) =

∑NQ
q=1{[<(A

t,−
q )<(H) − =(A

t,−
q )=(H)]<(sq) −

[<(B
t,−
q )=(H) + =(B

t,−
q )<(H)]=(sq)} + <(Vt,−) and

=(Yt,−) =
∑NQ

q=1{[<(A
t,−
q )=(H) + =(A

t,−
q )<(H)]<(sq) +

[<(B
t,−
q )<(H)−=(B

t,−
q )=(H)]=(sq)}+=(Vt,−), which leads

to the following equivalent received signal model for the LDC
of (87) as:

Ỹ = S̃ · χ̃ · H̃+ Ṽ, (88)

where the matrices are given by:

Ỹ = [<{rvec(Y)},={rvec(Y)}] ,

S̃ =
[
<(s1), · · · ,<(sNQ ),=(s1), · · · ,=(sNQ )

]
,

χ̃ =



<{rvec(A1)}, ={rvec(A1)}
...

...

<{rvec(ANQ )}, ={rvec(ANQ )}
−={rvec(B1)}, <{rvec(B1)}

...
...

−={rvec(BNQ )}, <{rvec(BNQ )}


,

H̃ =
[
INP ⊗<(H) INP ⊗ =(H)
−INP ⊗ =(H) INP ⊗<(H)

]
,

Ṽ = [<{rvec(V)},={rvec(V)}]. (89)

The equivalent dispersion matrix χ̃ is known to both the
transmitter and receiver. According to the transmit power
constraint, we always have tr(χ̃T χ̃ ) = 2NP.

It can be seen in (88) that the equivalent LDC received
signal model is the same as the V-BLAST received signal
model of (1), where the LDC’s equivalent fading channels
matrix is given by χ̃ · H̃. Therefore, the LDC receiver may
invoke the hard/soft-decision V-BLAST detectors introduced
in Sec. II-A. It is worth noting that there is a total of I = MNQ

combinations for the LDC codeword of {̃Si}I−1i=0 , when the
V-BLAST detectors are invoked.

According to the LDC’s input-output relationship of (88),
the CCMC capacity of the LDC is given by:

CCCMC
LDC (SNR) = max

p(̃S)

1
2NP

H (Ỹ)−
1

2NP
H (Ỹ|̃S)

=
1

2NP
E
[
log2 det

(
I2NPNR + ηH̃

T χ̃T χ̃H̃
)]
,

(90)

where the entropies are given by H (Ỹ) = log2 det(
πe
2 H̃T χ̃T χ̃H̃+ πeN0

2 I2NPNR
)

and H (Ỹ|̃S) = H (Ṽ) =

log2 det
(
πeN0
2 I2NPNR

)
. We note that the CCMC capacity of

virtually all MIMO schemes, whose transmission matrix may
be expressed in the form of (87), may be evaluated by (90).
Obviously, when χ̃ is a scaled unitary matrix formulated as:

χ̃T χ̃ =
1
NT

I2NTNP , (91)

the CCMC capacity of the LDC in (90) may achieve its
highest possible value of:

CCCMC
LDC (SNR) =

1
2NP

E
[
log2 det

(
I2NPNR +

η

NT
H̃T H̃

)]
.

(92)
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H̃T H̃ =

[
INP ⊗

[
<(HT )<(H)+ =(HT )=(H)

]
INP ⊗

[
<(HT )=(H)− =(HT )<(H)

]
INP ⊗

[
=(HT )<(H)−<(HT )=(H)

]
INP ⊗

[
<(HT )<(H)+ =(HT )=(H)

] ]. (93)

Furthermore, it may be readily seen that the LDC’s capacity
of (92) may achieve the maximum MIMO capacity of (4),
if and only if we have H̃T H̃ = I2NP⊗ (HHH). Unfortunately,
this is only true when a single RA NR = 1 is used. This is
because the term of H̃T H̃ in (92) may be extended as (93), as
shown at the top of this page, which only becomes equal to
I2NP ⊗ (HHH), when we have <(HT )=(H) = =(HT )<(H)
for NR = 1. In summary, the relationship between the
LDC capacity of (92) and the MIMO capacity of (4) may
be expressed as CCCMC

LDC (SNR) ≤ CCCMC
MIMO (SNR), where the

equality only holds for NR = 1.
Nonetheless, the LDC capacity is expected to be higher

than STBC capacity summarized in Sec. II-B3. Consider-
ing Alamouti’s classic G2-STBC as an example, according
to (83), the equivalent dispersion matrix χ̃ is given by:

χ̃ =



1
√
2

0 0
1
√
2

0 0 0 0

0
1
√
2
−

1
√
2

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
1
√
2

0 0 −
1
√
2

0 0 0 0 0
1
√
2

1
√
2

0


,

(94)

and it may be readily seen that it does not have orthogonal
columns, since we have χ̃T χ̃ 6= 1

2 I8. We also note that it
is straightforward to prove that the capacity of Alamouti’s
G2-STBC evaluated by (90) based on the equivalent LDC
dispersionmatrix of (94) is exactly the same as that calculated
by (81).

In fact, in order to guarantee that the LDC’s equivalent
dispersion matrix χ̃ has orthogonal columns as specified
by (91), we may have NQ ≥ NTNP. Considering that further
increasing NQ will inevitably reduce the codewords’ differ-
ence ‖Si−Sī‖, which degrades the PEP of (8), the LDCdesign
is suggested to satisfy NQ = NTNP. Owing to the earlier
suggestion of NT = NP recommended owing to its diversity
and delay benefits, the LDC may achieve the throughput of
R = NQ

NP
BPS = NTBPS, which is exactly the same as the

V-BLAST throughput.
In summary, according to (91), the LDC dispersion matrix

χ̃ may be randomly generated as a (2NQ × 2NQ)-element
unitary matrix scaled by 1

√
NT

, so that the CCMC capacity
is maximized. Moreover, in order to also retain the maximum
attainable diversity order, the randomly generated dispersion
matrix should have a full rank for all 1 = (Si − Sī)H (Si −
Sī) in (8). Since it is also important to minimize the PEP
according to the determinant criterion of (8), the optimum
LDC dispersion matrix chosen from random search should

satisfy:

max {det(1)}min, (95)

where {det(1)}min is the minimum determinant det(1)
among all legitimate 1 values for a randomly generated χ̃ .
Further developments on LDC codeword generation may
be found in [128]–[132], which also tackle the problem of
having a diminishing distance between legitimate codewords,
when aiming for the high-throughput LDC codeword gener-
ation. Nonetheless, the random generation according to the
above design guidelines is sufficiently effective for producing
good LDCs that achieve both a multiplexing gain and a
diversity gain.

3) CAPACITY-ACHIEVING LDCs
In order to achieve the maximum attainable MIMO capacity,
it was proposed in [38] that the LDC’s dispersion matrices
in (87) should satisfy {Aq = Bq}

NQ
q=1, just like the V-BLAST

characterized in (73), so that the real and imaginary parts
of the modulated MPSK/QAM symbols may be dispersed
together as:

S =
NQ∑
q=1

[
Aqsq

]
. (96)

In this way, the real and the imaginary parts of the received
signal model do not have to be decoupled, as seen in (88).
Instead, vectorizing the received MIMO signal matrix Y
of (1) leads to the new received LDC signal model of:

Y = S · χ ·H+ V, (97)

where the matrices are given by:

χ =

 rvec(A1)
...

rvec(ANQ )

, Y = rvec(Y), S = [s1, · · · , sNQ ],

H = INP ⊗H, V = rvec(V).

(98)

It can be seen that the new LDC’s received signal model
of (97) is equivalent to that of an V-BLAST system equipped
with NQ TAs and NRNP RAs. Therefore, all the hard/soft-
decision V-BLAST detectors introduced in Sec. II-A may be
invoked for LDC detection, where the equivalent multiplexed
transmitted symbol vector and the fading channel matrix of
the V-BLAST system are given by 1√

NQ
S and

√
NQχH,

respectively. There is a total of I = MNQ combinations for
the LDC codeword of {̃Si}I−1i=0 , when the V-BLAST detectors
are invoked. In summary, the LDC transceiver is summarized
in the schematic diagram of Fig. 11.
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According to the new input-output relationship of (97),
the CCMC capacity of the LDC model of (96) is given by:

CCCMC
LDC (SNR) = max

p(S)

1
NP

H (Y)−
1
NP

H (Y|S)

=
1
NP

E
[
log2 det

(
INPNR + ηH

H
χHχH

)]
,

(99)

where the related entropies are given by H (Y) =

log2 det
(
πeH

H
χHχH+ πeN0INPNR

)
and H (Y|S) =

H (V) = log2 det
(
πeN0INPNR

)
. It can be seen in (99) that the

CCMC capacity is maximized when the equivalent dispersion
matrix χ has orthogonal columns as represented by:

χHχ =
1
NT

INTNP , (100)

which is scaled according to the power constraint of
E
[
tr(SHS)

]
= NP. As a result, the CCMC capacity of (99)

becomes:

CCCMC
LDC (SNR) =

1
NP

E{log2 det[INPNR

+
η

NT
(INP ⊗H)H (INP ⊗H)]}

= E
[
log2 det(INR +

η

NT
HHH)

]
, (101)

which is exactly the same as the full MIMO capacity of (4).
Therefore, in order to avoid any ambiguity, the terminology
of LDCs may generally refer to the capacity-achieving model
of (96), rather than to the conventional model of (87).

We note that (100) requires NQ ≥ NTNP. Hence, for the
case of full transmit diversity associated with NT = NP,
NQ = NTNP leads to the LDC throughput being the same
as the V-BLAST throughput of R = NTBPS. Similar to the
discussions in Sec. II-C2, the generation of LDCs may follow
the guidelines of maximizing the CCMC capacity of (99) and
of minimizing the PEP of (8), which may be summarized as:

It is worth emphasizing once again that the LDC’s CCMC
capacity is only maximized when NQ ≥ NTNP. Nonetheless,
NQ < NTNP is acceptable in Step (1) for the sake of meeting
specific system requirements, because a lower number of
transmitted symbols NQ normally leads to a higher Euclidean
distance among the LDC codewords ‖Si − Sī‖2, which may
minimize the PEP union bound of (8).

Furthermore, according toHadamard’s inequality, the deter-
minant det(1) is maximized when 1 is unitary, which is the
foundation of the orthogonal STBC design. It was proposed
in [37] that the determinant criterion in the LDC design may
be translated into making 1 as close to unitary as possible,
which may be quantified as minimizing the following two
metrics:

d1 =
NQ∑
q=1

κ(Aq) =
NQ∑
q=1

‖A
−1
q ‖ · ‖Aq‖, (102a)

d2 =
∑
∀q6=q̄

‖A
H
q Aq̄ + A

H
q̄ Aq‖, (102b)

where the operation κ(·) refers to the condition number of
the matrix [236], where we have κ(A) ≥ 1 and the equality
only holds for unitary matrices. It can be readily seen that
orthogonal codes may have d1 = NQ and d2 = 0. Moreover,
it was also proposed in [12] and [247] that the determinant cri-
terion of max {det(1)}min in the LDC design may be revised
for the sake of maximizing the LDC’s DCMC capacity of (6)
in order to pursue an improved near-capacity performance.
In fact, minimizing the PEP E

{
p
(
‖Y− SīH‖2 < ‖V‖2

)}
=

E
{
p
[
‖(Si − Sī)H+ V‖2 < ‖V‖2

]}
of (8) would automati-

cally result in minimizing the term exp(−‖(S
i
−Sī)H+V‖2+‖V‖2

N0
)

in the DCMC capacity of (6). Consequently, the LDCs con-
ceived for minimizing the PEP generally also have a maxi-
mized DCMC capacity.

LDC generation guidelines

(1) Randomly generate a unitarymatrix χ of size (N×
N ), where we have N = max(NQ,NTNP).
a) If NQ > NTNP is required, the LDC dis-

persion matrix is given by taking the first
NTNP columns of the scaled unitary matrix

as χ = 1
√
NT
χ

[
INTNP
0

]
, where 0 is a (NQ −

NTNP)× NTNP-element all-zero matrix.
b) IfNQ = NTNP is required, the LDC’s disper-

sion matrix is directly given by χ = 1
√
NT
χ .

c) If NQ < NTNP is required, the LDC’s dis-
persion matrix is given by taking the first NQ
rows of the scaled unitary matrix as χ =√

NP
NQ

[
INQ , 0

]
χ , where 0 is a NQ× (NTNP−

NQ)-element all-zero matrix.
(2) Rank criterion: for the resultant I = MNQ LDC

codewords {Si}I−1i=0 of (96), having a full rank
should be guaranteed for all combinations of1 =
(Si − Sī)H (Si − Sī) as rank(1) = min(NT ,NP).

(3) Determinant criterion: The minimum determi-
nant among all combinations of 1 is given by
{det(1)}min. The related random search may be
conducted by repeating Steps (1) as well as (2),
and the chosen one should maximize {det(1)}min.

D. CAPACITY AND BER COMPARISON BETWEEN
CLASSIC MIMO SCHEMES
Fig. 24 presents the capacity comparison between V-BLAST,
STBC and LDC. It can be seen in Fig. 24(a) that both
V-BLAST and LDC achieve the highest MIMO capacity,
as analysed in Sec. II-A and Sec. II-C3, respectively, but
Alamouti’s G2-STBC associated with NR = 2 can only
achieve the capacity of another V-BLAST system that is
associated with NT = 4 and NR = 1 having a doubled
SNR of 2η, which was explicitly discussed in Sec. II-B3. The
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FIGURE 24. Capacity comparison between V-BLAST, Alamouti’s G2-STBC
and LDC, where NT = 2 TAs are employed and the throughput is given by
R = 4 bits/block/channel-use. (a) CCMC Capacity. (b) DCMC Capacity.

FIGURE 25. Performance comparison between V-BLAST, STBC and LDC
associated with the same throughput of R = 4 bits/block/channel-use.
(a) NT = 2, NR = 2. (b) NT = 4, NR = 4.

MIMO’s DCMC capacity of (6) often predicts the achievable
performance. For this spirit, it can be seen in Fig. 24(b)
that Alamout’s G2-STBC and LDC achieve their full DCMC
capacity quantified in terms of bits/block/channel-use at a
lower SNR than V-BLAST for the case of NR = 1, which
confirms the beneficial transmit diversity gain of both STBC
and LDC. However, when NR = 2 RAs are used, Alamouti’s
G2 STBC exhibits a lower DCMC capacity in the low SNR
region, as evidenced in Fig. 24(b). We will augment the
reasons for this feature later.

Fig. 25 portrays the performance comparison between
V-BLAST, STBC and LDC associatedwith the same through-
put of R = 4. It is evidenced by Fig. 25(a) that both
LDC(2,2,2,4)-QPSK and Alamouti’s G2-STBC (NR = 2)
employing Square 16QAM significantly outperform their

multiplexing-oriented counterpart of V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK,
especially in the high SNR region. Furthermore, Fig. 25(a)
demonstrates that LDC(2,2,2,4)-QPSK performs even
slightly better than its STBC counterpart. Fig. 25(b) also
shows that LDC(4,4,2,8)-QPSK is capable of outperforming
both its multiplexing-oriented counterpart of V-BLAST(4,4)-
BPSK and its STBC counterpart of HR-G4-STBC (NR = 4)
employing Square 256QAM for the case of NT = 4.

However, it is also demonstrated by Fig. 25(b) that
although HR-G4-STBC retains its full diversity order, its
performance remains modest, unless the SNR is expected to
be extremely high. This is because G4-STBC has a low nor-
malized throughput ofR = 0.5, which requires us to employ a
high-order 256QAM scheme in order to achieve the required
system throughput. The orthogonal STBC design aims for
achieving the lowest error probability at high SNRs, when
the determinant term det(0.25η1) dominants the divisor of
the PEP in (8). Since1 is unitary as guaranteed by the STBC,
recall from Sec. II-B3 that the number of modulation levels
M is the only factor that affects the error probability in the
low-SNR region, owing to the fact that the error probability
of the STBC in fading channels is given by the performance
ofMPSK/QAM schemes in AWGN channels associated with
the equivalent noise power of N 0 =

NTNQ
NP‖H‖2

N0. This is also
the reason why Alamouti’s G2-STBC employing a higher-
order 16QAM scheme associated with NR = 2 cannot
achieve the best DCMC capacity in the low-SNR region
of Fig. (24(b)).

In summary, the LDC was shown in Fig. 24 to be able to
achieve the V-BLAST’s full MIMO capacity, and it is also
capable of retaining the STBC’s full diversity gain, hence
offering the best performance, as shown in Fig. 25. Therefore,
the LDC may resolves the tradeoff between the multiplexing
and diversity gain in MIMO systems design, provided that
the conditions of (100) as well as the rank and determinant
criteria presented in Sec. II-C3 are satisfied.

Nonetheless, as demonstrated in Sec. II-C3, the LDC
receivers have to employ the V-BLAST detectors, where the
performance versus complexity tradeoff portrayed in Fig. 2
once again emerges. It can be seen in Fig. 25 that without
the interference cancellation techniques of [32], [202]–[206],
the low-complexity hard-decision MMSE detector imposes a
substantial performance loss on both the uncoded V-BLAST
and LDC schemes. Furthermore, it was demonstrated by
Figs. 21 and 22 that without taking into account the a priori
information in the MSE, the soft-decision MMSE detec-
tor also imposes a significant performance loss on coded
V-BLAST systems. Moreover, the hard/soft-decision SD and
MMSE aided V-BLAST detectors introduced in Sec. II-A are
explicitly designed for uplinkMIMO systems associated with
NT ≤ NR. For the rank-deficient MIMO systems associated
with NT > NR, which are often encountered in realistic wire-
less communication systems, the SD aided V-BLAST is rec-
ommended for detecting NR symbols, while the ML detector
is invoked for the remaining symbols [178]–[180]. This com-
plication may be avoided by using LDC instead of V-BLAST
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as discussed in Sec. II-C3, where we have the design-freedom
to adjust the LDC arguments of NP and NQ in order to create
an equivalent uplink MIMO system. However, considering
that the LDC’s dispersion matrices are randomly populated,
the LDC transmitter may be required to transmit symbols that
are not drawn from the classic MPSK/QAM constellations,
which further complicates the hardware design of the related
MIMO systems. In order to overcome these limitations of the
conventional MIMO systems design, the recently developed
MIMO schemes of SM and STSK, which are inspired by
stricking an attractive performance-complexity tradeoff are
introduced in the following section.

III. THE NEWLY-DEVELOPED MIMO SCHEMES THAT ARE
MOTIVATED BY THE PERFORMANCE-COMPLEXITY
TRADEOFF
The development of LDCs has resolved the tradeoff between
the diversity and multiplexing gain, but it is a retrograde step
for the tradeoff between performance and complexity. Given
that the STBC’s orthogonality requirement is abandoned,
the LDC receivers have to invoke V-BLAST-style multi-
stream detectors, which may exhibit an excessive complexity,
when aiming for attaining an optimal performance. Consider-
ing that the family of suboptimal V-BLAST detectors would
not be deemed desirable, especially not in coded systems,
because they tend to produce unreliable soft output LLRs
that do not represent the true probabilities, as demonstrated in
Sec. II-A9. In this section, we focus our attention on the SM
and STSK families, which open a new chapter in the design
of MIMO systems that is explicitly motivated by striking a
compelling performance versus complexity tradeoff.

A. SPATIAL MODULATION (SM)
The schematic of the SM transmitter is portrayed in Fig. 12.
In more details, the first BPS = log2 M bits are assigned to a
singleMPSK/QAM symbol sm =M(m), while the following
BPST = log2 NT source information bits are assigned to
activate a single TA out of a total of NT TAs. As a result,
the NT -element SM transmission row-vector is expressed
as [26], [27], [133]:

S = [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
v−1

, sm, 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
NT−v

]. (103)

Based on the received MIMO signal model of (1), the full-
search hard-decision ML MIMO detection of (11) and the
soft-decision MAP MIMO detection using (14) may also
be invoked for SM. However, as it was demonstrated in
Secs. II-A1 and II-A2, the ML/MAP aided MIMO detection
complexity may increase exponentially with the throughput
R. More explicitly, the complexity order of the hard-decision
ML aided MIMO detection of (11) and the soft-decision
MAP MIMO detection using (14) is given by O(I ), where
the total number of combinations is given by I = 2R for both
V-BLAST and SM.

Owing to the fact that only a single TA is activated, opposed
to V-BLAST, SM does not introduce any IAI. Therefore,

in order to conceive a single-antenna-based low complex-
ity SM detector, the TA activation index and the classic
modulated symbol index are suggested to be detected sepa-
rately in [27], so that the complexity order of this so-called
hard-decision Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) based SM
detection may be reduced to O(NT + M ). In more details,
under the assumption of having perfect CSI knowledge at the
receiver, the matched filter output may be recorded as:

Z = YHH , (104)

where the v-th element in the NT -element row-vector Z is
given by {zv = YHH

v,−}
NT
v=1, and the NR-element row-vector

{Hv,−}
NT
v=1 refers to the v-th row inH. The hard-decisionMRC

based SM detector may determine the TA activation index by
comparing the absolute values of the elements in the matched
filter’s output vector Z as [27]:

v̂ = arg max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

|zv|. (105)

Upon obtaining the TA activation index v̂, the v̂-th element
in Z may be demodulated as:

m̂ =M−1(zv̂). (106)

Therefore, the complexity order of MRC based SM detection
is in fact given by O(NT + 1), where (106) directly maps zv̂
to the closest constellation point.

Unfortunately, as demonstrated in [134], the hard-decision
MRC based SM detection suffers from an irreducible error
floor. It can be seen in (106) that the demodulator may be
misled into detecting the wrong classic modulated symbol,
if the TA activation index obtained in (105) is erroneous.
In order to restore the ML detection capability, the hard-
decision simplified ML aided SM detector of [134] stream-
lines the hard-decision ML MIMO detector of (11) as:

Ŝ = arg min
∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1},∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

‖Y‖2 + κ2v |s
m
|
2

− 2<
[
(sm)∗YHH

v,−

]
= arg min

∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1},∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }
κ2v |s

m
|
2
− 2<

[
(sm)∗zv

]
,

(107)

where we have {κv = ‖Hv,−‖}
NT
v=1, and the constant of ‖Y‖2

is omitted from the MIMO decision metric of (11). As a
benefit of having (NT − 1) zeros in the SM transmission
vector seen in Table 4, the computational complexity of the
SM detection of (107) is considerably lower than that of the
conventional MIMO detection of (11). Nonetheless, the com-
plexity order of the hard-decision simplified ML aided SM
detection of (107) is still given by O(I ).
When SMwas first proposed as an alternative to V-BLAST

MIMO, the two most appealing features of SM were its
low hardware transmitter complexity as well as its design
objective of imposing a low receiver signal processing com-
plexity. Therefore, in this section, we focus our attention
on the strategically important subject of reduced-complexity
SM detectors. The hard-decision SM detector design has
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FIGURE 26. Summary of hard/soft-decision optimal/suboptimal SM
detectors with their references and their section numbers in this paper.

been developed in two main directions in the open literature,
as portrayed in Fig. 26. The first option is to develop the
optimal SM detection [137]–[140] that endeavours to reduce
the complexity order of the simplifiedML aided SMdetection
of (107) without imposing any performance loss. The second
approach elaborated on in [141]–[147] aims for improving the
performance of the sub-optimal MRC-based SM detection of
(105) and (106), but attaining the optimal SM performance
is not guaranteed. Moreover, the SD was also developed for
SM in [148]–[150], which exhibits a reduced complexity
compared to the SD aided by V-BLAST.

For coded SM schemes, instead of using the general MAP
aidedMIMO detector introduced in Sec. II-A2, the simplified
hard-decision ML aided SM detector of [134] may be readily
revised to the simplified soft-decision MAP aided SM detec-
tor. More explicitly, based on (107), the probability metric
of (14) invoked by the general MAP aided MIMO detectors
may be simplified for SM as:

d i = −
κ2v |s

m
|
2
− 2<

[
(sm)∗zv

]
N0

+

log2 I∑
k̄=1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ). (108)

The relationship between the SM index i, the TA activation
index v and the classic modulated symbol index m is given
by i = v− 1+mNT according to the SM transmitter design.
The only difference between (14) and (108) is a constant of
−
‖Y‖2
N0

, which may be eliminated by the division operation
of the Log-MAP of (12). Therefore, all general MIMO’s
detection algorithms including Log-MAP of (12), Max-Log-
MAP of (15) and Approx-Log-MAP of (16) may invoke the
probability metric of (108) instead of (14) for SM detection
without imposing any performance loss.

Similarly, the hard-decision reduced-scope-based SM
detector may also be revised for coded SM systems as
suggested in [139], where the SM TA activation index v
and the modulated symbol index m are detected separately,
while the correlation between the two terms is also taken
into account in order to retain the optimal performance.
In other words, only a reduced subset of the SM combina-
tions {Si}NTM−1i=0 has to be examined by the reduced-scope-
based SM detector. However, the soft-decision version of
the hard-limiter-based SM detector of [137], [140] is the
same as the simplified soft-decision MAP-aided SM detec-
tor using (108). More explicitly, the substantial complexity
reduction provided by the hard-limiter-based SM detection
of [137], [140] relies on the low-complexity implementation
of hard-decisionMPSK/QAM demodulators, where a certain
decision variable obtained from thematched filter output may
be directly demapped to the nearest constellation point, which
is similar to the feature portrayed by Fig. 16(b). However,
when the a priori LLRs gleaned from the channel decoder
are also taken into account in coded SM systems, both the
channel’s output signal as well as the a priori LLRs have
to be transformed back into modulated symbols according
to the constellation diagram. As a result, the SM TA activa-
tion index v and the modulated symbol index m once again
have to be jointly detected according to all SM combina-
tions {Si}NTM−1i=0 , which results in the simplified soft-decision
MAP-aided SM detector using (108).

Furthermore, the sub-optimal hard-decision SM detec-
tors [141]–[147] are not recommended for employment in
coded SM systems. This is because these sub-optimal SM
detectors may falsify the reliability of the output LLRs, which
may fail to reflect the true a posteriori probabilities by pro-
ducing LLRs having excessively high values. This flawed
situation cannot be readily rectified by the channel decoder,
as discussed in Sec. II-A9. The sub-optimal soft-decision
SM detectors may also be found in [161] and [248]–[251],
where the beneficial a priori information is not exploited by
the SM detectors.

1) HARD-DECISION REDUCED-SCOPE-BASED
OPTIMAL SM DETECTION
The reduced-scope-based SM detection [139] aims for restor-
ing the ML detection capability of the MRC-based SM detec-
tion by separating the TA index and the classic modulated
symbol index from the optimal SM detection of (107) without
imposing any performance loss. First of all, the optimal SM
detection of (107) is extended as:

Ŝ = max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT },∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1}

<(̃zv)<(sm)+ =(̃zv)=(sm)

− κ2v |s
m
|
2, (109)

where we have {̃zv = 2zv}
NT
v=1. Let us now consider QPSK

aided SM detection as an example. The QPSK’s detected
constellation diagram is deliberately rotated anti-clockwisely
by π/4, so that there is only a single constellation point in
each quadrant. As a result, the decision variable should be
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FIGURE 27. Schematic of the hard-decision reduced-scope-based SM
receiver.

rotated as z′v = z̃v exp(jπ4 ), and the detected constellation
points are given by {s′m = sm exp(jπ4 )}

M−1
m=0 = {

1
√
2
+

j 1
√
2
, 1
√
2
− j 1
√
2
,− 1
√
2
+ j 1
√
2
,− 1
√
2
− j 1
√
2
}. For a specific

TA index v, the maximum metric over all rotated QPSK
constellations is given by:

dv = max


<(z′v)√

2
+
=(z′v)√

2
− κ2v ,

<(z′v)√
2
−
=(z′v)√

2
− κ2v ,

−
<(z′v)√

2
+
=(z′v)√

2
− κ2v , −

<(z′v)√
2
−
=(z′v)√

2
− κ2v


(110a)

=

∣∣∣∣<(z′v)√2
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣=(z′v)√2

∣∣∣∣− κ2v . (110b)

It can be seen in (110) that
the four comparisons involving four metric evaluations

of (110a) may be carried out by a single metric evaluation
according to (110b). As a result, the optimum TA activation
index v̂ may be found by searching for the maximum metric
over all the NT candidates {dv}NTv=1, regardless of which par-
ticular QPSK symbol was transmitted. This may be expressed
as:

v̂ = arg max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

dv. (111)

Unlike theMRC-based detection of (105), the reduced-scope-
based TA index detection of (111) is directly derived from
the ML detection of (109), which does not impose any
performance loss. Furthermore, upon finding the optimum

TA index v̂, QPSK demodulation may be concluded by
directly testing the v̂-th decision variable z′v̂ as:

b̂1 =

{
1, if =(z′v̂) < 0
0, otherwise,

b̂2 =

{
1, if <(z′v̂) < 0
0, otherwise.

(112)

The schematic of the general hard-decision reduced-scope-
based SM receiver is portrayed by Fig. 27. More explic-
itly, its design guideline [139] is breifly summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 2: Design guidelines for
reduced-scope-based hard-decision SM detection

1) First of all, the NT normalized matched filter out-
puts are given by {̃zv = 2zv}

NT
v=1, where we have

{zv = YHH
v,−}

NT
v=1 according to (104).

2) Secondly, similar to the reduced-complexity
design introduced in Sec. II-A8 and exemplified
by Fig. 18, only the real PAM magnitudes or the
constellation points located in the first quadrant
are visited by the ‘‘Magnitude Demodulator’’
of Fig. 27, when either Square QAM or general
PSK/QAM is employed, respectively. As a result,
the local maximum metrics {dv}NTv=1 associated
with NT TA activation index candidates may be
obtained by a reduced SM detection search scope.

3) Thirdly, the decision metrics {dv}NTv=1 are com-
pared by the ‘‘TA Index Detector’’ of Fig. 27,
where the detected index v̂ is given by (111).

4) In order to detect the modulated symbol index
m̂ based on v̂, the results of the v̂-th ‘‘Magni-
tude Demodulator’’ are passed to the ‘‘Polarity
Demodulator’’ of Fig. 27, which completes the
PSK/QAM demodulation by determining the spe-
cific quadrant of the demodulated symbol.

For example, when Square 16QAM is employed, the local

maximum metrics {dv}NTv=1 seen in (109) may be obtained by
testing both the real and the imaginary parts of the QAM con-
stellation separately, which is expressed as (113), as shown at
the bottom of this page, where each one of them only has to
be evaluated once. Furthermore, for a specific TA index v,

dv,0Re = max
{

1
√
10
<(̃zv)− 1

10κ
2
v , −

1
√
10
<(̃zv)− 1

10κ
2
v

}
=

∣∣∣∣ 1
√
10
<(̃zv)

∣∣∣∣− 1
10
κ2v ,

dv,1Re = max
{

3
√
10
<(̃zv)− 9

10κ
2
v , −

3
√
10
<(̃zv)− 9

10κ
2
v

}
=

∣∣∣∣ 3
√
10
<(̃zv)

∣∣∣∣− 9
10
κ2v ,

dv,0Im = max
{

1
√
10
=(̃zv)− 1

10κ
2
v , −

1
√
10
=(̃zv)− 1

10κ
2
v

}
=

∣∣∣∣ 1
√
10
=(̃zv)

∣∣∣∣− 1
10
κ2v ,

dv,1Im = max
{

3
√
10
=(̃zv)− 9

10κ
2
v , −

3
√
10
=(̃zv)− 9

10κ
2
v

}
=

∣∣∣∣ 3
√
10
=(̃zv)

∣∣∣∣− 9
10
κ2v , (113)
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FIGURE 28. Schematic of the hard-decision hard-limiter-based SM
receiver. Its difference to Fig. 27 is that full classic demodulation is
performed before the TA index detection, because the hard-decision
linear MPSK/QAM demodulation complexity is quite low in uncoded
systems.

the maximum metric is given by:

dv = max
g∈{0,1}

dv,gRe + max
f ∈{0,1}

dv,fIm , (114)

where the optimum PAM magnitude index pairs ĝ and f̂
obtained for each {dv}NTv=1 may be recorded. There are a total
of NT pairs, hence they may be represented by {ĝv}

NT
v=1 and

{f̂v}
NT
v=1. Based on (114), the TA activation index detection

of (111) may be invoked, and then the second part of the
Square 16QAM demodulation may be concluded as follows:

b̂1 =

{
1, if =(̃zv̂) < 0
0, otherwise,

b̂2 =

{
1, if f̂v̂ = 1 for d v̂

0, otherwise,

b̂3 =

{
1, if <(̃zv̂) < 0
0, otherwise,

b̂4 =

{
1, if ĝv̂ = 1 for d v̂

0, otherwise.

(115)

The specific index pair f̂v̂ and ĝv̂ are recovered from (114).
It can be readily seen that a reduced number of decision
metrics are evluated in (113) according to the reduced-scope
search space, and then the only comparisons that are required
are those for the following steps.

In summary, the hard-decision reduced-scope optimal SM
detection complexity orders of [139] are given by O(

√
MNT )

andO(MNT /4), respectively, when Square QAM and general
PSK/QAM are employed, respectively.

2) HARD-DECISION HARD-LIMITER-BASED
OPTIMAL SM DETECTION
Due to the fact that detecting the TA index is gener-
ally much more computationally complex than the hard-
decision PSK/QAM demodulation, the hard-limiter-based
optimal SM detection portrayed by Fig. 28 invokes
the full MPSK/QAM demodulators first in order to
obtain the optimum modulation indices for all candidate
TA indices and then the TA index detection is performed

with the aid of the demodulated MPSK/QAM symbols. This
method was first advocated in [137] and further interpreted
in [140].

Let us assume that a tentative TA activation index v is
fixed, and then the SM detection of (107) may be rewritten
as:

m̂v = arg min
∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1}

(|ẑv − sm|2 − |ẑv|2)κ2v

= arg min
∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1}

|ẑv − sm|2

= M−1(ẑv), (116)

where the demodulator’s decision variable is given by {ẑv =
zv/κ2v }

NT
v=1. In this way, the optimum modulated symbol

index m̂v associated with all TA activation indices may be
obtained by directly demapping ẑv to the closest legitimate
constellation point, which is similar to the feature portrayed
by Fig. 16(b).
Upon obtaining the optimum constellation points for all

candidate TA activation indices {sm̂v}NTv=1, the optimum TA
index may be obtained based on (107) as:

v̂ = arg min
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

(
∣∣∣ẑv − sm̂v ∣∣∣2 − |ẑv|2)κ2v (117)

and then the corresponding (BPST = log2 NT ) hard-
bit decisions may be obtained by translating v̂ back to
binary bits. Furthermore, the remaining (BPS = log2 M )
hard-bit decisions may be obtained by directly translating
the specific modulated symbol index m̂v̂ back to binary
bits.

The hard-limiter-based optimal SM detection’s complexity
order is given by O(NT + NT ), where the demodulator has
to be invoked NT times before TA index detection. This
detection complexity order does not grow with the number
of modulation levels M , which is one of the most appeal-
ing advantages of hard-limiter-based optimal SM detection,
espcially for the case of employing high-order MPSK/QAM
schemes.

3) HARD-DECISION SD AIDED SM DETECTION
It was suggested in [148] and [149] that the conventional
MIMO detector’s transmit search space in (11) may be
reduced by the so-called Transmitter-centric SD (Tx-SD) as:

{m̂, v̂} = arg min
∀{m,v}∈S

∥∥Y− smHv,−
∥∥2 , (118)

where S denotes the Tx-SD search space. In more details,
when MPSK is employed, the V-BLAST SD’s PED
increment of (23) may be simplified for SM Tx-SD
as: ∣∣Ỹv − lv,vsv∣∣2 < R2, (119)

because only one transmit TA is activated. Therefore, the PED
increment of (119) defines a new search space for {m, v},
since only the candidates that lie inside the sphere have to be
taken into account by the SM detection of (118). Similarly,
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when Square MQAM is employed, the SD’s PED increment
of (33) may be simplified for SM as:(

Ỹ v − lv,vsv
)2
< R2, ∀v ∈ {NT + 1, · · · , 2NT }, (120a)(

Ỹ v − lv+NT ,vsv+NT − lv,vsv
)2

< R2, ∀v ∈ {1, · · · ,NT }. (120b)

The new search space defined in (120) may be further refor-

mulated as −R+Ỹ vlv,v
< sv <

R+Ỹ v
lv,v

for v ∈ {NT + 1, · · · , 2NT }

and
−R+(Ỹ v−lv+NT ,vsv+NT )

lv,v
< sv <

R+(Ỹ v−lv+NT ,vsv+NT )
lv,v

for

v ∈ {1, · · · ,NT } [148], [149]. This Tx-SD-defined search
space may effectively reduce the SM detector’s search space
formulated in (118).

Furthermore, it was also proposed in [150] that the receive
search space of the conventionalMIMOdetection of (11)may
be reduced by the so-called Receiver-centric SD (Rx-SD) as:

{m̂, v̂} = arg max
∀{m,v}

n(m, v)|
n(m,v)∑
r=1

∣∣Yr − smHv,r ∣∣2 < R2

,
(121)

where Yr refers to the signal received at the r-th RA, while
Hv,r models the fading channel spanning from the v-th TA to
the r-th RA. The Rx-SD of (121) aims for finding the opti-
mum pair {m̂, v̂}, which may maximize the counter n(m, v).
More explicitly, for a specific data-carrying index pair {m, v},
the following PED is examined:

d {m,v}r = d {m,v}r−1 +
∣∣Yr − smHv,r ∣∣2 < R2. (122)

If the PED d {m,v}r lies inside the Rx-SD sphere specified
by (122), the counter may be incremented according to
n(m, v) = n(m, v)+1, and the Rx-SD index r may continue to
be increased. Otherwise, the PED evaluation of (122) may be
terminated, and the next index pair {m, v} shall be examined.
The sphere radius may be updated as R2 = d {m,v}NR , when
the Rx-SD index reaches r = NR. The Rx-SD tree search
is supposed to be experienced by all the I = NTM candidates
of the index pair {m, v}, but a reduced-complexity termination
may be expected, when the sphere radius R is swiftly reduced
in the high-SNR region. The optimum index pair {m̂, v̂} seen
in (121) is the one, which maximizes the counter nmax =

max∀{m,v} n(m, v) with the aid of the minimum final PED
value as {m̂, v̂} = arg min d {m,v}nmax .

As demonstrated in [148] and [149], the Tx-SD of (118)
and the Rx-SD of (122) may be combined as:

{m̂, v̂} = arg max
∀{m,v}∈S

n(m, v)|
n(m,v)∑
r=1

∣∣Yr − smHv,r ∣∣2< R2

,
(123)

where the transmit search space is limited within S, while
the receive search space is confined by the Rx-SD counter
n(m, v).

For the sake of discussion, it was thoroughly reviewed
in [148]–[150] that as a benefit of the SM’s specific feature
of single TA activation, the SD conceived for SM exhibits a
substantially reduced computational complexity compared to
the SD conceived for conventional V-BLAST. Furthermore,
the optimum SM performance may be attained by the SD,
provided that the sphere radius is initialized to be suffi-
ciently large. However, the SD complexity still remains SNR-
dependent, since its complexity the lower bound can only be
reached in the high-SNR region. Moreover, it is important to
note that the hard-limiter-based SM detection presented in
Sec. III-A2 may be seen as a special case of the SD aided
SM detection. This is because that the transmit search space
associated with the classic modulated symbol index m is
limited by minimizing the hard-limiter metric in (116), while
the receive search space is reduced to a single-antenna-based
scenario, since the hard-limiter-based SM detector examines
the matched filter outputs {zv}

NT
v=1 instead of the received

signals {Yr }
NR
r=1.

4) HARD-DECISION NORMALIZED-MRC-BASED
SUBOPTIMAL SM DETECTION
First of all, let us introduce the normalized matched filter
output as:

Z = Y
(
H
)H
, (124)

where each row in the normalized (NT ×NR)-element fading

channels matrix H is given by
{
Hv,− = Hv,−/κv

}NT
v=1

, and

the v-th element in theNT -element normalized matched filter
output row-vector Z is given by {zv = YH

H
v,− = zv/κv}

NT
v=1.

It was demonstrated in [141]–[143] that a more accu-
rate estimate of the TA activation index may be delivered
by testing the normalized matched filter output of (124)
instead of the direct matched filter output in the MRC
based SM detection of (105). Therefore, the normalized-
MRC-based SM detection may determine the TA index
by:

v̂ = arg max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

|zv|. (125)

Upon obtaining the TA activation index v̂, the linear
MPSK/QAM demodulator of (116) may be invoked for
detecting the classic modulated symbol index
as:

m̂ =M−1(zv̂/κv̂). (126)

Therefore, the complexity order of normalized-MRC-based
SM detection is also given by O(NT + 1).

The so-called signal-vector-based detection proposed
in [143] operates based on the fact that the Square
MQAM symbol does not change the direction of the
received signal vector Y = smHv,−. The signal-vector-
based detection’s estimate of the TA activation index is
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given by:

v̂ = arg min
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }

arccos

(
|YHH

v,−|

‖Y‖‖Hv,−‖

)
= arg min

∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }
arccos

(
|zv|
‖Y‖

)
, (127)

which is in fact equivalent to the normalized-MRC-based
estimation of (125), because arccos(·) is a function that mono-
tonically decreases with respect to its argument, and ‖Y‖
in (127) is a constant.

5) HARD-DECISION LIST-NORMALIZED-MRC-BASED
SUBOPTIMAL SM DETECTION
The normalized-MRC-based SM detection still suffers from
the problem of imperfect TA index estimation. There-
fore, to circumvent this, the list-normalized-MRC-based SM
detection is introduced in [141], [142], and [144], where
a total of NList TA indices are taken into account in order
to avoid the situation of missing the optimum TA index
candidate.

More explicitly, instead of selecting a single TA index
in (125), a list of NList possible TA candidates is compiled
as:

[v1, · · · , vNList ] = arg sortD∀v∈{1,··· ,NT } |zv|. (128)

where the operation ‘‘sortD’’ sorts all the elements {|zv|}
NT
v=1

in decreasing order. In the TA index list, v1 represents the
TA index associated with the highest metric |zv1 |, and vNList

associated with the lowest metric |zvNList |. We have 1 ≤
NList ≤ NT , where the special cases of NList = 1 and NList =

NT correspond to the normalized-MRC-based SM detection
and to the optimum SM detection, respectively. Following
this, the demodulator may be invoked NList times for all the
candidates on the list as:

m̂vt =M−1(zvt /κvt ), 1 ≤ t ≤ NList. (129)

The TA activation indexmay now be confirmed by comparing
the NList candidates associated with their respective optimum
classic modulated symbol indices according to (107) as:

v̂ = vt̂ = arg min
∀t∈{1,··· ,NList}

κ2vt |s
m̂vt |2 − 2κvt<{(s

m̂vt )∗zvt }.

(130)

Then the classic modulated symbol index may be given by
m̂vt̂ , which is obtained from (129). The detected classicmodu-
lated symbol index as well as the detected TA activation index
may now be translated back to bits. The complexity order
of the list-normalized-MRC-based SM detector is given by
O(NT + 2NList), where the demodulator has to be invoked
NList times in (129) before comparing the NList candidates
in (130).

As a further advance, it was proposed in [252] and [253]
that a classic modulated symbol index list may be introduced
in order to strike a tradeoff between the performance and
complexity of the demodulator. More explicitly, a list of

constellation points is established for replacing the complete
search space for {sm}M−1m=0 of (107). In [252], all Square QAM
constellations are partitioned into level-1 subsets as well as
level-2 subsets, and only NList−m1 constellation points in
the level-1 subset and NList−m2 constellation points in the
level-2 subset are considered for the demodulation. In [253],
the 3 ∼ 5 constellation points that surround the decision
variable zv/κv are considerred for demodulation. Owing to the
fact that the hard-decision MPSK/QAM demodulation may
be implemented at a very low detection complexity, the fur-
ther discussion of sub-optimal modulation list establishment
in [252] and [253] may be avoided in uncoded systems.
We note that the TA index list based SM detection of [141]
and [142] may be considered to represent the upper bound
for [252], [253] in terms of both performance and complexity.

6) HARD-DECISION UNITY-CONSTELLATION-POWER-BASED
SUBOPTIMAL SM DETECTION
The unity-constellation-power-based suboptimal SM detec-
tion is proposed in [145], where a total of M̃ candidates
of non-negative constellation points associated with unity
constellation power {̃sm̃ = |<(sm)|

|sm| + j |=(s
m)|
|sm| }

M̃
m̃=1 are taken

into account for the sake of more reliable TA index estima-
tion. In more details, the unity-constellation-power-based TA
index detection is given by:

v̂ = arg max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT },∀m̃∈{1,··· ,M̃}

|<(zv)|<(̃sm̃)+|=(zv)|=(̃sm̃),

(131)

and then the demodulation regime of (126) may be invoked in
order to detect the classic modulated symbol index. The com-
plexity order of unity-constellation-power-based SM detec-
tion is given by O(NT M̃ + 1). This method was shown to
be especially beneficial [145] for Star MQAM detection,
because when the constellation power is normalized, only a
total of (MP/4+ 1) MPPSK phase candidates focused in the
first quadrant has to be considered.

In order to improve the TA index detection of (131), list-
unity-constellation-power based SM detection was proposed
in [146], which may follow the same procedures as the list-
normalized-MRC-based SM detection of Sec. III-A5, except
that the list establishment of (128) should use the metric of
|<(zv)|<(̃sm̃) + |=(zv)|=(̃sm̃) in (131) instead of |zv|. As a
result, the complexity order of list-unity-constellation-power-
based SM detection is given by O(NT M̃ + 2NList).

7) HARD-DECISION DISTANCE-ORDERED-BASED
SUBOPTIMAL SM DETECTION
The distance-ordered-based suboptimal SM detection
of [147] performs classic symbol demodulation first, and then
a list of candidate TA indices is established based on the
Euclidean distances between the demodulated symbols and
the decision variables.

More explicitly, the hard-limiter-based demodulator
of (116) is invoked in order to identify the optimum clas-
sic modulated symbol indices {m̂v}

NT
v=1 for all TA index
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candidates. Following this, the distance-based TA index list
is established by:

[v1, · · · , vNList] = arg sortI∀v∈{1,··· ,NT } |s
m̂v − ẑv|κv, (132)

where the sorting operation ‘‘sortI’’ orders all the elements
{|sm̂v − ẑv|κv}

NT
v=1 according to their increasing values. There-

fore, the TA activation index detected from the list may be
decided based on (107) as:

v̂ = vt̂ = arg min
∀t∈{1,··· ,NList}

(
∣∣∣ẑvt − sm̂vt ∣∣∣2 − |ẑvt |2)κ2vt . (133)

Naturally, the classic modulated symbol index may be
directly obtained by m̂vt̂ . The complexity order of distance-
ordered-based SM detection is given by O(2NT + NList).

8) SOFT-DECISION REDUCED-SCOPE-BASED
OPTIMAL SM DETECTION
In order to further reduce the complexity order O(NTM ) of
the soft-decision simplified MAP aided SM detectors using
(108), the reduced-scope hard-decision SM detectors intro-
duced in Sec. III-A1 were also revised as soft-decision detec-
tors in [139], which retain the optimal MAP SM detection
capability by visiting only a reduced subset of the SM search
space. More explicitly, similar to (109), the a posteriori prob-
ability metric of (108) may be extended as:

dv,m =
<(̃zv)<(sm)

N0
+
=(̃zv)=(sm)

N0
−
κ2v |s

m
|
2

N0

+

log2 I∑
k̄=1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ). (134)

For the BPST = log2 NT bits that are assigned to modulate
the TA activation index v, the soft-bit decisions produced by
the Max-Log-MAP of (15) may be expressed as:

Lp(bk ) = max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }bk=1

dv − max
∀v∈{1,··· ,NT }bk=0

dv, (135)

where {1, · · · ,NT }bk=1 and {1, · · · ,NT }bk=0 refer to the
index set for v, when the specific bit {bk}

log2 I
k=BPS+1 is fixed to

1 and 0, respectively. In order to produce the a posteriori LLR
in (135), we have to obtain the maximum probability metric
for each TA activation index v as:

dv = max
∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1}

dv,m. (136)

It can be readily seen in (136) that the reduction of the
SM detection search space may be achieved by invoking the
reduced-complexity soft-decision MPSK/QAM detection of

Algorithm 1, where by exploring the symmetry provided by
the Gray-labelled MPSK/QAM constellation diagrams, only
a reduced subset of positive PAM magnitudes and a reduced
subset of constellation points of the first quadrant have to
be visited, when Square QAM and general PSK/QAM are
employed, respectively.
Let us consider QPSK as an example. Once again,

the QPSK’s detected constellation diagram is rotated anti-
clockwisely byπ/4, so that there is only a single constellation
point in each quadrant. As a result, the decision variable
should be rotated as z′v = z̃v exp(jπ4 ), and the detected
constellation points are given by {s′m = sm exp(jπ4 )}

M−1
m=0 =

{
1
√
2
+ j 1
√
2
, 1
√
2
− j 1
√
2
,− 1
√
2
+ j 1
√
2
,− 1
√
2
− j 1
√
2
}. Therefore,

the maximum probability metric of (136) over four QPSK
constellation points is given by (137), as shown at the bottom
of this page, where the a priori probability metric for the
TA activation index v is given by pav =

∑log2 I
k̄=BPS+1

b̃k̄La(bk̄ ),
while the two new variables associated with testing the real

and imaginary parts separately are defined as tvRe =
<(z′v)√
2N0
−

La(b2)
2 and tvIm =

=(z′v)√
2N0
−

La(b1)
2 . As a result, the maximum

probability of (137), may be simply given by a one-step
evaluation as:

dv = |tvRe| + |t
v
Im| −

κ2v

N0
+ pav, (138)

where a constant of La(b1)+La(b2)
2 is discarded from (137),

because this term may be eliminated by the subtraction in
the Max-Log-MAP of (135). Therefore, instead of evalu-
ating and comparing a total number of M = 4 probabil-
ity metrics corresponding to all QPSK constellation points
in (137), the calculation of (138) in fact only visits a single
constellation point, which is located in the first quadrant. As a
result, the Max-Log-MAP of (135) only has to evaluate and
compare the NT a posteriori probability metrics {dv}NTv=1 of
(138). Therefore, the SM-QPSK detection complexity order
has been reduced from O(NTM ) to O(NT ) for detecting the
BPST = log2 NT bits that are assigned to the TA activation
index v. Moreover, for the BPS = log2 M = 2 bits
that are assigned to encode the QPSK’s classic modulated
symbol index m, when a specific bit {bk}2k=1 is set to 1 or
0 as required by the Max-Log-MAP of (15), the QPSK
constellation set has to be updated. More specifically, when
the first bit is set to be b1 = 1 or b1 = 0, the QPSK
constellation set has to be updated as { 1

√
2
− j 1
√
2
, ,− 1

√
2
−

j 1
√
2
} or { 1

√
2
+ j 1
√
2
,− 1
√
2
+ j 1
√
2
}, respectively. As a result, the

dv = max



<(z′v)√
2N0
+
=(z′v)√
2N0
−

κ2v
N0
+ pav

−
<(z′v)√
2N0
+
=(z′v)√
2N0
+ La(b2)−

κ2v
N0
+ pav

<(z′v)√
2N0
−
=(z′v)√
2N0
+ La(b1)−

κ2v
N0
+ pav

−
<(z′v)√
2N0
−
=(z′v)√
2N0
+ La(b1)+ La(b2)−

κ2v
N0
+ pav


= max


tvRe + t

v
Im −

κ2v
N0
+ pav

−tvRe + t
v
Im −

κ2v
N0
+ pav

tvRe − t
v
Im −

κ2v
N0
+ pav

−tvRe − t
v
Im −

κ2v
N0
+ pav


+
La(b1)+ La(b2)

2
. (137)
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Max-Log-MAP algorithm of (15) may be simplified for pro-
ducing the first soft-bit decision as:

Lp(b1) = max
v∈{1,··· ,NT }

(
|tvRe| − t

v
Im −

κ2v

N0
+ pav

)
− max

v∈{1,··· ,NT }

(
|tvRe| + t

v
Im −

κ2v

N0
+ pav

)
, (139)

where the imaginary term of |tvIm| in (138) is replaced by
(−tvIm) and (tvIm), when b1 is fixed to 1 and 0, respectively.
Similarly, the second soft-bit decision is given by:

Lp(b2) = max
v∈{1,··· ,NT }

(
−tvRe + |t

v
Im| −

κ2v

N0
+ pav

)
− max

v∈{1,··· ,NT }

(
tvRe + |t

v
Im| −

κ2v

N0
+ pav

)
. (140)

The complexity order of (139) and (140) is given by O(2NT ).
It is worth noting that (139) and (140) of MPSK/QAM
demodulation impose the minimum computational complex-
ity, which only involves combinations and comparisons of the
quantities that have already been evaluated by the antenna
index detection of (135) using (138).

Therefore, the design guidelines for soft-decision reduced-
scope-based SM detection of [139] may be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 3: Design guidelines for
reduced-scope-based soft-decision SM detection

1) First of all, the maximum probability metric dv

over {dv,m}∀m of (134) for each TA activation
index v is given by dv = max∀m∈{0,··· ,M−1} dv,m as
seen in (136), whose search space may be reduced
by invoking the reduced-complexity soft-decision
MPSK/QAM detectors of [216], which is summa-
rized as Algorithm 1 in this paper.

2) Secondly, when the Max-Log-MAP of (15) is
invoked, the BPST = log2 NT soft-bit decisions
associated with the TA activation index v may be
produced as expressed by (135), where the local
maximum probability metrics {dv}∀v have been
obtained in Step (1)

3) Finally, the BPS = log2 M number of soft-
bit decisions associated with the modulated sym-
bol index m may be produced by updating the
MPSK/QAM constellation set for a specific bit
{bk}

log2 M
k=1 being set to 1 or 0 according to theMax-

Log-MAP of (15).

We note that the production of a posteriori LLRs in
Steps (2) and (3) only involves combinations and compar-
isons of the quantities that have already been evaluated in
Step (1), which requires a low computational complexity.
Moreover, the Approx-Log-MAP of (16) may also be invoked
by the soft-decision reduced-scope-based SM detection as
seen in [139].

In summary, it was demonstrated in [139] that for
the BPST = log2 NT bits assigned to the TA index,
the 1PSK/BPSK/QPSK aided SM detection operates at the
complexity order lower bound of O(NT ), while the Square
MQAM aided SM detection and the MPSK/QAM aided
SM detection have the complexity order of O(

√
M · NT )

and O(M4 · NT ), respectively. For the pair of specific bits,
which determine the sign of the transmitted MPSK/QAM
symbol, the BPSK/QPSK aided SM detection complex-
ity is given by the order of O(2NT ), while the Square
MQAMaided SM detection complexity order and the general
MPSK/QAM aided SM detection complexity order are given
byO(

√
M ·NT ) andO(M2 ·NT ), respectively. For the remaining

(BPS − 2) bits, which determine the specific magnitudes
of the MPSK/QAM symbols, the complexity order of the
Square MQAM aided SM detection and that of the general
MPSK/QAM aided SM detection are given by O(

√
M
2 · NT )

andO(M4 ·NT ), respectively. In summary, the SquareMQAM
aided SM detection has a lower complexity compared to
the general MPSK/QAM aided SM detection, owing to the
fact that the real and imaginary parts of Square MQAM
constellation may be visited separately.

B. SPACE-TIME SHIFT KEYING (STSK)
The concept of STSK was proposed in [39] as a combination
of SM and LDC, so that a transmit diversity gain may be
obtained by the family of SM-style low-complexity MIMO
systems. The schematic of the STSK transmitter is portrayed
in Fig. 13, which is modified from the LDC transmitter of
Fig. 11, where only a single one out of a total ofNQ dispersion
matrices is selected for dispersing a singleMPSK/QAM sym-
bol. As a result, the (NP × NT )-element STSK transmission
matrix created from the LDC transmissionmatrix of (96) may
be expressed as [39]:

S = Aqsm, (141)

where the first BPS = log2 M source information bits are
assigned to modulate a single MPSK/QAM symbol sm =
M(m), while the following BPSQ = log2 NQ source infor-
mation bits are assigned to select a single dispersion matrix
Aq among a total number of NQ candidates. There are a total
of (I = NQM ) STSK codewords {Si}NQM−1i=0 , and the STSK

throughput is given by (R = log2 I
NP
=

BPS+BPSQ
NP

), where the
employment of NP time slots is considered.
Similarly to the signal processing performed at the LDC

receiver introduced in Sec. II-C3, the STSK receiver may
firstly vectorizes the received MIMO signal model of (1) in
order to form the received LDC signal model of (97), which
is rewritten here for the sake of clarification:

Y = S · χ ·H+ V, (142)

where the NPNR-element equivalent received signal row-
vector Y = rvec(Y), the (NQ × NPNT )-element equivalent
dispersion matrix χ , the (NPNT ×NPNR)-element equivalent
fading matrixH = INP⊗H and theNPNR-element equivalent
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AWGN row-vector V = rvec(V) are all exactly the same as
those of the LDC in (98). However, the NQ-element equiva-
lent STSK input signal row-vector in (142) is given by:

S = [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−1

, sm, 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
NQ−q

], (143)

which is in the same form as the SM input signal vector as
seen in Table 4. Therefore, according to the STSK received
signal model of (142), a STSK(NT ,NR,NP,NQ) scheme is
equivalent to a SM system associated with NQ TAs and NPNR
RAs, where the equivalent SM fading matrix is given by
STSK’s H̆ = χH, as defined in (142). As a result, all the
SM detectors summarized in Sec. III-A may be invoked by
the STSK receivers.

STSK generation guidelines

(1) Randomly generate a group ofNQ unitarymatrices
{Ãq}

NQ
q=1 of size (N × N ), where we have N =

max(NT ,NP).
a) If NP > NT is required, the STSK disper-

sion matrices are given by taking the first
NT columns of the scaled unitary matrices

as {Aq =

√
NP
NT

Ãq

[
INT
0

]
}
NQ
q=1, where 0 is a

(NP − NT )× NT -element all-zero matrix.
b) If NP = NT is required, the STSK dispersion

matrices are directly given by {Aq = Ãq}
NQ
q=1.

c) If NP < NT is required, the STSK dispersion
matrices are given by taking the first NP
rows of the scaled unitary matrices as {Aq =[
INP , 0

]
Ãq}

NQ
q=1, where 0 is aNP× (NT−NP)-

element all-zero matrix.

Since only a single dispersion matrix is activated, STSK
loses the LDC’s capacity advantage, which will be further
discussed in Sec. III-D. Nonetheless, the generation of the
STSK’s dispersion matrices may still rely on populating
them with the aid of a random search, and then the specific
dispersion matrix set that minimize the PEP of (8) may be
selected. As discussed before, the PEP union bound of (8) is
minimized, when 1 = (Si − Sī)H (Si − Sī) is unitary, which
is equivalent to the following requirements:

A
H
q Aq =

NP
NT

INT , ∀q ∈ {1, · · · ,NQ}, (144a)

A
H
q Aq̄ = −A

H
q̄ Aq, ∀q 6= q̄ ∈ {1, · · · ,NQ}. (144b)

We note that the first requirement of (144a) may be readily
satisfied by directly generating the scaled unitary matrices
for the case of NP ≥ NT , while the second requirement
of (144b) can only be approached by maximizing either
the minimum determinant {det(1)}min or the second metric∑
∀q6=q̄ ‖A

H
q Aq̄ + A

H
q̄ Aq‖ in (102) according to the sugges-

tions in [37].

In more details, the generation of STSK may be
summarized as:

(2) Rank criterion: for the resultant (I = NQM ) STSK
codewords {Si}I−1i=0 of (141), having a full rank
should be guaranteed for all combinations of1 =
(Si − Sī)H (Si − Sī) as rank(1) = min(NT ,NP).

(3) Determinant criterion: The minimum determi-
nant among all combinations of 1 is given by
{det(1)}min. The related random search may be
carried out by repeating Steps (1) and (2), while
the chosen set should maximize {det(1)}min. For
the sake of designing high-throughput STSK
schemes, the chosen set may aim for maximizing∑
∀q6=q̄ ‖A

H
q Aq̄ + A

H
q̄ Aq‖ instead of determinant

for the sake of faster random search termination.

When more than one dispersion matrices are allowed to be
activated for the sake of achieving an increased throughput,
the STSK scheme may be further developed to the concept
of Generalized Space-Time Shift Keying (GSTSK), as pre-
sented in [151] and [254], where both STSK and LDC con-
stitute special cases of GSTSK. Furthermore, since LDC was
proposed for generalizing bothV-BLAST and STBC,GSTSK
may include virtually all MIMO schemes. In more details,
the dispersion matrix of V-BLAST is given by (73), while the
dispersion matrix design of STBC was discussed in Sec. II-
B. The classic MIMO schemes of V-BLAST, STBC and LDC
may all be deemed to be special GSTSK cases, which rely on
activating all TAs. Moreover, SM may be considered to be a
special case of STSK, where the SM dispersion matrices are
given by:

Aq = [0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−1

, 1, 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
NT−q

], ∀q ∈ {1, · · · ,NT }. (145)

Furthermore, in [152]–[155], SM was improved for the sake
of achieving a transmit diversity gain by activating more than
one TAs in order to convey STBC codewords, which can
be readily subsumed by the framework of GSTSK accord-
ing to the STBC dispersion matrix design of Sec. II-B.
However, the orthogonal channels of STBC-aided transmit
diversity were created either by employing the idealistic
orthogonal shapping filters of [156]–[158] or the orthogo-
nal frequency-hopping codes of [159]. These schemes no
longer fit into the scope of GSTSK due to their addi-
tional hardware requirements. Moreover, when more than
one classic modulated symbols are transmitted by GSTSK,
the problem of IAI once again arises, unless orthogonal
STBC codewords are transmitted. As a result, sub-optimal
interference-rejecting receivers are proposed to be employed
by the family of GSTSK receivers in [160] and [162], which
are less consistent with the SM/STSK motivation of low-
complexity ML receiver designs. However, it was suggested
in [163] and [164] that the IAI may vanish, if the multiple
activated TAs of the Generalized Spatial Modulation (GSM)
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TABLE 5. Summary of hard-decision optimal SM detectors.

TABLE 6. Summary of hard-decision suboptimal SM detectors.

opt for transmitting the same symbol. Further discussions on
relaxing the GSM scheme’s constraints concerning NT may
be found in [255]–[258].

Against this background, the concept of a GSM/GSTSK
scheme that achieves an improved capacity without imposing
IAI remains an open prospect, which we set aside for future
work. In order to better prepare for this ambitious objective,
we offer a discussion on the SM/STSK scheme’s error prob-
ability and capacity in Sec. III-D, so that their strength and
limitations may be better understood.

C. COMPARISON BETWEEN OPTIMAL
AND SUBOPTIMAL DETECTORS
The optimal SM detectors and the suboptimal SM detec-
tors introduced in Sec. III-A are summarized at a glance
in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The hard-decision optimal SM
detectors of Table 5 were developed for reducing the general
ML aided MIMO detection complexity, while maintaining
their ML detection capability. By contrast, the hard-decision
suboptimal SM detectors of Table 6 aim for improving the
performance of theMRC-based SM detector of [27], which is
the problematic TA activation index detection. The associated
computational complexity in Tables 5 and 6 is summarized in
terms of the total number of real-valued multiplications.

Fig. 29 portrays the performance comparison between
the different hard-decision SM detectors, when they are
invoked by the SM receivers and by the STSK receivers.
It can be seen in Fig. 29(a) that both the normalized-
MRC-based and list-normalized-MRC-based SM detectors
exhibit an error floor for SM detection, when there is no
receive diversity gain owing to having NR = 1, but their

performance improves as NR increases. It may also be
observed in Fig. 29 that unity-constellation-power-based SM
detector performs better than normalized-MRC-based SM
detector and that the list-based detectors such as the list-unity-
constellation-power-based and list-normalized-MRC-based
SM detectors outperform their respective unity-constellation-
power-based and normalized-MRC-based SM counterparts.
In general, all optimal SM detectors of Table 5 achieve the
same ML performance, while all suboptimal SM detectors of
Table 6 impose a performance loss on both SM and STSK
in Fig. 29 in a conceptually similar manner to the MMSE
detector’s performance loss inflicted upon V-BLAST as seen
in Fig. 25.

The detection complexity comparison of the different
hard-decision SM detectors is presented in Fig. 30. First
of all, compared to the simplified ML aided SM detec-
tor, the reduced-scope-based SM detector offers a substan-
tial complexity reduction, which is as high as 84.3% for
SM(NT ,1)-Square 16QAM (1 ≤ BPST ≤ 4) in Fig. 30(a),
and is up to 93.8% for SM(4,1)-MPSK/QAM (1 ≤ BPS ≤
6), as seen in Fig. 30(b). Moreover, the hard-limiter-based
SM detector further provides a slightly lower complexity
than the reduced-scope-based SM detector, when the number
of modulation levels is as high as M = 64 in Fig. 30(b).
For the representatives of suboptimal SM detectors, it can
be seen in Fig. 30 that the normalized-MRC-based and
list-normalized-MRC-based SM detectors do not show a sig-
nificant complexity advantage. Considering their suboptimal
performance quantified in Fig. 29, we may conclude that both
the reduced-scope-based SM detector and the hard-limiter-
based SM detector are more attractive candidates in terms of
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FIGURE 29. Performance comparison between different SM detectors
summarized in Sec. III-A, when they are invoked by SM and STSK
receivers. (a) SM(4,NR )-Square 16QAM. (b) STSK(4,NR ,2,16)-Square
16QAM.

offering a substantially reduced detection complexity, while
maintaining the optimum SM performance.

Fig. 31 further offers complexity comparison of the soft-
decision SM detectors in terms of the total number of real-
valued multiplications. Owing to the zeros in the SM trans-
mitted symbol vector of (103), the SM probability metric
estimation of (108) is already less computationally com-
plex than the MIMO probability metric estimation of (14).
Nonetheless, Fig. 31 evidences that the reduced-scope-based
SM detector offers a further substantial complexity reduc-
tion compared to the simplified MAP aided SM detector,
which is as high as 85.9% ∼ 88.5% for SM(NT ,1)-Square
16QAM employing different number of TAs from the set

FIGURE 30. Complexity comparison between optimal and suboptimal
hard-decision SM detectors. (a) SM(NT ,1)-Square 16QAM.
(b) SM(4,1)-MPSK/Square MQAM.

FIGURE 31. Complexity comparison between the soft-decision simplified
MAP aided SM detector and the soft-decision reduced-scope-based
SM detector. (a) SM(NT ,1)-Square 16QAM. (b) SM(4,1)-MPSK/QAM.

NT = {2, 4, 8, 16} in Fig. 31(a) and up to 56.7% ∼ 95.2%
for SM(4,1) employing differentMPSK/QAM constellations
of M = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64} in Fig. 31(b). It is worth not-
ing that the complexity reduction demonstrated in Fig. 31
is particularly beneficial for turbo detection assisted MIMO
schemes, where the soft-decision MIMO detector is invoked
several times in order to achieve the best possible perfor-
mance promised by the MIMO capacity predictions.

D. ERROR PROBABILITY AND CAPACITY
ANALYSIS FOR SM AND STSK
The theoretical average BER of virtually all MIMO schemes
is characterized by (7), where each PEP is bounded by (8).
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For the case of SM, the Pairwise Squared Euclidean Dis-
tance (PSED) that directly determines the PEP of (8) may be
expressed as:

‖Si − Sī‖
2
=


|sm|2 + |sm̄|

2
, Case 1: v 6= v̄, m 6= m̄

2|sm|2, Case 2: v 6= v̄, m = m̄

|sm − sm̄|
2
, Case 3: v = v̄, m 6= m̄,

(146)

where the SM codeword indices i and ī represent the TA
activation indices and the classic modulated symbol indices
{v,m} and {v̄, m̄}, respectively. The corresponding relation-
ships are given by (i = mNT+v−1) and (ī = m̄NT+v̄−1). For
the sake of comparison, the PSED of the V-BLAST scheme
may be expressed in a similar form as:

‖Si − Sī‖
2
=

NT∑
v=1

|siv − s
ī
v|
2. (147)

For the case of V-BLAST, the worst case of the minimum
PSED that may maximize the PEP bound of (8) occurs, when
the two V-BLAST codeword vectors Si and Sī only differ
in a single element, which corresponds to SM’s Case 3 in
(146). However, any SM codeword has a total number of
(NT − 1) zeros, which means that any two SM vectors Si and
Sī in (146) share at least (NT − 2) zero elements. However,
V-BLAST’s pairwise codewords are often different in more
than two elements for (NT > 2).
Moreover, since the throughput of V-BLAST is given by

R = NTBPS while that of SM by R = BPST + BPS, the SM
system has to employ a higher-orderMPSK/QAM constella-
tion in order to match the throughput of the V-BLAST system
equipped with the same number of NT TAs. For example,
a V-BLAST(4,NT )-QPSK scheme has a throughput of R = 8,
which requires the SM(4,NR) system to employ a 64QAM
scheme. As a result, the SM’s PSED of (146) is substan-
tially degraded owing to both the reduced constellation point
powers and the reduced Euclidean distances between the
constellation points.

For these reasons, SM is unlikely to outperform V-BLAST
at the same system throughput under the same hardware
and software conditions, albeit SM has a potential low-
complexity advantage. Indeed, this would only be possible
for SM systems, under the employment of extra hardware
for creating transmit diversity techniques [15], [158], [160],
orthogonal shapping filters [15], [156], [158], or when aiming
for a reduced SM throughput [161] or when using more
complex ML aided SM detectors while opting for suboptimal
LF aided V-BLAST detectors [27], [140], [141], [149], [152].
In order to clarify this matter, we will provide a discussion on
the performance and complexity tradeoff between V-BLAST
and SM in Sec. III-E, where the system requirements are the
same for both of them.

It is also interesting to see in (146) that the SM’s PEP expe-
rienced in some combinations is determined by constellation
point power {|sm|2}M−1m=0 , which is not the case for V-BLAST,

TABLE 7. Summary of the minimum constellation point distances
min
∀{sm 6=sm′ }

|sm − sm′ | and the minimum constellation point powers

min
∀sm |sm|2 for 16-level and 64-level PSK/QAM constellations.

as presented in (147). The same feature may also be observed
in terms of the STSK’s PSED, which may be expressed as:

‖Si − Sī‖
2

=



∥∥∥Aqsm − Aq̄sm̄
∥∥∥2 , Case 1: q 6= q̄,m 6= m̄∥∥∥Aq − Aq̄

∥∥∥2 · |sm|2, Case 2: q 6= q̄,m = m̄∥∥∥Aq

∥∥∥2 · |sm − sm̄|2, Case 3: q = q̄,m 6= m̄,

(148)

where the STSK codeword indices are formulated as (i =
mNQ + q− 1) and (ī = m̄NQ + q̄− 1). It can be seen in both
(146) and (148) that a higher value of min∀sm |sm|2 is required
by Case 2, while a higher min

∀{sm 6=sm′ } |s
m
− sm

′

| value is
required byCase 3 for both SMand STSK. These two require-
ments cannot be satisfied by the MPSK/QAM constellations
at the same time. For example, the minimum constellation
point distances and the minimum constellation point powers
are summarized for 16-level and 64-level PSK/QAM con-
stellations in Table 7, which demonstrates that Square QAM
exhibits the highest minimum constellation point distance
min
∀{sm 6=sm′ } |s

m
− sm

′

|, but both PSK and Star QAM have
a higher constellation point power min∀sm |sm|2.

Fig. 32 portrays the performance comparison between
SM/STSK employing different MPSK/QAM constellations.
It may be observed in Fig. 32 that for a lower modulation
order of M = 16, SM(16,2) and STSK(4,2,2,16) employing
16PSK perform even better than their Square 16QAM and
Star 16QAM based counterparts, which is an explicit benefit
of 16PSK’s dominant advantage of having a higher constella-
tion point power as seen in Table 7. However, as the number
of modulation levels is increased to M = 64, SM(16,2) and
STSK(4,2,2,16) employing Star 64QAM perform the best,
where the 64PSK’s reduced constellation point distance of
min
∀{sm 6=sm′ } |s

m
−sm

′

| shown in Table 7 severely degrades its
performance in the concept of SM/STSK systems. We note
that although MPSK and Star MQAM may exhibit a perfor-
mance advantage of SM/STSK, the detection complexity for
SM/STSK employing Square MQAM becomes the lowest,
when the reduced-scope SM detector is employed, owing
to the fact that the real and imaginary parts of the Square
MQAM constellation may be visited separately.

Even though its complexity advantage is attractive, SM and
STSK fail to achieve the full MIMO capacity of (4). In more
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FIGURE 32. Performance comparison between SM/STSK employing
different MPSK/QAM constellations. (a) SM employing MPSK/QAM.
(b) STSK employing MPSK/QAM.

details, the SM’s mutual information between the input and
output signals may be formulated as [137], [140]:

CCCMC
SM (SNR) = max

p(sm),p(v)
I ({sm, v};Y)

= max
p(sm)

I (sm;Y|v)+max
p(v)

I (v;Y), (149)

where the input signal vector S is given by (103), while
the output signal vector Y is given by (1). The first term
maxp(sm) I (sm;Y|v) in (149) represents a SIMO system’s
capacity, which is maximized, when the input is assumed
to be a Gaussian-distributed continuous signal. This may be

expressed as:

CCCMC
SM ,1 (SNR) =

1
NT

NT∑
v=1

log2(1+ η‖Hv,−‖
2), (150)

where the entropy of the AWGN variable is given by
H (Y|{sm, v}) = H (V) = log2 det

[
πeN0INR

]
, while that

of the Gaussian-distributed output signal by H (Y|v) =
log2 det

[
πe(HH

v,−Hv,− + N0INR )
]
. Furthermore, the second

capacity term of (149) is also maximized by the Gaussian
PDF of the output signal, which is given by p(Y|v) =

1
det(πRYY |v)

exp
[
−YR−1YY |vY

H
]
, where provided that the v-th

TA is active, the autocorrelation matrix of received signal
Y is given by RYY |v = E

(
YHY|v

)
= HH

v,−Hv,− + N0INR .
Therefore, the determinant term is given by det(πRYY |v) =
πNRNNR

0 det(INR + ηH
H
v,−Hv,−) = πNRN

NR
0 (1+ ηκ2v ), where

we have κ2v = ‖Hv,−‖
2, as defined in (107). As a result,

the second capacity term maxp(v) I (v;Y) of (149) may be
further extended as:

CCCMC
SM ,2 (SNR) = max

p(v)

∫ ∫
p(Y|v)p(v) log2

p(Y|v)
p(Y)

dvdY,

(151)

where the average output signal PDF is given by p(Y) =∫
p(Y|v)p(v)dv. Naturally, (151) is maximized, when the

input PDF p(v) is Gaussian. However, the TA activation index
v is confined to the limited range of (1 ≤ v ≤ NT ),
which cannot be generalized by letting NT tend to infinity.
Therefore, we have to accept the fact that the TA activation
index v can only be interpreted as a discrete input signal,
and hence (151) is maximized for equiprobable sources of
{p(v) = 1

NT
}
NT
v=1 as (152), as shown at the bottom of this page,

where the statistically Gaussian output signal may be directly
generated, given the sole input signal v as Y = Hv,− + V,
which was appropriately revised from (1).

For the case of STSK, the CCMC capacity may also be
evaluated based on (149), where the equivalent fading chan-
nel of SM is given by H̆ = χH according to the received
signal vectorization of (142). Naturally, the STSK capacity
has to be normalized by NP owing to the employment of
multiple time slots. Therefore, the SM’s CCMC capacity
of (149) may be revised for STSK as:

CCCMC
STSK (SNR) = max

p(sm),p(q)

1
NP

I ({sm, q};Y)

= max
p(sm)

1
NP

I (sm;Y|q)+max
p(q)

1
NP

I (q;Y).

(153)

CCCMC
SM ,2 (SNR) =

1
NT

NT∑
v=1

E
{
log2

p(Y|v)
p(Y)

}
=

1
NT

NT∑
v=1

E

log2
NT

1+ηκ2v
exp

[
−Y

(
HH
v,−Hv,− + N0INR

)−1YH
]

∑NT
v̄=1

1
1+ηκ2v̄

exp
[
−Y

(
HH
v̄,−Hv̄,− + N0INR

)−1
YH

]
, (152)
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The first part of (153) may be modified from (150) as:

CCCMC
STSK ,1(SNR) = max

p(sm)

1
NP

H (Y|q)−
1
NP

H (Y|{sm, q})

(154a)

=
1

NPNQ

NQ∑
q=1

log2 det

×

(
INPNR + ηH

H
χHq,−χq,−H

)
(154b)

=
1

NPNQ

NQ∑
q=1

log2
(
1+ η‖χq,−H‖

2
)
,

(154c)

where the related entropies are given by H (Y|{sm, q}) =
H (V) = log2 det

[
πeN0INPNR

]
and H (Y|q) = log2 det[

πe(H̆H
q,−H̆q,− + N0INPNR )

]
according to the STSK’s equiv-

alent received signal model of (142), while {H̆q,−}
NQ
q=1 and

{χq,−}
NQ
q=1 refer to the q-th row vectors obtained from H̆ =

χH and χ of (142), respectively. Comparing (154b) to the
LDC capacity of (99), it may be observed that the STSK
capacity cannot reach the full MIMO capacity by forcing
χHq,−χq,− = INPNT , because it requires that the elements of
the dispersion matrix Aq satisfy both {{|A

t,v
q |

2
= 1}NPt=1}

NT
v=1

and {{(A
t̄,v̄
q )∗A

t,v
q = 0}∀t̄ 6=t }∀v̄6=v, which cannot be achieved.

Comparing (154c) to (150), it may also be observed that the
first term of the STSK capacity expression is smaller than that
of the SM capacity. In more details, for the case of NP ≥ NT ,
all STSK dispersion matrices may satisfy A

H
q Aq =

NP
NT

INT ,
as discussed in Sec. III-B. Hence (154c) may be further
extended as:

CCCMC
STSK ,1(η) =

1
NPNQ

NQ∑
q=1

log2

(
1+

NPη
NT
‖H‖2

)
=

1
NP

CCCMC
SIMO (

NPη
NT

,NRNP)

< CCCMC
SIMO (η,NR) = CCCMC

SM ,1 (η,NR), (155)

where we have ‖χq,−H‖2 = ‖AqH‖2 according to (142).
It is shown by (155) that the first term of the STSK capac-
ity CCCMC

STSK ,1(η) of (154) is equivalent to the SIMO system’s
capacity associated with the scaled SNR of NPη

NT
as well as

with the increased number ofNRNP RAs, which is normalized
over NP channel uses. Therefore, the first STSK capacity
term CCCMC

STSK ,1(η) of (154) is smaller than the first SM capacity
term CCCMC

SM ,1 (η) of (150), which equals to the SIMO system’s
capacity of CCCMC

SIMO (η,NR) = E
[
log2(1+ η · ‖H‖

2)
]
.

Finally, the second part of the STSK capacity of (153) may
be obtained bymodifying the SM’s (151) and (152) according
to (142) as (156), as shown at the bottom of the next page,
where the STSK dispersion matrix selection is discretized
similarly to the SM TA selection, and hence the mutual
information I (q;Y) is maximized for the equiprobable source

FIGURE 33. Capacity comparison between V-BLAST, SM, Alamouti’s
G2-STBC and STSK, where NT = 2 TAs are employed. (a) CCMC Capacity.
(b) DCMC Capacity.

of {p(q) = 1
NQ
}
NQ
q=1, while we have {κ

2
q = ‖H̆q,−‖

2
} for the

STSK’s equivalent received signal model of (142).
Since the first STSK capacity term of (154) is lower than

the SIMO capacity, while the second STSK capacity term of
(156) saturates according to maxSNR CCCMC

STSK ,2(SNR) =
BPSQ
NP

,
the overall STSK capacity of (153) is expected to be lower
than the SIMO system capacity in the high-SNR region.

E. SUMMARY OF MIMO PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
The multiplexing versus diversity tradeoffs associated with
the classic MIMO schemes of V-BLAST, STBC and LDC
were presented in Sec. II-D. In this section, we further enrich
the MIMO performance comparisons by including the results
of SM and STSK, where the performance versus complexity
tradeoff are highlighted.

1) CAPACITY COMPARISON
As discussed in Sec. III-A, both SM and STSK constitute
attractive design alternatives to multiplexing- and diversity-
oriented MIMO schemes as a benefit of their lower detec-
tion complexity. Let us examine the capacity of SM and
STSK first. Fig. 33(a) shows that SM(2,2) cannot achieve the
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FIGURE 34. BER and Complexity comparison between hard-decision ML
and MMSE aided V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK as well as reduced-scope-based
SM(2,2)-8PSK, which are associated with the same throughput of R = 4
bits/block/channel-use. (a) BER Comparison. (b) Complexity Comparison.

V-BLAST(2,2)’s full MIMO capacity, but the SM capacity is
evidently higher than that of both Alamouti’s G2-STBC and
of the SIMO system. By contrast, STSK(2,2,2,4) performs
poorly in terms of CCMC capacity, as seen in Fig. 33(a),
where the STSK capacity is seem to be even lower than
the capacity of the SIMO system, as previously predicted in
Sec. II-B3.

Fig. 33(b) demonstrates furthermore that Alamouti’s
G2-STBC approaches its full DCMC capacity at a lower SNR
than the others for the case of NR = 1. However, when
NR = 2 RAs are employed, both Alamouti’s G2-STBC and
STSK exhibit a lower DCMC capacity in the low SNR region,
as evidenced by Fig. 33(b). This is because both the diversity-
oriented schemes have to employ higher-ordermodulations in
order to achieve the same throughput, as their multiplexing-
oriented counterparts.

2) THE PERFORMANCE VERSUS COMPLEXITY
TRADEOFF IN UNCODED MIMO SYSTEMS
First of all, a simple BER and complexity comparison
between V-BLAST and SM is exemplified by Fig. 34. It can
be seen in Fig. 34(a) that the performance difference between
SM(2,2)-8PSK and V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK is almost negli-
gible compared to the performance degradation imposed
by employing the low-complexity MMSE detector for
V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK. Fig. 37(a) further demonstrates that
the reduced-scope-based SM(2,2)-8PSK detector exhibits a

FIGURE 35. Performance comparison between V-BLAST, SM, STBC and
STSK associated with the same throughput of R = 4
bits/block/channel-use. (a) NT = 2. (b) NT = 4.

similarly low detection complexity to that of the linear
MMSE aided V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK detector, both of which
are substantially lower than the ML aided V-BLAST(2,2)-
QPSK detector.

Fig. 35 further extends the scope of our discussions by
including the diversity-oriented MIMO schemes of STBC
and STSK. Explicitly, it can be seen in Fig. 35(a) that when
there is no receive diversity, SM(2,1)-8PSK performs slightly
worse than V-BLAST(2,1)-QPSK, while STSK(2,1,2,4)-Star
64QAM has an improved performance as a benefit of its
diversity gain, but Alamouti’s G2-STBC employing Square
16QAM exhibits the best performance. However, Fig. 35(a)
also shows that as NR is increased, both the SM scheme and
the V-BLAST scheme perform better at low SNRs, because
the STSK and the G2-STBC arrangements have to employ
high-order QAM in order to compensate for their throughput
loss owing to utilizingNP symbol periods. Similar trends may
be observed in Fig. 35(b) for the case of NT = 4. It is worth
noting that the transmit diversity order of STSK(4,NR,2,16)-
16PSK is given by min(NT ,NP) = 2, which is lower than the
full diversity order of HR-G4-STBC. The number of symbol
periods NP is flexibly adjustable for STSK, which results
in a very flexible system design. More explicitly, the STSK
associated with NP = NT may achieve the full diversity order
of NTNR, while a lower NP < NT allows the STSK scheme
to employ a lower-order modulation to be used for achieving
the same system throughput, which may result in a better
performance in the low SNR region.

CCCMC
STSK ,2(SNR) =

1
NPNQ

NQ∑
q=1

E

log2
NQ

1+ηκ2q
exp

[
−Y

(
H̆H
q,−H̆q,− + N0INPNR

)−1
Y
H
]

∑NT
q̄=1

1
1+ηκ2q̄

exp
[
−Y

(
H̆H
q̄,−H̆q̄,− + N0INPNR

)−1
Y
H
]
, (156)
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FIGURE 36. Performance comparison between V-BLAST, SM and STSK
associated with a high number of TAs NT = 8 and a higher throughput of
R = 8 bits/block/channel-use. (a) NT = 8, NR = {1,2}. (b) NT = 8,
NR = {4,8}.

Once again, comparing the results of Fig. 25 and Fig. 35,
it is essential to note that the performance loss imposed by
employing SM instead of V-BLAST is significantly lower
than that of employing a low-complexity linear MMSE
receiver for V-BLAST in Fig. 25. The same trend prevails,
when STSK is compared to LDC in Fig. 25. Therefore,
the ultimate benefit of the SM and STSK systems lies on their
complexity advantage.

Let us now elaborate a little further on the performance of
MIMO systems associated with a higher number of antennas.
Fig. 36 shows that the transmit diversity gain obtained by
STSK only becomes advantageous, when there is no receive
diversity owing to using NR = 1 RA. As the number of
RAs increases to NR = 2, NR = 4 and even to NR = 8,
the performance of V-BLAST and SM becomes better and
the performance difference between V-BLAST and SM is
increased. This is because the high multiplexing gain of
V-BLAST allows it to employ the low-order BPSK modu-
lation for achieving the same throughput as SM and STSK
employing higher-order modulation schemes. This important
feature implies that altough STBC and STSK may be con-
ceived for any arbitrary number of TAs, V-BLAST may be
preferred for large-scale MIMO systems equipped with a
large number of antennas at the base stations [15]–[18]. SM
may act as an alternative to V-BLAST at the cost of a slightly
degraded performance achieved at a substantially reduced
detection complexity.

In order to offer a quantitative complexity comparison
between the conventional MIMO receivers designed for V-
BLAST and STBC as well as the low-complexity optimal
MIMO receivers conceived for SM and STSK, it is assumed
that the fading channels do not change for a sufficiently long
period of time, so that the MMSE filters taps of (37) adjusted
for V-BLAST are not required to be updated frequently, while
the fading channel powers {κv}

NT
v=1 estimated by the SMdetec-

tors of Sec. III-A and the STSK scheme’s equivalent fading

FIGURE 37. Complexity comparison between V-BLAST, SM, STBC and STSK
associated with the same throughput of R = 4 bits/block/channel-use,
where the fading channels are assumed to be constant, so that the same
operations do not have to be repeated by the MIMO receivers. (a) NT = 2,
NR = 2. (b) NT = 4, NR = 2.

FIGURE 38. The schematic of a RSC/TC coded MIMO system.

matrix H̆ = χH of (142) may also remain unchanged. Under
this condition, it can be seen in Fig. 37 that the orthogonal
STBC achieves the lowest detection complexity for both
NT = 2 and NT = 4. It is also evidenced by Fig. 37 that
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FIGURE 39. The schematic of a IRCC and URC coded MIMO system.

TABLE 8. System parameters.

the ML MIMO detector designed for V-BLAST exhibits the
highest complexity, while the linear MMSE receiver success-
fully mitigates this complexity problem, at the cost of an
eroded performance as seen in Fig. 25. Against this back-
ground, the SM detectors are capable of offering a complexity
that is slightly higher than that of the MMSE receiver of
V-BLAST, but still substantially lower than that of the ML
MIMO detector of V-BLAST, as demonstrated by Fig. 37.
Let us recall from Sec. III-B that the STSK receivers require
extra signal processing, before being able to invoke the SM
detectors. Therefore, it is shown by Fig. 37 that the STSK
detection complexity is higher than the SM detection com-
plexity. Nonetheless, considering that STSK is capable of
offering a diversity gain for SM, as demonstrated by Fig. 35,
the employment of STSK is beneficial, because its detec-
tion complexity is considerably lower than that of both the
V-BLAST and the LDC receivers invoking the ML MIMO
detector, as evidenced by Fig. 37.

3) THE PERFORMANCE VERSUS COMPLEXITY
TRADEOFF IN CODED MIMO SYSTEMS
In this section, we compare diverse MIMO schemes in
the context of a variety of coded systems, where the sim-
ulation parameters are summerized in Table 8. We note
that the reduced-scope-based soft-decision SM detector of
Sec. III-A8 is employed by both SM and STSK in this section.
In order to overcome these limitations of the conventional
MIMO systems, as discussed in Sec. II-A9, it is desirable

FIGURE 40. EXIT chart comparison of V-BLAST, SM, STBC and STSK
associated with the same system throughput of Rc R = 2
bits/block/channel use. (a) NT = 2. (b) NT = 4.

for SM to invoke its optimum detector at a reduced detec-
tion complexity. Let us firstly examine the performance of
V-BLAST and SM together with STBC and STSK in the
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FIGURE 41. BER performance comparison between half-rate TC V-BLAST,
SM, STBC and STSK associated with the same system throughput of
Rc R = 2 bits/block/channel use. (a) NT = 2. (b) NT = 4.

context of coded systems with the aid of the EXIT charts
of Fig. 40 and the BER performance curves of Fig. 41.
It can be seen in Fig. 40 that the STBC’s orthogonal design
results in a near-horizontal EXIT curve, similarly to a classic
SISO scheme. By contrast, the V-BLAST, SM and STSK
schemes exhibit a considerable iteration gain. For this rea-
son, the number of iterations is set to IRTC = 4 and
IRTC−MIMO = 4 for the TC coded V-BLAST, SM and STSK
systems, while IRTC = 8 and IRTC−MIMO = 2 are used
for the TC coded STBC systems. The BER performance
of Fig. 41 shows that when there is no receive diversity,
SM(2,1)-8PSK and SM(4,1)-QPSK perform worse than their
respective V-BLAST counterparts of V-BLAST(2,1)-QPSK
and V-BLAST(4,1)-BPSK in the context of the TC coded
MIMO systems, but the STSK(2,1,2,4)-Square 64QAM and
STSK(4,1,2,4)-Square 64QAM schemes offer a performance
improvement over their SM counterparts, as a benefit of
STSK’s transmit diversity gain. It can be seen in Fig. 41(a)
that the G2 STBC employing Square 16QAM exhibits the

FIGURE 42. BER performance comparison between V-BLAST and SM in
the context of RSC, TC and IRCC-URC coded systems associated with the
same system throughput of Rc R = 2 bits/block/channel use. (a) NT = 2.
(b) NT = 4.

best performance amongst the TC coded MIMO systems,
when we have NR = 1. However, when all MIMO schemes
benefit from a receive diversity gain owing to NR = 2,
V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK performs the best in Fig. 41(a),
SM(2,2)-8PSK performs similarly to G2 STBC, while
STSK(2,2,2,4)-Square 64QAM performs the worst. This is
because the diversity-oriented STBC and STSK schemes
have to employ higher order QAM arrangements in order to
compensate for their throughput loss. Hence STBC and STSK
generally perform worse at low SNRs than their V-BLAST
and SM counterparts employing lower order MPSK/QAM,
when all of them benefit from a diversity gain owing to
employing NR > 1. For the same reason, it may be observed
in Fig. 41(b) that V-BLAST(4,2)-BPSK performs the best
amongst the TC MIMO systems, while SM(4,2)-QPSK per-
forms better than its STSK(4,2,2,4)-Square 64QAM coun-
terpart. Furthermore, it can be seen that the TC half-rate
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FIGURE 43. Decoding trajectories recorded for V-BLAST and SM in the
context of RSC, TC and IRCC-URC coded systems associated with the
same system throughput of Rc R = 2 bits/block/channel use. (a)
V-BLAST(4,2)-BPSK. (b) SM(4,2)-QPSK.

G4 STBC arrangement performs the worst for both NR = 1
and NR = 2 in Fig. 41(b), because it has to employ a
high-order 256QAM scheme in order to provide the same
system throughput, and its diversity advantage exhibited at
high SNRs is eroded in channel coded systems operating at
relatively low SNRs.

Although the EXIT charts of Fig. 40 predict a similar
detection capability for V-BLAST and SM, the BER perfor-
mance of Fig. 41 demonstrates that SM performs worse than
V-BLAST by about 0.8 dB in TC MIMO systems associated

FIGURE 44. Complexity comparison between the soft-decision detectors
conceived for V-BLAST, SM, STBC and STSK associated with the same
throughput of R = 4 bits/block/channel use, where the fading channel
envelope is assumed to be constant for the duration of a channel use.
(a) NT = 2, NR = 2. (b) NT = 4, NR = 2.

with the same throughput of RcR = 2 bits/block/channel
use. As seen in Fig. 43, TC associated with IRTC = 4
exhibits a horizontal EXIT curve, which does not match
well with the steep EXIT curves of V-BLAST and SM.
In order to provide a more thorough comparison, Fig. 42
shows the BER performance of V-BLAST and SM in the
context of RSC, TC and IRCC-URC coded systems, while the
corresponding decoding trajectories are recorded in Fig. 43.
It can be seen in Fig. 42(a) that RSC coded SM(2,2)-8PSK
performs very close to RSC coded V-BLAST(2,2)-QPSK,
while the performance difference between the IRCC-URC
coded SM(2,2)-8PSK and IRCC-URC codedV-BLAST(2,2)-
QPSK arrangements is only 0.3 dB. Furthermore, Fig. 42(b)
shows that RSC coded SM(4,2)-QPSK outperforms RSC
codedV-BLAST(4,2)-BPSK. This is because SM(4,2)-QPSK
exhibits a higher iteration gain than V-BLAST(4,2)-BPSK,
as demonstrated by Figs. 40 and 43, which benefits its per-
formance in the context of RSC coded systems, because the
EXIT curve of the RSC decoder is much steeper than that
of the TC decoder. For the same reason, IRCC-URC coded
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FIGURE 45. Comparison between MIMO schemes of different categories.

SM(4,2)-QPSK also slightly outperforms IRCC-URC coded
V-BLAST(4,2)-BPSK, as evidenced by Fig. 42(b). In sum-
mary, we may conclude that SM is capable of achieving
a comparable performance to V-BLAST in coded systems,
provided that the appropriate channel coding schemes are
selected.

Fig. 44 further compares the computational complexities
of different soft-decision MIMO detectors. It can be seen
in Fig. 44 that both the STBC and the STSK schemes exhibit
a lower detection complexity than the conventional MIMO
detector, but the SM detectors offer the lowest detection
complexity in the context of coded MIMO systems. We note
that in terms of the overall system complexity, the coded
STBC system is the best, because the soft-decision STBC
detector has to be invoked for a lower number of times,
albeit only, because it benefits to a lesser extent from the
a priori information, which suggests to limit the number
of iterations. Nonetheless, for both cases of NT = 2 and
NT = 4 in Fig. 44, the SM detection complexity is as low
as 10% of the V-BLAST detection complexity, which offers a
substantial reduction of both the signal processing complexity
and the delay.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
In this treatise, two key tradeoffs of MIMO systems were
analysed. More explicitly, the first era of MIMO system
design was fueled by the multiplexing-diversity tradeoff,
where the associated V-BLAST, STBC and LDC schemes
were introduced in Sec. II. By contrast, the second era
of MIMO system design was predominantly motivated by
the performance-complexity tradeoff. The corresponding
SM and STSK arrangements were introduced in Sec. III.
The MIMO schemes of different categories are compared
in Fig. 45, where the ’tradeoff links’ explicitly show that there
is no dominant MIMO scheme that can be advantageous in

TABLE 9. A brief summary of the advantages of differet MIMO schemes.

all categories. The MIMO system design hinges on a delicate
balance of complex issues that have to take into account wide-
ranging factors in different system scenarios. Nonetheless,
a conclusive summary of the advantages of different MIMO
schemes is offered in Table 9 based on the discussions in this
treatise.

More explicitly, in terms of the MIMO’s multiplexing fea-
ture seen in Table 9, both V-BLAST and LDC achieve the full
MIMO capacity of (4), provided that the LDC’s parameters
satisfy NQ ≥ NTNP. Both V-BLAST and LDC are capable
of achieving the full multiplexing gain of (R = R

BPS = NT ),
which leads to a system throughput that is NT times higher
than that of a SISO and SIMO system. Moreover, the SM
and STSK arrangements may also achieve a multiplexing
gain, hence their throughput is higher than that of their SISO,
SIMO and STBC counterparts, but remains lower than that of
V-BLAST.

In terms of the MIMO’s diversity feature seen in Table 9,
the three MIMO schemes of STBC, LDC and STSK are
capable of attaining the full diversity order, which minimizes
the PEP of (8) according to its rank criterion. The diversity-
oriented MIMO schemes of STBC, LDC and STSK also
aim for minimizing the PEP at high SNRs according to the
determinant criterion. However, the full transmit diversity
order of min{NT ,NP} requires a high transmission duration
of NP = NT . Consequently, the diversity-oriented MIMO
schemes have to employ high-orderMPSK/QAM in order to
compensate for the time-expansion-induced throughput loss,
which erodes their performance at low SNRs. As a result,
when multiple RAs are used and especially when channel
coding is applied, the high-throughput multiplexing-oriented
MIMO schemes of V-BLAST and SM tend to perform bet-
ter in the low-SNR region, which was extensively analysed
in Sec. III-E.

In coded scenarios, all the four MIMO schemes of
V-BLAST, LDC, SM and STSK are capable of producing
an improved iteration gain, when the soft-decision MIMO
detectors exchange extrinsic information with the channel
decoders using turbo detection. The MIMO schemes exhibit
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different advantages in the context of different coded sys-
tems, as shown in Sec. III-E3. For example, the SM schemes
have a high iteration gain, and tend to perform best in RSC
coded or in IRCC-URC coded systems. By contrast, the near-
horizontal EXIT curves of the STBC is better matched to the
EXIT curves of the TC, which results in good performance
at low system complexity in TC coded systems. It is worth
noting that when the channel coding arrangements are appro-
priately selected, all MIMO schemes may perform closer
to their capacity limits. Therefore, the careful complexity
profiling plays a salient role in coded MIMO system design.

For example, the reduced-scope-based SM detectors may
performance similarly to the ML and MAP aided V-BLAST
detectors in uncoded and coded systems, as seen in Secs. III-
E2 and III-E3, respectively. Moreover, the reduced-scope-
based SM detection complexity is comparable to the linear
MMSE aided V-BLAST detection complexity, which is sub-
stantially lower than the ML/MAP aided V-BLAST detection
complexity, despite the fact that the MMSE aided V-BLAST
detectors impose a significant performance loss and they are
generally designed for uplinkMIMO systems associated with
NT ≤ NR. Similarly, both STBC and STSK may also rely on
ML/MAP aided MIMO detection at a substantially reduced
complexity, as summarized in Table 9.

Another important advantage of the SM scheme seen
in Table 9 is its low transmitter hardware complexity, where
only a single RF chain is activated. Moreover, the disper-
sion matrix generation of the LDC and STSK offers a more
flexible MIMO system design, where the parameters of NT ,
NR, NP and NQ may be readily adjusted to any particular
system requirement. However, it is worth noting that since
the LDC and STSK matrices are randomly generated and
optimized according to the PEP and to the DCMC capacity,
the transmitted symbols are no longer drawn from the classic
MPSK/QAM constellations, which imposes further strain on
the MIMO transmitter’s hardware complexity.

Furthermore, in this treatise, we offered a comprehensive
survey of soft-decision MIMO detectors. Moreover, when
both the channel’s output signal and the a priori LLRs
gleaned from the channel decoder are taken into account
in (14), the soft-decision MAP aided MIMO detectors of
Sec. II-A2 have to evaluate and compare all the MIMO
combinations. As a result, the soft-decision MIMO detection
may contribute a substantial fraction of the total complexity
in coded systems. Against this background, we also high-
lighted the state-of-the-art reduced-complexity algorithms in
Secs. II-A8 and III-A8, which are invoked by a wide range
of soft-decision MIMO detectors, including the SD and LF
aided V-BLAST and LDC detectors, the linear STBC detec-
tors as well as the reduced-scope-based SM and STSK detec-
tors. The rationale of the reduced-complexity algorithms is
portrayed by Fig. 46.

More explicitly, the first step in Fig. 46 is to simplify
the probability metric of (14). As a result, the soft-decision
SD aided V-BLAST of Sec. II-A4, the LF aided V-BLAST
of Sec. II-A7 and the linear STBC detection of Sec. II-B2

FIGURE 46. The schematic of the reduced-complexity soft-decision MIMO
detection algorithm.

FIGURE 47. Design Guidelines for Near-capacity MIMO systems.

may separate theMIMO data streams, while the soft-decision
SM detection of Sec. III-A8 may obtain NT normalized
matched filter output signals that correspond to the NT sepa-
rateMPSK/QAM candidates. In this way, eachMPSK/QAM
constellation diagram may be visited separately. The second
step in Fig. 46 is to assign a priori LLRs to the appropriate
parts of the channel’s output signal, so that in the third step,
the maximum probability metric may be directly obtained
by visiting a reduced number of constellation points, thanks
to the symmetry provided by Gray-labelling. In the end,
the Max-Log-MAP algorithm of (15) and the Approx-Log-
MAP algorithm of (16) may be completed based on the eval-
uations, which have already been calculated in the previous
steps. The resultant complexity reduction was shown to be
substantial in Secs. II-A8 and III-C, which is benefical espe-
cially when the soft-decision MIMO detectors are invoked
several times for turbo detection in coded systems.

B. DESIGN GUIDELINES
Based on this treatise, we simplify and summarize the
design guidelines for near-capacity MIMO systems as seen
in Fig. 47, which are detailed as follows:
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1) MIMO FACTOR OF MULTIPLEXING
For practical realizations, the multiplexing-oriented MIMO
schemes of V-BLAST and LDC exhibit the advantage of
a high throughput, which is NT times higher than that of
the SISO and SIMO arrangements. Therefore, the V-BLAST
and LDC may employ lower-order PSK/QAM schemes,
when they are compared to other MIMO schemes associated
with the same throughput. The employment of low-order
PSK/QAM results in a low PEP in the low-SNR region, which
becomes more important, when multiple RAs (NR > 1) are
used and also when channel coding is applied. The MIMO
schemes of SM and STSKmay also exhibit a modest through-
put gain over their SISO, SIMO and STBC counterparts.

2) MIMO FACTOR OF DIVERSITY
Both transmit diversity and receive diversity are benefical
in both uncoded and coded systems. Again, the diversity-
oriented MIMO schemes of STBC, LDC and STSK achieve
the full transmit diversity order at the cost of requiring sev-
eral time-slots. As a result, the STBC and STSK generally
have to employ higher-order PSK/QAM schemes in order to
compensate for their multiple-slot-induced throughput loss,
which leads to a degraded performance in the low-SNR
region. In summary, in terms of the performance of coded
systems, which may rely on multiple RAs for achieving a
useful receive diversity gain, the STBC and STSK schemes
having the benefit of transmit diversity gain are no longer
preferred over their higher-throughput MIMO counterparts.

3) MIMO FACTOR OF COMPLEXITY
In terms of the transmitter’s hardware complexity, the SM is
particularly advantageous, because only a single RF chain
is required. By contrast, LDC and STSK impose a high
hardware complexity on the MIMO transmitters, because the
transmitted signals obtained from randomly generated disper-
sionmatrices are no longer drawn from the classic PSK/QAM
constellations.

In terms of the receiver’s signal processing complexity,
the STBC, SM and STSK arrangements do not suffer from
the problem of IAI. This feature allows them to invoke low-
complexity linear detectors without imposing any perfor-
mance loss on the generic ML and MAP MIMO detectors
in uncoded and coded systems, respectively. By contrast,
when the SD and LF are invoked for V-BLAST and LDC,
a performance-complexity tradeoff is encountered. More-
over, the SD and LF aided V-BLAST detectors are gen-
erally designed for uplink MIMO systems associated with
NT ≤ NR. For the rank-deficient MIMO systems associated
with NT > NR, which are often encountered in realis-
tic wireless communication systems, extra signal detection
efforts are required. Furthermore, the suboptimal non-MAP
soft-decision detectors are not particularly suitable for coded
systems, because they tend to produce unreliable LLRs,
which may mislead turbo detection. In summary, the low-
complexity soft-decision STBC, SM and STSK detectors are
the advantageous choices in coded systems.

4) NEAR-CAPACITY FACTOR OF EXIT CHARTS
The employment of EXIT charts is particularly beneficial for
analysing the performance of coded MIMO systems, since
they help to choose the appropriate channel coding arrange-
ments for different MIMO schemes. For example, the SM
schemes that have a high iteration gain may perform better
in RSC coded or in IRCC-URC coded systems, as indicated
by their EXIT charts. By contrast, the STBCs that have near-
horizontal EXIT curves perform better in TC coded systems.

5) NEAR-CAPACITY FACTOR OF LLR ACCURACY
The LLR accuracy test constitutes an important tool in exam-
ining the reliability of the extrinsic LLRs produced by the
soft-decision MIMO detectors. More explicitly, the extrin-
sic LLR definition of Le = ln p(Le|b=1)

p(Le|b=0)
= ln p(b=1|Le)

p(b=0|Le)
is

supposed to be statistically true because of the consistency
condition of p(Le|b = 1) = p(Le|b = 0)eLe , where the
probabilities of p(b = 1|Le) and p(b = 0|Le) may be
evaluated based on the histograms of the extrinsic LLRs
produced by the soft-decision MIMO detector under inves-
tigation. A severe deviation from Le = ln p(b=1|Le)

p(b=0|Le)
implies

that the soft-decision detector tested may produce large LLR

values that deviate from the true probabilities of ln p(b=1|Le)
p(b=0|Le)

.

These unreliable LLRs may mislead the turbo detection,
because they may become more and more difficult to correct
after a few iterations. In general, the generic soft-decision
MAP aided MIMO detectors and their reduced-complexity
variants used for STBC, SM and STSKmay always guarantee
to produce reliable LLRs, hence these options are preferred
in coded MIMO systems.

6) NEAR-CAPACITY FACTOR OF REDUCED-COMPLEXITY
ALGORITHMS
The generic soft-decision MAP aided MIMO detectors are
preferred in turbo detection, because they are capable of
producing reliable LLRs. However, the soft-decision MIMO
detection may contribute a substantial fraction of the total
complexity in coded systems, because all the MIMO com-
binations have to be examined, when both the channel’s
output signal and the a priori LLRs gleaned from the channel
decoder are taken into account. Against this background,
the reduced-complexity soft-decision MIMO detection algo-
rithms may be carried out in two stages. First of all, the mul-
tiple data streams have to be separated, so that each indi-
vidual PSK/QAM constellation may be visited separately.
In this way, the conventional matrix-by-matrix-based signal
processing, which directly deals with theMIMO signal matri-
ces is transformed into symbol-by-symbol-based detection.
Secondly, by exploring the symmetry provided by Gray-
labelled constellations, the number of constellation points
visited by the soft-decision detectors may be reduced. As a
result, the symbol-by-symbol-based detection may be further
simplified to bit-by-bit-based detection, where the uncorre-
lated groups of bits representing a reduced subset of constel-
lation points are detected separately.
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C. FUTURE RESEARCH
1) REDUCED-COMPLEXITY DESIGN APPLIED TO
GENERALIZED SPATIAL MODULATION
As discussed in Sec. III-D, one of the major disadvantages of
SM is its CCMC capacity loss compared to V-BLAST, which
is explicitly demonstrated by Fig. 33(a). As the recent devel-
opments in the millimeter-wave band [13]–[15] allows us to
accommodate a high number of antennas, especially at the
base stations [15]–[18], the V-BLAST’s full MIMO CCMC
capacity may increase linearly with the number of antennas,
as specified by (3). By contrast, the SM’s CCMC capacity
of (149) can only increase logarithmically with the number of
antennas, because the maximummutual information between
the antenna activation index and the received signal formu-
lated by (151)-(152) is upper-bounded by log2 NT .
Therefore, the antenna activation procedure portrayed by

the SM schematic of Fig. 12 may be modified in order to
convey more information bits. From a historic perspective,
the fractional-bit based SM proposed in [255] allows the
transmitter to employ any arbitrary number of antennas NT
instead of requiring NT being a power of 2. Specifically,
when NT is not a power of 2, the antenna activation index
may carry a variable numbers of bits, where some antenna
index candidates are encoded by (blog2 NT c) bits, while other
candidates are encoded by (blog2 NT c + 1) bits. However,
the variable number of bits assigned for antenna activation
may lead to an error propagation problem, when the antenna
index and the modulation index are detected separately at
the SM receiver. As a remedy, a bit-padding method was
introduced in [256], where an extra bit was attached at the
end of the short codewords so that all antenna activation index
candidates may convey the same number of (blog2 NT c + 1)
bits.

The earliest effort to assign more bits to the antenna acti-
vation procedure is constituted by the Generalized Space-
Shift Keying (GSSK) philosophy [135], where more than
one transmit antennas are activated. More explicitly, when a
total number of nt out of NT transmit antennas are activated,
the total number of possible combinations is given by the
binomial coefficient of UT =

(NT
nt

)
. As a result, the total

number of bits that can be conveyed by GSSK is given by
BPST = blog2 UT c = log2 UT , where there are a total
of UT = 2BPST GSSK codewords. Therefore, SSK [136]
constitutes a special case of GSSK, where we have nt = 1
and UT = NT . Furthermore, the Generalized Spatial Modu-
lation (GSM) [164] may rely on the same antenna activation
procedure as GSSK, while the same MPSK/QAM symbol
conveying BPS = log2 M bits is transmitted by all the
activated antennas, so that GSM still retains the advantage of
no inter-antenna interference. As a result, the SM of Sec. III
also becomes a special case of the GSM associated with
nt = 1 and UT = NT . Moreover, the total number of
bits assigned to the antenna activation procedure was further
improved by the Hamming code aided techniques of [257].

The GSM proposed in [160] opted for using the nt out of
NT activated antennas to transmit nt different MPSK/QAM

symbols, so that the total number of bits conveyed by the
GSM scheme may be increased to BPST + ntBPS, where we
have BPST = blog2[

(NT
nt

)
]c. Similarly, the GSTSK scheme

proposed in [151] and [254] also activates nq out of NQ dis-
persion matrices to spread a total of nq differentMPSK/QAM
symbols. Naturally, the GSM of [160] has a higher capacity
than the GSM of [164], [258]. However, the inter-antenna
interference problem arises again both for the GSM of [160]
and also for the GSTSK of [151], [254]. As a remedy, sub-
optimal reduced-interference receivers were proposed for the
GSM and GSTSK receivers in [160] and [162], which are not
consistent with the SM/STSK motivation of low-complexity
single-stream ML receiver design. Against this background,
the preferred GSM arrangement for future research is the
one conceived in [164] and [258], where the nt activated
antennas convey the same MPSK/QAM symbol and hence
there is once again no IAI. Ideally, the GSM and the corre-
sponding GSTSK schemes should invoke the low-complexity
SM detectors of Sec. III.

There are also a pair of hard-decision suboptimal GSM
detectors in the literature [163], [260] which may achieve a
near-optimum performance in uncoded GSM systems. More-
over, it is demonstrated in [163] and [258] that GSM may
outperfom SM, but the simulation results of [164] indicate the
opposite. Therefore, the detailed capacity and performance
comparison of SM and GSM - especially in the context of
coded systems - is still aside for future work. Moreover,
the above reduced-complexity design guidelines are also
applicable to soft-decision GSM detectors.

2) REDUCED-COMPLEXITY DESIGN APPLIED TO
DIFFERENTIAL MIMO SCHEMES
Many recently developed communication systems demon-
strated growing interest in employing Differential Space-
Time Modulation (DSTM), which facilitates sophisticated
signal processing both in the spatial and in the temporal
dimensions, while the high-complexity requirement of accu-
rate channel estimation is eliminated. For example, the coop-
erative communication systems of [261]–[264] opted for
employing single-elementmobile stations cooperatively shar-
ing their antennas, so that a Virtual Antenna Array (VAA)
may be formed for MIMO transmission, where the dis-
tributed antennas typically experience uncorrelated fading.
As a result, it becomes unrealistic for the relays and the
destinations to estimate the channel of all VAA links, hence
the employment of DSTM may be perferred.

The first DSTM scheme was proposed by Tarokh and
Jafarkhani [265] in 1999, where the Differential STBC
(DSTBC) based on the G2 STBC structure employingMPSK
signalling was conceived. More explicitly, the DSTBC
of [265] proposed to employ the G2 STBC codeword for both
the data-carrying matrix and the transmission matrix, where
MPSK signalling was used for all the transmitted symbols.
In order to also retain the MPSK signalling for the data-
carrying symbols inXn−1, Hughes [266] proposed the family
of group codes in 2000, where however a throughput loss was
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encountered. In 2001, Jafarkhani and Tarokh [267] further
extended the DSTBC [265] to the case of employing multi-
ple transmit antennas based on the general STBC structure
of Sec. II-B5. Furthermore, the Differential LDC (DLDC)
philosophy was proposed by Hassibi and Hochwald [268]
in 2002, where the Cayley transform was invoked in
order to guarantee that the data-carrying matrix Xn−1 is
always unitary. In 2003 and 2004, Hwang et al. [269] and
Nam et al. [270] proposed to employ QAM for the DSTBCs
of [265] and [267], respectively. Moreover, Wang et al. [271]
suggested in 2005 that high-rate DLDCs may be
generated with the aid of a gradient-ascent method.
Oggier and Hassibi [272] suggested in 2007 that the high rate
DLDCs may also be constructed based on division algebra,
so that the Cayley codes may be expressed in closed-form.
As mentioned before, the DSTSK scheme was proposed
by Sugiura et al. [39] in 2010 together with the proposal
of the STSK, while the DLDC’s Cayley transformed was
eliminated by Xu et al. [259] in 2011. In 2013, the concept
of Differential Spatial Modulation (DSM) was proposed by
Bian et al. [273], [274] based on the DSTM concept, which
was then further improved by Ishikawa and Sugiura [275]
in 2014. The Star-QAM aided DSM was proposed by
Martin [276] in 2015. Naturally, the multiplexing-diversity
tradeoff and the performance-complexity tradeoff also exist
in the context of the DSTM schemes of DSTBC, DLDC,
DSTSK and DSM.

The noncoherent receivers conceived for SISO/SIMO
schemes including Multiple-Symbol Differential
Detection (MSDD), Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere
Detection (MSDSD) and Decision-Feedback Differential
Detection (DFDD) have also been developed for the
DSTM. More explicitly, the MSDD and the DFDD were
firstly developed for DSTM by Schober and Lampe [277]
in 2002. Furthermore, Pauli and Lampe [192] proposed the
MSDSD concept for DSTM employing MPSK in 2007.
In 2011, the MSDSD conceived for DSTBC employing
MQAM was developed by Xu et al. [278], and then the
reduced-complexity MSDSD conceived for DSTSKwas pro-
posed by Xu et al. [259]. Furthermore, notably, the two-
dimensional MSDSD aided Differential Space-Frequency
Modulation (DSFM) was developed for OFDM systems by
Pauli et al. [194] in 2008. Moreover, the DFDD and MSDSD
aided DSTMwere also conceived for multi-user scenarios by
Cheung and Schober [279] as well as by Wang and Hanzo
[280] in 2006 and 2011, respectively.

Further research efforts invested in noncoherent DSTM
detection may be deemed to be three-fold. First of all,
the aforementioned noncoherent receivers all rely on hard-
bit decisions, hence a thorough study of soft-decision-aided
noncoherent detectors conceived for coded DSTM is still
awaited. Second, it was noted in [259] and [278] that owing
to the associated matrix-based signal processing, the nonco-
herent DSTM detectors generally exhibit a higher complexity
than their noncoherent DPSK detector counterparts. There-
fore, a systematic reduced-complexity design is needed for

noncoherent DSTM detection. Thirdly, the recent develop-
ment of massiveMIMOs [16], [17] demonstrated the interest-
ing result that the linear MMSEMIMO detector may become
near-optimum, when the number of antennas is increased
substantially. Since accurate channel estimation may become
a challenge in massive MIMO systems, the employment
of DSTM may be preferred. Against this background, one
may predict that the optimum MSDD/MSDSD may become
hardly affordable, when a massive number of antennas are
employed. Hence the DFDD philosophy may become the
preferred choice.
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